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When Irish eyes
are smiling

Faculty senate
approves grading,
honors changes
New system aims at a “truer” picture
of students’ academic standing
by

Nicole McIntyre ’02

News Editor

With the recent news of
grade inflation causing a closer
inspection of the grading
process, the College’s Faculty
Senate approved a bill that
attempts to increase academic
standards at PC. The bill
includes proposals to add minus
grades and higher cut-off levels
for graduating with honors.
“It doesn’t make a lot of
sense to have plus grades and
not minus grades,” stated Dr.
Hugh Lena, Professor of
Sociology and President of the
Faculty Senate. “A lot of
students have commented on
how such a system has affected
them negatively.” For example,
Lena noted, when students
transfer B- grades earned at
other schools, PC policy
requires the grade to be recorded
as a C+.
While some may be
concerned about how these
changes will affect their grades,
Lena assured that the alterations
are in the student’s best interest.
“Many
grad
schools,
particularly law and medical
schools, recalculate grades for
PC students. The effect is to
lower their GPA,” Lena stated.
The reason for this adjustment
involves the use of quality points
at PC. “We give extra quality
points for pluses but there are no
quality points for minuses.

Thus, you don’t lose quality
points. Grad schools need a
common standard, and that’s
why they recalculate the
grades. It changes where the
students stand,” explained
Lena. By adding minus to the
grading formula, Lena hopes a
“truer” picture of a student’s
academic standing will appear.
In terms of honors, the
Faculty Senate responded to a
proposal by the Dean’s Office
to increase the graduation
honors
requirements.
Currently, the standards are as
follows: cum laude 3.25,
magna cum laude 3.55, summa
cum laude 3.85. Changes
proposed by the Faculty Senate
involve moving the GPA
needed for cum laude to 3.55
and for magna cum laude to
3.7. Summa cum laude would
remain at 3.85. The increases
are important, according to
Lena, for maintaining the
integrity of honors. “In Spring
2001, 486 out of 817 students
total graduated with honors.
That’s 59.5%, which is high,”
Lena stated.
The bill now goes to Rev.
Phillip A. Smith, President of
the College, who must sign it
before it can go into effect.
Lena is unsure how Fr. Smith
will rule on the issue, but stated
that in the past, Fr. Smith has
been interested in the proposal
with the stipulation that all
sides be considered.

JOHN ENGLISHMEN '03/The Cowl

Students showed their St. Patty Day’s spirit at the annual Celtic event sponsored by BOP
and the Gaelic Society. Making their first appearance in the annual celebration, the Boston
Police Pipe Band, led by event organizer Jack Coffin ’03 (above top left), marched from
Fennell to Slavin Lawn. Once at Slavin, the crowd was treated to the Irish step dancing
skills of Sinead Stewart ’02 (above bottom left), Kara Shine, and KearaO’Leary ’03.
Activities for the day included planting shamrocks and a potato and soda bread bar. “It
went really well,” commented Stewart. “It was really enjoyable, and the weather held out.
We had a nice crowd, and people really seemed to have fun.”

Alumni survey reveals PC’s strengths and weaknesses
by

Nicole McIntyre ’02

News Editor

As the Class of 2002
prepares to graduate, the
Committee on Assessment
Issues and Resources is eyeing
up the next group to be part of
their newest effort - the alumni
survey.
After a National Association
of Schools and College’s
suggestion in 1997 that the
College devise a more formal
assessment program, Dr.
Thomas Canavan, Vice
President of Academic
Administration, formed a

committee to study “who [PC]
students are, what they’re
involved in, and what they
think about PC and why,”
explained Dr. Raymond
Sickinger, a Special Assistant
for Academic Administration.
The committee, made up of
Sickinger, Dr. Thomas Frank,
Rev. Joseph Guido, O.P., Dr.
Alice Beckwith, Dr. Jane
Callahan, Dr. John Hogan,
Dean Joseph Marina, and Dr.
Lynne Lawson, took close to
two years to develop a
comprehensive survey to
gauge the attitudes of PC grads.
Upon completion, the survey

was sent to the 901 members of
the Class of 2000. From that
mailing, 230 people, or 26%
chose to respond.
“It was less than we had
hoped, but it’s still a decent
rate,” stated Sickinger. “It is a
good, unbiased sample.”
The survey covered a wide
range of issues, including
salary,
involvement
in
community service activities,
and the quality of the PC
education. According to
Sickinger, the results show that
the College, in most areas, is
“doing a reasonably decent
job.” For example, when

Didn ’t get time to watch all those
Oscar-nominated, movies? Fear not,
you can still maintain your movie-buff
status around campus by reading our
comprehensive Oscar preview!
A&E, page 13

questioned about academic
activities, alumni noted that
discussion oriented classes,
course work outside the major,
and contact with faculty outside
of class was something that
contributed a great deal to their
personal development. “It tells
us something about what we’re
doing in the classroom and just
how important a faculty
connection is,” Sickinger stated.
In terms of extra-curricular
activities, Sickinger noted that
a number of respondents spoke
of their work in community
service organizations and how
such work was to their personal

She’s shaking herfists in
empowerment, but did
Easier’s Vagina Monologues
deliver the feminist punch we
were promised?
Commentary, page 9

development. “Given the
purpose and nature of the
College, the amount of pastoral
service is important,” said
Sickinger. This trend, however,
has not carried over into the
post-graduate world. “It’s not
surprising with one year out that
they haven’t done a lot of
volunteer work yet, as they may
not have had the opportunity, “
Sickinger continued. “We hope
and expect that these [numbers]
would expand tremendously.”
While most alumni rated
their experience at PC as

Alumni survey, page 4
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Conservative speaker
challenges establishment

PETE JOHNSON '03/The Cowl

Reginald Jones shares his Libretarian views with the audience.
PETE TAV1S '05/The Cowl

Bobby Gonzalez tours the country discussing his unique heritage.

Poet shares
insight into Native
American life
by

Felicia Grosso ’03

News Staff

On Tuesday, students gathered on the
fourth floor of Feinstein for a
presentation sponsored by the Political
Science Department and the Balfour
Center on Native American culture
given by Bobby Gonzalez, a Native
American- Latino storyteller, poet, and
lecturer.
Gonzalez is of Taino heritage. The
Tiano originated in Puerto Rico and are
also known as the Arawaks. Gonzalez,
who has spoken at places such as
Carnegie Hall, Cornell University, and
the National Museum of the American
Indian, has recently published a book
called “Song of the American
Holocaust,” which is a collection of his
poetry.
The lecture consisted of a slideshow
about various Native American tribes in
North America. During the slideshow,
Gonzalez supplied the audience with
various tidbits of information, many of
which were quite surprising. For
instance, Gonzalez explained that over
90% of Native Americans live in Latin
America. Gonzalez also talked about the
Native American influence on white
culture. For example, many modern
highways were built over old Native
American roads, and Americans
consume Native American food
everyday when they eat products such

as com, chocolate, potato chips, peanuts,
and even burritos and tortillas.
Gonzalez spent some time talking
about some of the hardships Native
Americans have faced preserving their
culture. One issue he touched on was
how Native Americans are not allowed
to practice their religion without a permit.
“Most of you take for granted religious
freedom, but religious freedom doesn’t
apply to Native Americans,” he said.
Gonzalez also talked about the war
on drugs and how it involves Native
Americans. He explained that Native
Americans are often caught in the middle
because they use certain substances, like
cacao leaves, for nutritional value. At
the end of his lecture, Gonzalez stressed
that the struggle between white and
Native Americans was not a clear-cut
line, but rather very complicated. “I’m
not going to stand here and say that we’re
right and they’re wrong. It’s not that
simple,” he explained.
Clara Rodriguez, ’03, was very
pleased with the lecture. Rodriguez
originally saw Gonzalez speak at Brown
University, and then asked him to come
to PC. She thought his presentation here
was “more extensive” than the last one.
“I thought it was important to get the
visual material,” she said.
Gonzalez encouraged students
interested in learning more about his past
and the Native American culture to visit
his website, www.bobbygonzalez.com.

Library hours for Easter Break
Wednesday, March 27... 8 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Thursday, March 28... 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Friday, March 29... Closed
Saturday, March 30... Closed
Sunday, March 31... Closed
Monday, April 1... 8:30 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.

by

Frank Caliva ’04

Asst. News Editor

Monday evening, a group of about
40 students and faculty came to ‘64 Hall
to listen to a lecture entitled “Betrayal:
Sold out by the Civil Rights Movement,”
by Reginald Jones, a noted entertainer,
music promoter, and speaker.
The lecture was sponsored by the
campus chapter of the Young
Republicans club, along with the
Political Science Department and the
Balfour Center for Multicultural Affairs.
Mr. Jones is a member of speakers circuit
of the Young America’s Foundation,
which sponsors conservative speakers on
college campuses. His company, the
Reggitainment Group, promotes the
record labels of funk legend George
Clinton, among others. He is also an
outspoken critic of the leadership and
tactics of the modern civil rights
movement.
Jones, who is African-American,
began his speech with a comparison of
the American black community with that
of the Asian-American community. He
pointed out that many Asian immigrants
to the US have overcome the
considerable language and cultural
barriers to become highly successful,
while native African-Americans, who
have the advantage of speaking English
and being part of American culture, have
a far lower socioeconomic status, in
general. He attributes this disparity in
part to his assertion that “the black

community is saddled with a self
anointed leadership that has sold out the
black community.” Jones pulled no
punches vehemently criticizing both the
Rev. Jesse Jackson and the Rev. Al
Sharpton, prominent civil rights leaders,
for soliciting donations for personal gain
rather than for the betterment of the black
community.
Jones also took aim at a recent civil
right struggle regarding the displaying
of the Confederate flag atop the South
Carolina Statehouse. He said that the
furor raised by the civil rights movement
over what he considered to be a side
issue, revealed the lack of real agenda
on the part of the NA ACP and other civil
rights organizations. Jones argued that
the tourism boycott instituted against
South Carolina by many organizations
was actually hurting black-owned
businesses more than anyone. Jones said
that the this was just another example in
his mind of how the leadership of the
civil rights movement used appeals to
people’s emotions to further their own
personal agenda, rather than uplift the
African-American community.
Jones, who is a member of the
Libertarian party, was also highly critical
of the Democratic party, especially of
former President Clinton, and former
Vice-President Gore. While the Clinton
and Gore administration argued against
the policy of racial profiling by police,
Jones stated that Clinton, while
Jones, page 3

NE WElectronic Database
PHILLIPS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
The Reference Suite @ FACTS.com delivers these
complete classic learning and reference databases:

The Facts On File World News
Digest
issues and Controversies @
FACTS.com
Today’s Science @ FACTS.com
The World Almanac Reference
Database
http://www.2facts.com/stories/mainmenu.asp
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Jones: proud not
to be “PC”
- continued from page 2 -

Attorney-General in Arkansas, and
actually instituted a racial profiling
policy in that state. “The facts are a
dangerous thing,” he said.
Jones accused the mainstream media
of ignoring this and other similar
incongruities between Clinton’s
positions and his actual behavior. He
noted that civil rights leaders in general
are unusually silent when Democrats
violate the civil rights of African
Americans. He claimed this was a result
of the monetary relationships between
Democrats and the major civil rights
organizations, along with the
leadership’s desire to stay in power. “The
black leadership wants to play doctor,
and the best way to play doctor is to keep
the patient sick,” he said.
Jones also drew some laughs from the
crowd. While talking about his
opposition to affirmative action and the
emphasis on artificially creating
diversity in the workplace and higher
education, he suggested that to be truly
diverse, the all white pop group
N’SYNC should exchange two members
with the all black hip-hop group Wu
Tang Clan. Jones also noted that there
were no cries for diversity in
organizations that are dominated by
African-Americans, such as the National
Basketball Association. He attributed the
success of African-Americans in music
and sports to the fact that they are held
to the same standards as everyone else
in those fields, and achieve excellence
as a result. “The [civil rights] leadership
wants to stress diversity, not excellence,”

Jones said. “But they don’t seem to
understand that diversity often naturally
follows from excellence.”
Jones, who admitted in his own words
that he is not “politically correct”, went
on to target welfare, the public school
system, and the pro-abortion movement
as all ways in which the AfricanAmerican community is held back.
Speaking on abortion, an unusual topic
to relate to civil rights in many people’s
eyes, Jones noted that Margaret Sanger,
founder of Planned Parenthood, was a
eugenicist and Nazi sympathizer who
hoped to use abortion to “weed out” the
undesirable black population. “One-third
of all babies aborted today are black,”
he said. He referred to this as an act of
genocide.
While some might find his position
as a critic of the civil rights movement
and a beneficiary of its legacy
incongruous, Jones vehemently denied
this. He paid homage to civil rights
leaders like Martin Luther King, Jr. and
Malcolm X, but argued that the current
black leadership fails to live up to the
legacy of these men. “Liberals talk about
the issue, dramatize the issue, but do not
solve the issue,” Jones said. The black
community is left with no choice, and is
forced to cope with a leadership more
concerned with its own personal success,
he said. In closing, Jones quoted a song
from the 1970s album “One Nation
Under a Groove”, by ParliamentFunkadelic, a group for whom he
sometimes sings back up. “Think, thinkit ain’t illegal yet,” he said.

Photo courtesy of Servizto Fotografico de “L’OR.

When in
Rome...
by

Shawna Hassett ’03

News Staff

“Walking up, my hands were cold.
My heart beat was never so fast in my
life,” Arthur Dylag ’03, said of a recent
encounter he had in Rome, Italy.
However, he was not referring to a
gladiator
match with
a lion in
t
h
e
Coliseum,
but rather a
chance
meeting
with the Pope.
Dylag and his parents traveled to
Rome for spring break to celebrate his
mother’s 50"’ birthday. The family, who
has done much traveling throughout
Europe, visiting places such as Paris,
Germany, and Poland, decided to go to
Rome, a destination Mrs. Dylag has
always dreamed of visiting.
In Rome, the Dylags met a long-time
family friend, a priest and professor at
a university in Poland. Having been to
Rome on three previous occasions, their
friend showed the family around Rome,
taking them to a monastery, six different
basilicas, St. Peter’s, a chapel, the
Vatican, and more must-see tourist hot
spots.
The Dylags' friend studied with a
Polish cardinal at one point in his career
as a priest and used that connection to
meet the Pope on his last visit to Rome.
According to Dylag, he called upon that
same cardinal again to allow the Dylags
to meet the Pope personally.
Every Wednesday and Saturday, the
Pope typically holds general audiences
which allow the public to see the Pope
and hear him speak. However, the week
the Dylags were visiting Rome, the
Pope was ill and consequently cancelled
all his audiences.
Though the Dylags were
disappointed, they were given
permission to visit the Pope’s garden on
Friday, March 8lh, which they had
planned on doing until they received a
call that morning. At 8 am, the Dylags
were notified that they were personally
invited to visit the Pope at 11:30 am.
According to Dylag, their friend
persistently phoned the cardinal he
knew to see if it would be possible to
meet with the Pope.
The persistence paid off as the
Dylags were on their way to the Vatican

•

at 11:15 am. The security guards
brought the Dylags into the waiting
room where they stayed until a few
cardinals with whom the Pope had a
meeting left.
The priest introduced himself to the
Pope first, and then presented Dylag’s
mother, who kneeled at the feet of the
Pope and kissed his ring. “She looked
at him and she froze,” Dylag said. “So
she bent down even further and kissed
both his feet.”
Dylag’s father met the Pope next,
and spoke to him for about 15 minutes.
He gave the Pope a crystal figurine that,
according to Dylag, is supposed to
signify the Church's roof. The crystal
contains the Papal emblem and an
engraving of the Dylags’ names and the
date of Mrs. Dylag’s birthday.
Dylag was the last to meet the Pope,
who told Dylag as he looked as his
parents that he was the light of their life.
Dylag asked the Pope for his blessing
so he could find his calling. He also
mentioned Providence College and the
Dominican order.
The Pope, who is 82 years old,
appeared to Dylag to be in relatively
good health, considering his age.
Though he cancelled his audiences due
to illness, Dylag said he was “rich in
color” and “had a firm grip.”
“His left hand was shaking and his
back was shaped liked a basketball,”
said Dylag. “His right hand was on his
right knee and his head was tilted to the
right. His left eye was closed and his
right was open.”
A few bishops joked with Dylag later
at dinner that the Pope saves one eye
for reading and one eye for general use,
considering he does not wear glasses.
“Just being in his presence was
overwhelming,” Dylag said. “Once I
saw him nothing else mattered. I was
in a daze for a couple of days after that.”
Dylag said that he had never
seriously thought about death before the
recent death of John Philpott. After his
meeting with the Pope, Dylag feels
reassured and at peace. He stated, “I’m
not afraid of anything anymore. He’s
the closest you can get to God in this
world.”
Dylag, who had considered going on
a cruise with friends for spring break,
is extraordinarily thankful he opted for
the family vacation with his parents.
According to Dylag, meeting the Pope
was a profound experience in his life.
“You see how good he is and nothing
else matters. Words can’t describe it.”
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Stress test:
Weather, midterms cause
influx at Personal Counseling
by

Juliana Patsourakos ’02

News Staff

As energy seems to be waning around
campus, some students are seeking
direction from the counseling center to
feel more healthy for a variety of reasons.
Dr. John Hogan, Director of the Personal
Counseling, said that this year in general
has been the busiest year for the center
in recent memory. “I would say that this
year we have seen a lot more kids than
any other year. I don’t like to prescribe
a reason, but it has been a very
challenging year for our society,” Hogan
said.
While the events of September 11th
have no doubt added a great deal of stress
and anxiety to our society, Hogan
believes that students are under more
stress now than were college students
twenty years ago, when he first came to
Providence College. “I think college
students have been under a lot more
stress than ten or twenty years ago. A
lot of times, people don’t know how to
deal with their stress, “ said Hogan.
While Hogan did not want to attribute
students seeking help from the
counseling center to the weather, he did
acknowledge that there are “seasonal
issues.” “I think the weather is more blah
and that affects people. I think when
really spring weather comes people will
do more fun outdoor things and have
more energy,” said Hogan.
Hogan said that college students
sometimes become trapped in a vicious
cycle as they stay up late around
midterms to do work, do not get enough
sleep, eat on the go, and then feel a bit
down or lacking energy. Hogan said that
while using the counseling center is a
healthy step towards feeling better,
excessive use of alcohol is one problem
that students may encounter if they do
not deal with their stress in a beneficial
way. “We’ve had more students that

have had alcohol-related emergencies
this year,” stated Hogan.
With snow falling on the first day of
spring and students have settled back
into the groove of classes after spring
break, the energy level on campus
appears to be as lackluster as the sun.
Many students are experiencing a
difficult time getting back in the swing
of classes, and some students are feeling
a wide range of reactions such as not
being able to focus or feeling a bit blase.
“I came back, and I have a lot of work
to do. I think seniors especially feel blah
because there are only two months left.
1 think senior year brings up a lot of
emotions. People thought senior year
would be a lot less, but it’s a lot more,”
commented Elizabeth Sica ’02, who
expressed her feeling letdown after
coming back to school from a trip to the
Bahamas.
Adam Jones ’02 also feels that things
are drawing to a close for seniors around
campus. “Things are starting to wind
down. I’m losing a little focus on
academics now as I focus more on what
lies ahead,” commented Jones.
While seniors have some separate
issues, some members from other classes
are also experiencing a lack of energy.
“I’m just busy with a lot of stuff so I
could definitely use some more energy
just to keep up with everything. Between
now and Easter, I have something due
everyday, it’s just out of control,” said
Sarah Karg ’04, who says that she has
had a hard time focusing in classes since
spring break because she has been up late
every night doing work. While some
students are feeling low energy, for
others around campus, it is business as
usual. “It’s been a lot of work, but I feel
okay,” said Dan Graham ’03, as Paige
Alexander ’04 nodded in agreement. It’s
“nothing out of the ordinary,” said
Alexander.

Alumni survey emphasizes
personal interaction
- Continued from page 1 positive, some gaps in what they
perceived to be important to their current
position and what they learned at PC did
appear. For instance, although they
believed understanding different people
was necessary to their current life, PC
alumni noted that they did not gain much
experience in this area while at the
College. Additionally, “a significant
number of [alumni] have discovered that
computer technologies are used in their
daily activities. PC did not fail them but
they did not do everything they could
have, “ stated Sickinger. “The gap is not
excessively large, and PC is doing a
reasonably decent job.”
Fr. Guido then explained his analysis
of the qualitative data. Respondents
were given the opportunity to write
responses to open-ended questions such
as “Who or what influenced you the
most?” and “What was the most
important influence on your religious
faith?” Eighty-seven percent of those
who returned the survey chose to write
these essays, a fact which, according to
Guido, is significant because “these
essays take more effort, take more work,
and time.”
Most notable from this data set was
the emphasis on personal experiences at
PC.
Fifty-four percent of the
respondents who selected a person cited
faculty members as the most influential
part of their college experience, followed

by peers, staff members, and off-campus
sources such as internship directors.
Regarding religion, 54% percent of
individuals selected a person as the most
important influence on their faith, with
75% of this group selecting members of
the Dominican community. Twenty
seven percent of those surveyed selected
religious services or activities as the most
important factor in their faith
development.
For some, the PC experience was not
as positive, with around five percent of
students reporting negative feelings,
including “over-zealous priests,” “the
ostracizing of homosexuals on campus,”
and “racist, self-indulgent” individuals.
“There are two kinds of students who
will respond to these surveys,” Sickinger
explained. “They are either very
satisfied or very dissatisfied, and we did
have some dissatisfied.”
Although this survey is the first of its
kind, the committee hopes that it will
not be the last. “We have plans to survey
this class and the following classes at
three years, five years, seven years [after
graduation],” stated Sickinger.
“It’s a really important process,” he
continued. “There is really a beautiful
but fragile equation at Providence
College that involves faculty, staff, and
students that truly care about each other
and what they do. It will be a positive
challenge to maintain.”

Cadet Brian Sullivan ’03 discusses tactics during an After Action

Review during a recent Situational Training Exercise.

ROTC news
Fall on the campus of Providence
College is always a time of change,
whether it is the color of the leaves, the
temperature, or the faces of new students
and faculty. One thing that does not
change is the exceptional performance
of the Army ROTC cadets and cadre that
make up the Patriot Battalion. Recent
world events have placed focus on the
need for our nation’s military to have
leaders of the highest quality. For fiftyone years, the Patriot Battalion has
continued a proud tradition of providing
exactly that. This past May, twelve
senior cadets from the Patriot Battalion
were commissioned as Second
Lieutenants in the United States Army.
Each one of these new lieutenants have
now moved on to their respective units
or Officer Basic Courses.
Completion of graduation and
commissioning ceremonies meant that
the torch of leadership had been passed
from the class of 2001 to the cadets of
2002. The class of 2002, led by Cadet
Matthew Marino, immediately embraced
their new responsibilities and headed to
Ft Lewis, Washington for ROTC
Advanced Camp. Sixteen cadets from
the Patriot Battalion attended Advanced
Camp. The thirty-five days spent at Ft
Lewis comprise the most important
training that a cadet must successfully
complete to be commissioned into the
Army. Advanced Camp is designed to
be physically and mentally challenging
and each cadet is continually evaluated
in a number of stressful training
scenarios. Leadership, teamwork, and
military proficiency are constantly
developed and reinforced. All sixteen
cadets from the Patriot Battalion
successfully completed Advanced
Camp. Collectively, they exceeded the
national Army ROTC averages in their
leadership scores, peer assessments, and
tactical performance. Their Army
Physical Fitness Test scores were well
above the camp average. Even more
impressive is that eight of the cadets
earned the rating of “Best Qualified” for
their performance at camp. Nationwide,
only a third of cadets who attend
Advanced Camp earn this rating. The
cadets of 2002 proved they were ready
to lead the Patriot Battalion.
As summer came to a close the cadets
and cadre of the Patriot Battalion
prepared for the next training event.

“Discovery Days” was conducted at
Providence College 30 August - 1
September. Over the course of those
three days, the Patriot Battalion reunited
for the coming academic semester and
introduced selected members of the class
of 2005 to the proud traditions of Army
ROTC. “Discovery Days” was a
complete success and a rewardin,,
experience for all who participated. The
cadets and cadre enjoyed a full schedule
of training activities that included
rappelling, confidence course, and even
a trip to a rock-climbing gym. Best of
all, each day was topped off with a
barbeque. Overall, “Discovery Days”
served to develop the unity and
camaraderie of the Patriot Battalion for
the new school year.
Every fall the cadets and cadre of the
Patriot Battalion participate in a
weekend-long Field Training Exercise
(FTX). This training event brings
together the Army ROTC Battalions of
Providence College, University of
Rhode Island, and University of
Connecticut. Every effort is made to
provide the cadets with the most realistic
training and this event will be no
exception. This fall’s FTX is perhaps
the most ambitious training weekend that
the cadets and cadre have ever planned.
It will be conducted at Stones Ranch
Military Reservation in Connecticut.
Over the course of the operation, the
cadets of the Patriot Battalion will
conduct tactical maneuvers from squad
to platoon level. The highlight of the
weekend will be a nighttime tactical
airlift provided by several helicopters of
the Rhode Island Army National Guard.
The cadets will load at the URI campus
and, upon insertion at Stones Ranch, will
immediately begin tactical operations.
The Patriot Battalion represents a
proud tradition of excellence at
Providence College. This fall, the cadets
and cadre have worked very hard to take
the training to an even higher standard.
The common goal of the Patriot
Battalion is to commission some of the
best officers in the United States Army.
If you have any questions about the
Providence College Army ROTC
program or scholarship opportunities
with the program, call Captain(P) Ellis
Hopkins at (401) 865-2025.
- submitted by Major Houston
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Physical plant
contract resolved
by

Nicole McIntyre ’02

News Editor

After nearly ten months of
negotiations, the Service Employees
International Union Local 134, which
represents Physical Plant, and the
College came to an agreement on a four
year contract. “I am very pleased,”
stated Marifrances McGinn, Legal
Counsel to the College. “I think it’s a
fair contract, and 1 look forward to the
next four years.”
The new contract includes a bonus in
the first year and a three percent raise
each year thereafter, protection against
subcontracting in the first three years,
and the continuation of the current health
care plan which includes “lower
prescription and emergency room costs
than the rest of the college pays,”
according to Karen McAninch, Business
Agent for the union. Additionally, the
College has made a commitment to help
the workers advance their skills. “The
new contract calls for job training, which
was something the college was
promoting. Now, general workmen can
become arborists, gardners, tradesmen,
etc.,” McAninch said.
Snow removal, which had been an
issue for the union in the past, was
resolved, as well. “They have a new plan
in effect. It could work well or it
couldn’t. I think it’s in the College’s best
interest to work with us on that,” stated
McAninch.
Some issues not directly impacting
the contract were not resolved, however.
According to McAninch, four grievances
have reached the National Labor

itself has found merit in our charge. It
means that until now, the board
investigated as a neutral party, and now
they’re on our side,” McAninch
explained. The current issues include

"i'm very
pleased. I think
it's a fair con
tract,
and I look
forward to the
next four years.”
- Marifrances McGinn
providing and paying for building
mechanics to be on duty in Schneider
Arena during hockey games in
accordance with Providence City law,
the timeline for disclosing information
to the union, allowing workers to take a
leave of absence if they choose to run
for an elected office within the union,
and a disagreement over workers taking
off Veterans Day. “There is a trial
scheduled for June,” McAninch
continued. “The NLRB issues a decision
on that trial that could tell the College
that they did something wrong and
provides remedies for the issues.”
McGinn stated that the College is
prepared for that process. “Anyone can
go to any forum they want, and we’re
comfortable to defend these cases.”
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Sexual Assault Awareness
Week alerts students to
dangers in their drinks
Providence College, in conjunction
with the Sexual Assault and Trauma
Resource Center of Rhode Island
(SATRC) and other Rhode Island
colleges and universities, will participate
in a state wide campaign to bring
awareness and education to the issue of
drug facilitated sexual assault.
Campaign 2002 entitled “Watch your
Glass ... Know what’s in it. Know who
poured it.” is a comprehensive plan
designed to educate students about the
dangers of drugs used to facilitate sexual
assault, ways to protect themselves and
where they can get help. These drugs,
which are often referred to as “date rape
drugs” are Rohypnol, GHB, and
Ketamine as well as other which have a
sedative or hallucinogenic effect.
The SATRC will produce and provide
colleges and universities with campaign
materials such as posters and table tents.
Other promotional strategies include two
billboards on Route 95 near Providence
and “Watch Your Glass” drink coasters
in local clubs and bars.
Dr. Anne Coleman, of the Personal
Counseling Center, is a member of the
Campus Sexual Assault Task Force at
SATRC and coordinator of campus
activities during Sexual Assault
Awareness Week. “There are several
activities planned for the week which
will be promoted by students from Step
1, the Social Work Club, and Women
Will as well as Residence Life staff,” said
Coleman. “With the effort and interest
which students are putting forth towards
such an important issue, the campaign
is sure to be a success.”
Sexual Assault Awareness Week will

begin with a Mass on Sunday evening,
April 7, in memory of the victims of
sexual assault. Events planned for the
week of April 8 include: a Circle of

“Watch your Glass ...
Know what’s in it.
Know who poured it.”
is a comprehensive
plan designed to
educate students about
the dangers of drugs
used to facilitate sexual
assault...
Healing Wreath where students, faculty,
and staff can tie a teal ribbon to the
wreath as a sign of support of non
violence and/or for anyone who knows
a victim of sexual assault, with donations
give to the SATRC; These Hands Don’t
Hurt helps create a visual awareness that
violence is unacceptable, students will
be asked to sign their names on hand
cutouts as another way of showing
support for non-violence; there will be
information tables outside the cafeterias
in Slavin Center and Raymond Hall
throughout the week. The Circle of
Healing Wreath and a display of These
Hands Don't Hurt will be highlighted
during Take Back the Night on Thursday,
April 25.
Submitted by Dr. Anne Coleman
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Getting good marks?
by

Jamie Gisonde ’02

News Staff

A student's college experience is no
doubt a time of turbulent change and
adjustment. Handed four years of
independence, or at least, freedom from
the clutches of parental regulations, one
might decide to alter something about
his or her physical appearance in order
to demonstrate this newfound autonomy.
While the reasons range from inspiration
by friends’ bold behavior, a desire to
exhibit self-sufficiency, or a way to make
a personal statement, body art and body
piercings are widespread among college
campuses. Whether the urge strikes
during freshman year or while away on
a wild Spring Break, PC students
certainly aren’t strangers to this
phenomenon.
Senior Nicole Filipponi decided to
get a tattoo in the fall of her freshman
year after a couple of her friends had
already gotten them. “It was something
that I wanted at the time,” she said,
referring to the little lizard, now slightly
faded, crawling down her lower back.
"1 drew it in high school so it had some
meaning, but now it’s too random, and
I’ve outgrown it.” Filipponi also said
that she definitely wouldn’t get another
one, and in fact, she even wanted this
one removed.
Others, like Michele Viani ’02, got a
tattoo on a whimsical impulse. “I was
on the beach last year in Ft. Lauderdale
and I saw a tattoo studio,” explained
Viani. She has the Chinese symbol for
’heart, soul and mind’ in the middle of
her lower back. “I guess 1 wanted to do
something rebellious. My friend was
going to get one too, but she backed out
at the last second and got a navel ring
instead.” Although she’s still happy with
it. Viani admitted that she wouldn’t have
gotten one if she knew she would be the
only one to go through with it.
Tattoos aren’t the only things that
seem to intrigue college kids. Gina
DeLuca ’02 also got the courage to
pierce her naval with her best friend
while she was away on Spring Break.
"I don’t think 1 would have done it if my
friends weren’t there to support me,” she
said. “I showed my dad a week later on

LAUREN MUELLER’02/The Cowl

my birthday.
He was
disappointed, but not mad. I think it’s
because it wasn’t as permanent as a
tattoo,” she added.
Ironically, MTV’s show, “So 5
Minutes Ago: Spring Break,” featured a
segment that portrayed the tattoo and

Attention all students!
DO NOT bring a car back to campus
after Easter Break unless you have
an authorized sticker.
There are NO spaces available.
There will be NO temps issued.
NO excuse will be honored.

Illegal cars will be ticketed and
towed.

piercing frenzies during Spring Break as
an outdated trend of the past.
Besides temporarily upset parents
and the chance that the trend is no longer
stylish, there are other risks involved in

piercing and tattooing. While none of
these PC students encountered
infections, many have had to make a trip
to the Health Center. “The most
common infection [in piercings] is the
navel,” said Cindy Jacobson, R.N., Staff
Nurse and Health and Wellness
Educator. “The upper ear heals with
difficulty, too, because there is less blood
flow [there.]” Her opinion as a nurse
about tattoos and piercings is to “beware
and be aware.” Jacobson commented
that “we spend our lives working to heal
the body, and to introduce it to possibly
dangerous infections is something that
really frightens me.” She also admitted
that, “in all honesty, [she could not]
recommend them.”
According to the Environmental
Health Clearinghouse, tattooing has
received a bad rap in the past and has
even been banned in some states and
localities because of negligence of health
and safety standards. While studios now
are very conscientious about cleanliness
and sterility, people who offer tattooing
in unsanitary conditions in their home
or in the back of a van still exist.
There are hundreds of websites on the
Internet to help guide someone thinking
of getting his or her body tattooed or
pierced. While many offer tips on the
aftercare, others answer
common questions and
provide
informative
guidelines. The bottom line
in most of the web pages is
to take time choosing,
consider the sanitation and
health risks, and visit
several studios. The
Association of Professional
Piercers
(APP)
recommends a list of ten
basic standards that all
piercers should follow at
www.bme.freeq.com/
pierce/basiclO. Also, the
Alliance of Professional
Tattooists is another non
profit organization that sets standards of
practice and ethics for members to
follow, and they can be visited at
www.safetattoos.com. A directory for
tattoo studios in Providence can also be
found on www.oso.com, keywords,
“tattoo directory.”
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"Shadow" government has officials at
secret locations in fear of al-Qaida attack
by

Ben Downing ’03

World Staff

In what seems to be a growing num
ber of similarities between the practices
of the Cold War and the War Against Ter
rorism, the United States has assembled
a ‘shadow government’ in case another
attack on Washington, D.C. were to ren
der the Capital, and therefore the gov
ernment, incapable of performing its
duties.
Such an operation was conceived as
a Cold War precaution against nuclear
attack during the Eisenhower adminis
tration but never used until now. It went
into effect in the first hours after the ter
ror attacks and has evolved over time,
said senior government officials who
provided details of the plan.
Currently, the shadow government is
believed to be comprised of some 75 or
more senior officials living and work
ing in hiding “outside of Washington.”
Without confirming details of the gov
ernment-in-waiting, Bush told reporters
in Iowa: “We take the continuity of gov
ernment issue seriously because our na
tion was under attack. And I still take
the threats we receive from al-Qaida kill
ers and terrorists very seriously."
“I have an obligation as the president
and my administration has an obligation
to the American people to put measures
in place that, should somebody be suc
cessful in attacking Washington, there is
an ongoing government," Bush said.
“That is one reason why the vice
president was going to undisclosed lo
cations. This is serious business. And we
take it seriously."
The shadow government plan was
activated out of heightened fears that the
al-Qaida terrorist network might obtain

yahoo

The “shadow government” is an extension of a policy that has kept Vice
President Dick Cheney in secure, undisclosed locations away from Washington.
a portable nuclear weapon, sources said.
U.S. intelligence has no specific knowl
edge the network has such a weapon, but
the risk was great enough to warrant the
activation of a plan, said a senior gov
ernment official who spoke on condition
of anonymity.
According to the ‘Continuity of Op
erations Plan’, as reported by the Wash
ington Post, senior members of all de
partments have been rotating in and out
of assignment, representing their respec
tive departments in one of bunkered lo
cations along the East coast.
Officials who are activated for the
duty live and work underground 24 hours

a day, away from their families. The
shadow government has sent home most
of the first wave of deployed personnel,
replacing them most commonly at 90day intervals, the Post reported.
A government official who spoke to
The Associated Press said the groups
usually number 70 to 150 people, de
pending on the level of threat detected
by U.S. intelligence. He said President
Bush does not foresee ever needing to
turn over government functions to the
secret operation, but believed it was pru
dent to implement the long-standing plan
in light of the gathering war on terror
ism and persistent threats of future at

tacks. The team, drawn from every Cabi
net department and some independent
agencies, would seek to prevent the col
lapse of essential government functions
in the event of a disabling blow to Wash
ington, the official said.
The underground government would
try to contain disruptions of the nation's
food and water supplies, transportation
links, energy and telecommunications
networks, public health and civil order,
the Post reported. Later, it would begin
to reconstitute the government. The government-in-waiting is an extension of a
policy that has kept Vice President Dick
Cheney in secure, undisclosed locations
away from Washington. Cheney has
moved in and out of public view as threat
levels have fluctuated, at times to the
same location that the senior government
officials have been hidden.
The shadow government is drawn
from that deep pool of officials who are
now formally part of the line of succes
sion, sources said. In addition, at least
one Cabinet secretary is kept out of
Washington at all times to help maintain
the continuity of government, one gov
ernment source said. For nearly two
weeks at the end of December, for ex
ample, Attorney General John Ashcroft
was secretly sent to his farm in Missouri
and kept under high security.
Senate Majority Leader Tom
Daschle, D-S.D. said Congress has its
own contingency plans. "Precautions
have been taken and arrangements have
been made to move the work of Con
gress to another location," he said. The
Pentagon, too, rotates top military offi
cials to secure locations,” spokeswoman
Victoria Clarke said.
Sources: nytimes.com, yahoonews.com

Yates guilty of murder,
sentenced to 40 years
by

Elizabeth Holland ’03

World Staff

Andrea Pia Yates, 37, was sentenced
to^life in prison on March 15 for the
drowning deaths of her five children in
June 2001. The jury of eight women and
four men, which took less than four
hours on March 12 to reject Mrs. Yates’s
insanity plea and find her guilty of
capital murder, took only to return a life
sentence.
The jurors had only two punishment
options following Yates’ conviction on
two counts of capital murder: death by
injection or life in prison, which under
Texas law requires that a convict serve
at least 40 years before being considered
for parole.
Being led from the courtroom, Yates
turned to look back at her mother and
siblings, but she portrayed no emotion.
Her husband, Russell, after the
sentencing said that his wife was “the
victim...not only of the medical
community but the justice system.”
He accused the court system of
victimizing his wife after the medical
community had mistreated her by not
recognizing how sick she was and not
giving her the right treatment.

“It could be worse if she’d been given
the death penalty, but it wouldn’t have
been that much worse,” Yates’ husband
Russell said outside the courthouse.
Outside the court, prosecutors said
they accepted the jury’s sentence and
defended the less-than-forceful call for
the death penalty they made in closing
arguments. Prosecutor Joe Owmby said
that he didn’t think “the facts and the
evidence warranted me recommending
a death sentence in this case.”
Similarly, Owmby, one of the two
assistant district attorneys who argued
the case said “I cannot argue with their
verdict based on the evidence in this
case.”
yahoo
The four-week trial attracted national
attention as advocates for the mentally Family of Andrea Yates think a prison sentence will not treat her mental illness.
ill argued that the standard for an insanity
defense was too strict in Texas and that and that she had killed her children to that because of its numbing effect, “she
society needed to do more to recognize save them from “hellfire and doesn’t really have an emotional
damnation.”
and treat mental illness.
understanding of what’s going on.”
Patrick Kennedy, a brother of Mrs.
Mrs. Yates, who had received
diagnoses of postpartum depression and Yates, said, “We don’t as a family believe Sources:
psychosis after her fourth and fifth justice was accomplished here because www.msnbc.com,www.nytimes.com,
children were born, confessed she killed we believe a sick person has been sent www.cnn.com
all five of her chiildren, ages six months to prison for 40 years.”
Dr. Lucy Puryear, a psychiatrist who
to seven years.
testified
on behalf of Mrs. Yates, said she
She later told relatives and
psychiatrists that Satan was inside her is taking anti-psychotic medication and
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gives doctors the right to kill
by

Jay Higgins ’03

World Editor

To many people, a doctor diagnoses,
treats, and saves lives on a daily basis.
However, in the state of Oregon, they
have one more responsibility: the abil
ity to prescribe lethal doses of drugs to
terminally ill patients, or in other words,
kill.
"I want the option, not knowing what
is down the road," said an anonymous
Oregon woman who ordered the drugs
but has yet to take them.
The option for death through doc Living in Oregon gives you the right to
tor—ordered prescriptions was available
ask your doctor for death.
to this patient and others in the State of
Oregon through the “Death with Dignity son to talk to professionals about their
Act,” which was passed in 1994, but did feelings, opening the door for the very
not get off the ground until 1997. To be treatment the act's opponents say they
eligible, a patient must go through sev should get. Without the law, people suf
eral steps. It requires that a person who fering despair over their illness might
wants to have a lethal dose of drugs pre decide to act on their own to take their
scribed must ask three times — once in lives, without first trying to get help.
Others argue that the issue is not
writing and twice verbally, with at least
15 days between the two verbal requests. whether people should have the right to
The patient must be at least 18 years old, end their lives — which is provided un
an Oregon resident, and must be "ca der Oregon law — but whether physi
pable" — defined as being able to "make cians should be allowed to take part in
and communicate health care decisions." the act, according to Dr. Gregory
The patient must have been diagnosed Hamilton, a spokesman for Physicians
with a terminal illness and have been de for Compassionate Care.
“It changes the decision from 'How
termined to have less than six months to
can we care for you?' to 'Are we or are
live.
The Death with Dignity Act has been we not going to kill you?' That's not
challenged by many, namely U.S. Attor right," Hamilton said. Could the future
ney General John Ashcroft. In Novem of going to Medical School be teaching
ber, Ashcroft reversed an earlier U.S. students to kill? With the Death with
Department of Justice decision that Dignity Act, the potential is there.
No other state has legalized assisted
Oregon's law did not conflict with the
federal Controlled Substances Act, and suicide, but on March 7, the Hawaii
ordered the Drug Enforcement Admin House passed two measures similar to
istration to begin pursuing legal action Oregon's Death With Dignity Act. One
against doctors in the state who prescribe approved a constitutional amendment to
potentially fatal doses of drugs for their allow doctor—assisted suicide, and the
patients. Doctors say that since the Bush other laid out the terms under which the
administration's challenge of the law, law would be implemented.
However, Ashcroft continues to op
there has been an increase in the num
ber of requests they have received for pose the bill, even issuing a statement
recently saying that assisting suicide is
suicide assistance.
Like many controversial bills, people not a "legitimate medical purpose," and
are torn on whether or not to support the therefore doctors who prescribe feder
bill. Opponents of the bill say that the ally controlled substances to do so could
have their licenses suspended or re
act preys on terminal patients’ depres
voked.
sion, fear of pain, and concern about be
The issue is now in the hands of a
coming a burden on others (emotionally
and financially)— none of which should federal court judge. However, for termi
be the reason why people end their lives. nally ill patients in Oregon, they face a
Ninety—one people have ended their life completely different issue— whether or
since the doctor—prescribed drug act not to take the pills and take their own
life in the process.
went into effect in 1997.
Supporters say that the Death with
Sources: abcnews.com, dwd.org
Dignity Act gives the terminally ill a rea-

Soon U.S. soldiers may wear uniforms that will adjust their color to
adapt to their background similiar to chameleons.

The future of U.S. soldiers
by Bill Schmidt
World Staff

’03

The combat gear currently
under development at the Department of
Defense relies on new technology to suit
up future soldiers for battle in rough
terrain and hostile environments.
“Most of the stuff that the Army
has today is to fight in open fields and
forest; but we expect more warfare in bad
terrain, like in the mountains or even on
urban streets, and this is suited forthat,”
said Bill Machrone, vice president of
technology for PC magazine, “It’s a great
advancement in survivability.”
A uniform known as the
“Objective Force Warrior” should be
fully developed within the next 10 years.
The uniform is an “all-seasons”
waterproof suit that adjusts to the
soldier’s internal body temperature.
“He can actually go from Arctic
cold to desert heat and back again,”
Machrone said.
Another futuristic uniform,
know as the “Land Warrior,” resembles
a space suit and features a built-in
infrared sensor wired to the soldier’s
weapon that detects body heat in the
dark. Currently, soldiers have to rely on
printed maps with information that is at
least several hours old at the time they
set out on a mission. But with the Land
Warrior suit, each soldier can get real
time information through a helmet
mounted Global Positioning System
(GPS), a small wireless voice and data
communication system, and a wearable
computer linked to an intra-squad
wireless network.

“If he's on a battlefield, he can
call in fire, just like sending in an email Machrone said. “He’ll specify the
kind of attack. It’s sent, and just that
easily, he’s in touch with his
commanders.”
Each rifle is fitted with a
thermal imaging sensor that allows a
soldier to fire without exposing himself
to the enemy because the sensor, which
detects heat, eliminates the need to
actually look through the rifle's scope.
The next generation of warriors
may also be able to literally blend in with
their surroundings. Scientists are
studying animals to develop technology
that could be used for chameleon-like
battle wear that changes color depending
on its surroundings.
“The technology is advanced to
where the surface of suit is a chameleon,”
Machrone said. “If a soldier is leaning
against a marble wall, the suit changes
coloration to that.”
The next generation of soldiers
is also expected to be armed with “smart
bullets.” “They can steer themselves,
based on a thermal target," Machrone
said. “It will actually be like the cartoon
bullets.”
Perhaps the most striking
scenario for future soldiers is a
development that could eliminate their
need to eat: the food patch. It works
much like the nicotine patch used by
smokers trying to quit. “Sustenance
patches applied to the body will release
the necessary nutrients," Machrone said.
“Not a seven-course meal, but enough
to keep you going.”
Sources: abcnews.com, usatoday.com

CASEWORKER! !
THE CHOICE PROGRAMS
Interested in a career in juvenile justice/counseling/education?
The Choice Programs are an excellent starting place, providing
hands-on training in the areas of juvenile justice, educational and
health services, & family intervention. Choice is looking for
energetic, enthusiastic, and dedicated individuals — with a desire
to make a difference — to work with at-risk youth throughout
Maryland. One year contract position requires Bachelor’s
degree, valid driver’s license, & auto.

The Choice Programs are part of the Americorps
National Service Network
Representatives of The Choice Programs will
be conducting interviews at Providence College

INFORMATION SESSION
Wednesday, April 10, 2002
7 :00-8 :00pm Moore Hall- Room I

INTERVIEWS
Thursday, April 11, 2002
Career Services
Pl Aasp contact the Providence College Career Services
for Seniors to schedule YOUR interview.

Scoletti’s Gourmet Deli
Comer of Douglas Ave. and Mineral Spring
North Providence, RI 02908

353-7879
Grilled Pizza
Fresh Sauteed Pasta
Daily Specials
Free Delivery 10:00am - 2:00 pm

10% off with Student ID

10% off with Student ID
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So you want to talk about Vaginas,...
by

Dave Holman ’03

Commentary Editor

Promiscuous sex. Prostitution. Vulgarity. How do
any of these stop the violence?
Confused? So am I.
Let me back up. I attended the Political Science
Department-sponsored production of the Vagina Mono
logues last Thursday night. There were some great
messages and noble goals conveyed: violence against
anyone, especially women, is awful—particularly
sexual violence such as rape and genital mutilation.
Women should not feel inherently dirty about their
sexuality. Women around the world should not be sec
ond-class citizens. Birth is a beautiful event. Uplift
ing stories of any kind are heart-warming.
And you know what? It was entertaining. That’s
right. It was funny. I laughed. Even as I found myself
chanting “vagina” or “cunt” with 200 others, it was
still entertainment, and even educational. On the whole,
it was well performed, produced, and acted.
Yet, it was entertaining in an indulgent, I-want-totalk-about-sex way. Among the monologues making
strong, righteous stands were monologues depicting
masturbation, promiscuous sex, and prostitution, in
cluding a live portrayal of multiple orgasms and the
variety of female moans that go along with sex. It was
entertaining, but entertaining in a female “Man Show”
sort of way. Call it the “Woman Show,” but with po
litical tangents. Maybe Eve Ensler should call Com
edy Central.
Given all this, it is understandable that the College
administration was reluctant to allow the production.
Homosexuality, prostitution (they are called “sex work
ers”), vulgarity (apparently, vaginas only “talk” about
sex and “Angry Vaginafs]” want to see “coming, happy
vaginas”), promiscuous sex (sex was never once por
trayed as an act of love), and masturbation were not
only portrayed, but they were also glorified. It would
have been reasonable for a Catholic college to refuse
the use of its facilities for a production promoting val
ues contrary to its own. In fact, it is surprising they
did not.
Misplaced indignation must have won. Many
claimed that the school was conservative as usual, not

wanting to contemplate orgasms or vaginas. When the
Political Science Department signed on to sponsor the
production early this semester, some, including The
Cowl, rejoiced in the department’s sheltering wing of
“academic freedom.”
Still,what about the Vagina Monologues is particu
larly academic or political? Christine Tangel’s intro
duction presented the monologues as a feminist-rally
ing cry. However, strip the monologues down to what
is supposed to be distinctly feminist. Opposition to vio
lence against women is common across ideologies and
religions in 2002—hardly revolutionary. So, the femi
nist aspect of the monologues is a fascination with and
the entertainment of female sexuality.
The conclusion of a sex scene in “The Little Coochi
Snorcher That Could” depicts a 24-year-old woman
teaching a 16-year-old girl (changed from a statutory-

So feminism is now reduced to
sexual organs and describing
the most primary, biological
differences between “boys and
girls. ” What a shame.
rape-eligible 13 years old in the book) how to mastur
bate so she will “never need to rely on a man.” In
“The Vagina Workshop,” women are taught how to find
their clitoris and masturbate. The subject of the mono
logue discovers that her clitoris “was me, the essence
of me.”
So feminism is now reduced to sexual organs and
describing the most primary, biological differences
between “boys and girls.” What a shame. The Vagina
Monologues is not all feminism. Yet, the play still
makes a claim on feminism with its introduction and
calling a short skirt “the liberation flag in the women’s
army.” And Gloria Steinem, feminist leader of the last
30-plus years makes a claim on the monologues: “It’s
the journey of truth telling we’ve been on for the past
three decades.”

Eve Ensler wrote the Vagina Monologues as an
empowering performance for about about women.

Supposedly, the vulgarity and other questionable
aspects of the monologues are needed for “the mes
sage.” As we were repeatedly told last Thursday, the
vagina is not vulgar. So if the questionable material is
not inherent in the subject matter, maybe it is present
for popular appeal. In other words, this extraneous
vulgarity is needed to convey “the message.” If this is
the case, then Ensler underestimates humanity; we can
appreciate and act on great causes without appealing
to our common love of cheap humor.
If you want to talk about sex and vaginas, fine. Just
realize it is not such a big deal. Sex talk is in vogue.
“The Man Show” and American Pie (and other mov
ies of its genre) have realized commercial success. The
Vagina Monologues is doing quite well as an HBO
special and a stage production. But do not try to legiti
mize sex talk and make it righteous, disguising it as
feminism. Reducing the power and beauty of women
to their vaginas is not empowering. The show con
veys great and noble goals, but the Vagina Monologues
travels an unnecessarily rocky road to get there.

Cleaning up our community mess:
Clark University’s neighborly initiative a model for PC
by

Sasha Gillin ’04

Commentary Staff

In the past two years Providence
College students have received warnings
on their building doors of everything
from sexual assaults to beatings, from
hold-ups to harassment, making students
feel vulnerable and frightened. This has
left me and many others to ask, “Is PC
saTe?” This question is difficult to answer
at a school like PC, where most students
come from relatively “safe” upper-class
areas but are now living in an urban
neighborhood. PC is a compact campus,
with most of the buildings close together
and six security guards on duty at all
times, projecting an image of a tight-knit
security system and a safe campus. Yet
signs keep appearing on our doors, so
what’s the problem?
The most noticeable reason may be
the poor relationship that the PC
community has with the surrounding
neighborhood. It is a relationship of
ignorance, disrespect, and arrogance.
The student body is often seen as naive,
wealthy, white kids, and many times this
seems to be a fitting label. The students
disrespect the neighborhood all year and
in return the occupants have grown to
dislike the rowdy students. Come May,
most students will leave the
neighborhood worse than when they
found it and never look back, while the
residents will stay since many may lack
the financial resources to move
elsewhere.

While many neighborhood oc
cupants are families struggling to
support their children, PC students are
noisy and disrespectful at all hours of
the night. Many of these residents
struggle day in and day out to feed,
clothe, and shelter their families, yet
students will speed down the streets in
expensive cars flaunting their parents’
money. It is no wonder why we are often
targets of robberies when most students
seem careless with money.
Not all PC students are bad, and in fact
many are very respectful to the people
around whom they live. It seems, though,
that to stop crime in the neighborhood, the
PC community should take some initiative
and responsibility to improve relations
with our neighbors.
Being from Worcester, I have seen
first-hand what can be accomplished
when a college and its neighborhood
work together to improve the area and
build a stronger community. Clark
University is located in the Main South
section of Worcester, one of the poorest
and toughest areas in the city. Starting
in 1988, Clark University has
participated in the University Park
Partnership, a program involving the
college, area residents, businesses, and
public schools. It is a program designed
to restore the urban community and
make a more cooperative environment.
Clark has taken an aggressive role in this
plan and the results over the years have
been groundbreaking, making the
University Park Plan a country-wide

The students disrespect the neighborhood all
year and, in return, the occupants have grown to
dislike the rowdy students.
model for neighborhood cooperation.
The program operates on incentives to
get families to live in the areas surrounding
Clark University. The program has
successfully renovated 209 residential
units in the area using money from grant
funding, conventional financing, and lowincome tax credits, and manages 93
affordable and quality rental units for
families in the neighborhood. The
program also offers free admission to
Clark University for area residents who
meet the admission requirements, and
currently, 11 neighborhood residents
attending Clark tuition-free. It has built a
new secondary public school for grades
seven through 12, utilizing an eight-anda-half-hour day with homework help and
after-school programs, offering free music
lessons and sports programs on Clark’s
campus for area students, free masterslevel education courses for Worcester
public school teachers, and many other
incentives.
This program has dramatically
reduced the crime in the Main South
neighborhood and has given area
residents a chance to succeed. Strong
families with children have decided to
remain in the neighborhood, and many

others have decided to move into the
community, including many of the
university faculty.
Admittedly, PC touts’a smaller
Elmhurst Home Ownership Program
which gives financial incentives to
steady home ownership. Also, the school
wades into the community to make
repairs once a year with its Christmas in
April. Providence College should follow
Clark University’s lead in creating an
intense plan to improve its community
relations. The administration should
offer free tuition to those in the
neighborhood who meet the application
requirements and help residents get
affordable quality housing. It would
improve diversity problems at PC while
doing something good for the
community. If the administration sets an
example of caring and respect the
students will be likely to follow.
Too often, PC students act like this is
our neighborhood alone. In a way it is
ours because it is our home, but we were
not the first ones here and are not entitled
to destroy it If PC really wants to
improve security then they should
concentrate on improving neighborhood
relations to breed respect, not hostility.
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Tangents and Tirades
Just off Spring Break, one week until Easter, life’s not bad! With all your free time, you’ll obviously
need something else to do, so take a minute to read Tangents and sound more intelligent when you
talk to your Aunt Irene over Easter dinner.
Big Brother turns foolish hypocrite
Over spring break, the school administration blocked computers on the college
network from accessing a website called pcdrunks.com. Yes, this is a private school and they hold a legal right to do so. But by
doing so, the administration is playing the role of our parents while we are living away from home. This site contained nothing
obscene. It simply was a forum for PC students to tell drinking jokes and exchange strategies to sneak alcohol back to cam
pus—an art all college students had mastered long before this website sprouted. The school bookstore continues to sell maga
zines like Maxim and Stuff, which are both more obscene and graphic than the satirical analysis of PC freshmen this site
provided. The administration needs to back off its role as our moral guardians and allow us to laugh at our own expense.
—Mike Raia ’05

Making the priest problem worse
The recent controversy surrounding the Roman Catholic priesthood is shocking and
saddening because the seeming wave of priests being accused of sexual misconduct are far from representative of priests as a
whole. Unfortunately, the decision of several dioceses to conceal pedophiles in an attempt to protect them from punishment
has only made the situation worse. Such is the case of Cardinal Egan, who failed to investigate allegations against several
priests and even destroyed records while he was Bishop of the Bridgeport, Conn., Diocese. Ignoring the problem only makes
it more catastrophic when the truth is eventually known. This is not to mention the fact that priests who are covering for their
peers are really no better than those who commit the offenses. —Stephanie Pietros ’04
When everyone’s green for a day
Say what you will about the drunken hordes that take to the streets in a deluge of
obnoxious green every March, but there’s no denying the fact that St. Patrick’s Day is as American a holiday as any other. No
matter what your ethnic background, it’s always fun to don the green and have a few too many cordials with your friends. The
pure sense of camaraderie that characterizes the Saint Patrick’s Day atmosphere penetrates even the most devout puritanical
cynic. For once, our diversity is de-emphasized so that we can, for one day a year, all just be Green. —John McHugh ’03

Down-home Catholic persecution and grits In a direct “tangent” to James Kabala’s article on modem religious persecu
tion, I would like to add that Catholics are also targeted right here in America, although without the violence and repression.
In certain parts of the country where Catholics are the minority, members of other Christian denominations sometimes hold
long-standing prejudices against Catholics. For example, my sister goes to a public school in Virginia, and as a new member
of the Campus Crusaders, was shocked to hear fellow Crusaders saying that they didn’t want Catholics to join their group,
because “Catholics aren’t really Christians.” While ignorance like this is hardly comparable to the death sentences and gov
ernment programs Catholics in other countries face, it is still discrimination and awfully surprising to someone who hasn’t
ventured out of New England. —Erin Simmeth ’03
Free and informed democracy, a la Student Congress If you were looking forward to exercising your vote intelligently
this week, researching the candidates, and diligently preparing your decision, you probably missed it. Surprise! Elections were
held today rather post-haste. It is a disappointment that Congress cannot present candidates in time for students to find out
who they are and what their positions are. Instead, all we will see is a face, a name, and a witty remark on a poster next to the
polling booth (which most of us will never even see, much less read). These uninformed votes based on our quick judgment
or facial recognition of the candidates result in a surprisingly attractive Student Congress. This lack of preparation or concern
makes one wonder if Student Congress thinks their own elections are irrelevant. —Dave Holman ’03

Dishing out some Moore ignorance and superficiality
Filmmaker, TV host, and author Michael Moore is a man who
seems to have some genuine concern for the plight of working class Americans and Nike sweatshop workers, but even a
cursory look at his writing reveals him to be a man of great self-righteousness and little intellectual depth. A case in point is
the “humorous” solution for solving the problems of Northern Ireland offered in his new book, Stupid White Men. The
solution is: forcibly convert the Protestants of Ulster to Catholicism. This leads to an anti-Catholic diatribe complete with the
obligatory reference to the Crusades and conquistadors, a botched description of the doctrine of “outside the Church there is
no salvation,” a disgusting suggestion that the Catholics baptize the Protestants with a fire hose (but haven’t they generally
been baptized already?), and a reference to the baptismal formula as being, “I baptize thee in name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Ghost.” (Apparently Moore got his data out of a fifty-year-old book.) Moore ignores the fact that “the
Troubles” are as much an ethnic and cultural as a religious conflict and the further detail that, in Ireland at least, it is generally
the Catholics who have been on the receiving end of persecution and discrimination (though not terrorist bombings). But hey,
it got a cheap laugh out of the ignorant and avoided actual analysis of the problem, so it must be all right. —James Kabala ’02

Letter to the Editor
Vaginas offending
vapid vicars?
While walking on campus I noticed
signs advertising the “V Monologues.”
“How curious,” I thought. Is it V for
victory, Vatican, Valvoline, or
vague.. .or heavens-to-Betsy—vagina?
Is there something wrong with the “V
word?” It is, after all, a respected and
valid anatomical word used in

educated circles. What’s the matter,
PC? Some vapid vicar find it
offensive? In my formative years, a
close relative could not abide the
words “pregnant,” “penis,” and vagina
used in the house, forcing my brother
and I to develop an impressive lexicon
of replacements. It’s scary to think that
such backward approaches to the real
world are serious at work in an
academic setting.
Brian Larkin
Providence
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Blank check won’t balance wartime budget
by

Mike Raia ’05

Commentary Staff

Catholics believe in papal in
fallibility. Catholic dogma holds that the
pope is the senior official on religious
doctrine. Because he is the closest living
person to God, his decrees on the faith
cannot be contested.
The office of the President of the
United States is not an infallible position.
However, several leading Republican
leaders are attempting to create a
doctrine of infallibility within the job
description to block criticism that would
harm their attempt to recapture the
Senate.
Upon Democratic criticism of
president Bush’s tactics involving the
war effort, several prominent
Republicans dismissed the criticism as
absolute partisanship. Is this criticism of
the President along party lines? Yes —
because of the partisanship of both
parties.
Congressional Democrats are openly
questioning Mr. Bush’s practices of
clouding information and future plans
from lawmakers while still asking
Congress for increased funds supporting
future war efforts. Senate Majority
Leader Tom Daschle (D-S.D.) was
quoted in a recent New York Times article
as saying, “I think [the war effort] has
been successful. I’ve said that on many,
many occasions. But I think the jury’s
still out about future success.” In
addition, Mr. Daschle said of the
president’s planned expansion: “Before
we make commitments in resources, I
think we need to have a clearer
understanding of what the direction will
be.”
Mr. Daschle’s statements never
questioned the military’s presence or
successes in Afghanistan. They did not
aim displeasure at President Bush's
labeling of Iraq, North Korea and Iran
as an “axis of evil” either. Rather, they
asked Mr. Bush to inform Congress
where the money will be going.
Senate Minority Leader, Senator

Trent Lott (R-Miss.) brushed Mr.
Daschle’s comments aside, saying “How
dare Senator Daschle criticize President
Bush while we are fighting our war
against terrorism, especially when we
have troops in the field? He should not
be trying to divide our country while we
are united.”
Troops in Afghanistan do not give
President Bush, his administration or his
supporters a “false cloak of patriotism”
to hide behind in times of criticism. On

Mr. Bush is hiding
behind his inflated
approval ratings and
blocking questions
and criticism of his
future plans for war
on terrorism
the contrary, because there are American
lives at risk, both military and civilian,
President Bush has a responsibility to
explain his actions precisely and
deliberately to the other lawmakers of
our government. No president should
expect a “blank check” without explicitly
telling lawmakers what the money will
be used for. In a time of war there are
secrets that must be kept to ensure
national security, but not from
Congress—the body of government
responsible for declaring war.
Mr. Lott is not the only leading
Republican to denounce Mr. Daschle’s
comments. House Majority Whip, Tom
DeLay (R-Texas) dismissed the Majority
Leader’s comments as “disgusting.”
In no way has Mr. Daschle, or any
other critic of the president, been out of
line in his criticism of Bush's refusal to
consult with the two other branches of
the American legislation. What is
disgusting is the Republican attempt to
shield the president from future criticism

US NAVY PHOTO

Two F-16 Fighting Falcons take off from Selfridge Air Base, Mich., on
February 22 for a combat air mission as part of Operation Noble Eagle.
in an attempt to continue riding his
inflated approval ratings through
November’s congressional elections.
Massachusetts Senator John Kerry,
a likely candidate for the Democratic
presidential primary in two years,
recently spoke to a small gathering of
party activists in New Hampshire.
During his stay, Mr. Kerry defended his
criticism of the president and other
Republican leaders, saying: “Those who
try to stifle the vibrancy of our
democracy and shield policies from
scrutiny behind a false cloak of
patriotism miss the real value of what
our troops defend.” He added, “We
[Democrats] will continue to ask
questions and we will defend our
democracy.”
The Democratic concern is in no way
unreasonable. The elected lawmakers of
the House and the Senate share a role

with the president and hold the power to
declare war; a power the president does
not constitutionally possess. Just after
Sept. 11, the Senate unanimously
condemned the attacks and pledged
support for military action to fight
terrorism in Afghanistan (although war
was never officially declared). President
Bush’s State of the Union effectively
targeted the “axis of evil” as the next
phase in the war against terrorism. He
called on Congress to fund this endeavor
revealing his goals by focusing on new
targets in the Middle East.
During this national crisis, with the
help of Republican congressional
leaders, Mr. Bush is hiding behind
inflated approval ratings and blocking
criticism of his future plans for war on
terrorism in an attempt to soften the
Republican image before November.

Bush strains quality of mercy for allies
by

Erin Simmeth ’03

Asst. Commentary Editor

Six months after Sept. 11, President
Bush is calling for international support
for the “second phase” in the war against
terrorism, including possible military
action against terrorist states such as Iraq.
The goal of protecting lives at home has
received support from British Prime
Minister Tony Blair, but besides
conservatives, other Europeans are
reluctant to show solidarity with
increasing American action outside
Afghanistan. The reason may have less
to do with squeamish liberal non
intervention than with a distaste for
President Bush’s version of the
philosophy of life in general.
Bush appears to be pro-life, not only
in terms of his stance on abortion but also
in his hard-line approach to protecting
American lives from further acts of
terrorism. In calling for action against
Saddam Hussein, Bush’s main goal is to
ensure that weapons of mass destruction
cannot be passed from one rebel power
to another through the “axis of evil” that
he described in his State of the Union
speech. After those words made
international waves. Bush uttered a
toned-down but no less focused version
in a speech marking the six months since
Sept. 11. “Men with no respect for life
must never be allowed to control the
ultimate instruments of death,” said
President Bush, clearly pointing out
Saddam Hussein for refusing to allow
UN inspectors to search for his suspected
arsenal of biological and chemical
weapons.
However, only one day after this
gallant declaration, a British national
was put to death in an American prison.

AP PHOTO

British Foreign Secretary Jack Straw, far left, Prime Minister Tony Blair,
and Vice President Dick Cheney discuss military expansion into Iraq.

At midnight on March 12, despite Prime
Minister Tony Blair’s intervention, Tracy
Housel died by lethal injection in
Jackson, Ga. Regardless of Housel’s
guilt or innocence, the British
government’s attempted intervention
shows that most of the European Union
defines “respect for life” differently than
President Bush and many other
Americans do. This philosophical and
cultural disagreement was summarized
by the statement of Dr. Eugene Walker,
member of the Georgia State Board of
Pardons and Paroles in Atlanta, in his
rebuttal to Blair’s plea for clemency. “I
know you have strong sentiments against

the death penalty. You have got to know
that we have strong sentiments for it,”
declared Walker in defense of the
execution.
Those sentiments, as expressed by Dr.
Walker, are basically that the U.S.
respects human life, until it has taken
another life, at which point it has
effectively forfeited its right to live.
While from our cultural perspective this
may seem logical to many, from across
the Atlantic, our insistence on continuing
the practice of execution appears no less
than barbaric. This explains the frantic,
last-minute attempt to salvage the life of
a man whose only connection to Great

Britain was his birth in Bermuda, along
with the aversion to an entanglement in
Iraq without definitive evidence of a
connection to the Sept. 11 attack.
Great Britain and the rest of Europe
were able to justify supporting U.S.
retaliation in Afghanistan for the
innocent lives lost in the World Trade
Center, along with all but the most anti
war Americans. Indeed, the positive
effects the fall of the Taliban will have
for the newiy emancipated people of
Afghanistan seems to have quieted some
of the discomfort over the many civilian
losses there. Now that the retaliatory
phase of the war against terrorism
appears to be nearing completion,
however, the European alliances upon
which this effort relies will depend on a
careful examination of the justifications
for further aggression outside Al-Qaeda
itself. President Bush is already
unpopular on the continent, and although
his brash championing of American
causes has earned him high esteem over
here, the rest of the world is not going to
cheer on a bombing campaign in Iraq
simply because George W. thinks he has
the opportunity to finish what his father
could not.
The “Texas Justice” that President
Bush represents is unique in the Western
world to America. Clinging to the Old
Testament idea of “an eye for an eye”
instead of the more Christian
commandment to forgive, the American
system of justice actually finds itself, in
that sense, closer to the “barbaric”
Eastern world’s laws. If we are
wondering where his allies are on this
one, perhaps President Bush should re
examine the inconsistencies of his
philosophy of life before asking other
leaders to help him kill.
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Christian sacrifice real in war-torn nations
by

James Kabala ’02

Commentary Staff

Lent is one of the few times when a
modern American Catholic must come
even close to making sacrifices or suf
fering for his or her faith. “Suffering”
and “sacrifice” are loosely defined here,
of course. It is not much suffering to
give up candy, or to make do with the
vegetarian entrees at Raymond, or, like
the protagonist of a certain feature film,
to give up something temporarily that is
already a sin all year long. More often,
American Catholics, and indeed Ameri
cans of other denominations and Chris
tians in other Western countries, treat
religion as something they can pay at
tention to when it makes them feel good
and ignore when it makes them feel bad.
If they want to, they can turn a saint’s
feast day that falls right in the middle of
Lent into an excuse to get even more
drunk than usual on a weekend.

Pakistan, our ally in
the war on terrorism,
mandates the death
penalty for anyone
who defames the
prophet Muhammad.
Elsewhere in the world, faith in Christ
is not such a walk in the park. In the
Sudan, Christians, including children,
have been forced into slavery and forced
to convert—or else. Those unfit for slave
labor, especially women and children,
have been killed outright. Apostasy from
Islam is punishable by death. Saudi
Arabia, as I related in a previous article,
attempts to preserve a 100% Muslim
state. Members of Bible study groups,

when discovered, have been arrested and
tortured.
China is perhaps the only other na
tion in a league with those two. The
Roman Catholic Church is outlawed
there, with Catholics instead required to
belong to the so-called “Patriotic Catho
lic Church.” Over 200 priests loyal to
the Vatican are in prison. Many of them
are quite old. Last year, a 79-year-old
bishop was arrested during Easter Week,
and an 83-year-old bishop died while
under house arrest. Catholic churches
have been bulldozed. Protestants are not
exempt from this suffering. Many have
been subject to torture and beatings. A
businessman who tried to bring 33,000
Bibles into the country has been arrested
and faces possible execution.
Pakistan, our ally in the war on ter
rorism, mandates the death penalty for
anyone who defames the prophet
Muhammad. Christian Ayub Masih,
convicted of violating the law for hav
ing allegedly praised Salman Rushdie’s
The Satanic Verses, faces probable ex
ecution. Not only is the charge unwor
thy of death, but Masih is probably in
nocent—it is believed he was accused
by Muslims hoping to intimidate Chris
tians in a land dispute. A few months
ago in Pakistan, Muslim fanatics burst
into a church run by Dominicans and
killed sixteen members of the Protestant
congregation who shared the church
building and were holding a service at
the time. On March 17, more militants
killed five worshippers at a Protestant
church in Islamabad.
In the face of all these horrors, the
majority of the elite media and politi
cians have been silent. I well remember
reading an article in the New York Times
about the anti-persecution movement
which pretty much ignored the suffer
ing and death in favor of asking, “Is this
just an excuse to bash Islam?” When
the Chinese Patriotic Church ordained

YAHOO NEWS

Soldiers enter a Protestant church in Islamabad, Pakistan which was
bombed by Islamic terrorists during a Sunday service on March 17. Among
the victims were five foreigners, including two American citizens.
new bishops in defiance of the Vatican,
the National Catholic Reporter editori
alized that these patsies of tyrants were
reviving an ancient tradition of local
appointment ofbishops. This January,
Fr. Richard McBrien of the same paper
criticized the two American women who
had been arrested and threatened with
death by the Taliban, then freed by the
liberation of Afghanistan, saying that
they and evangelicals in general were
taking the words of Christ to preach to
all nations too literally. Apparently they
could be doing something more useful,
such as Fr. McBrien’s favorite pastime,
writing error-filled encyclopedias.
The reason for this indifference is
ignorance of both history and geopoli
tics. The fat and happy Christians and
post-Christians of America have been
conditioned to think of Christians as

white, Western, and persecutors. The
idea of Christians as the persecuted
seems old-fashioned and even silly.
They are willing to accept as a hero a
Christian who dies for political beliefs
with which they agree. Archbishop Os
car Romero, killed by right-wingers in
El Salvador in 1980, is treated as a hero
and a candidate for canonization, and
rightly so. It will be interesting to see if
Archbishop Isaias Duarte, assassinated
in Colombia by left-wing rebels last
week, will be similarly lionized. I sus
pect not. As for a person who specifi
cally suffers for faith in Christ, or (like
the “unpatriotic” Chinese) for faith in the
Catholic Church in particular, such a
sacrifice seems meaningless to those in
different to religion and is treated as not
worthy of comment.

Vouchers won’t save sinking schools
by

Stephanie Pietros ’04

Commentary Staff

Educational reform, so much at the forefront of
President Bush's presidential campaign at the beginning
of his tenure, has taken a back seat in the mind of the
public to national security, the war against terrorism,
and the Middle East. And while public venom has
shifted its target from standards-based reform and
standardized testing to Osama bin Laden, the issue of
school choice is still being hotly debated. The greatest
source of contention, which has in many cases pitted
ideological bed-fellows against each other, is private
school vouchers.
The Black Alliance for Educational Options is
supporting school vouchers, with television and radio
ads featuring minority parents and their success stories
with vouchers using the words of Martin Luther King
Jr. from a speech in Montgomery, Ala. Other minority
groups, such as the NAACP, are vehemently against
school choice. Most recently, the Rev. Jesse Jackson
has spoken out against vouchers, urging blacks not to
be swayed by these advertisements, arguing that “public
funds should not be used to underwrite rich people
sending their children to private schools” and that many
of the organizations which support school vouchers
were against the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Rev. Jackson’s misinformed mantra against rich
conservatives is not only ignorant but misses the true
danger of school vouchers. Despite the conservative
origin of the voucher system by economist Milton
Friedman, who believed vouchers would improve
educational efficiency according to laissez-faire
principles, many prominent liberals have supported
vouchers. Sen. Lieberman (D-Conn.) and Willie
Breazell, who was removed from his post as president
of the NAACP when he announced his support for
school choice, have come out in support of school
choice and vouchers. Secondly, Rev. Jackson has failed
to see where the true danger of school vouchers lies.
School vouchers are frequently touted as providing
a choice for urban, minority families who would
otherwise have no choice but to send their children to
failing public schools, a choice to which the
economically privileged have access. The problem
with this is that while vouchers may aid individual
families, they fail to address the larger issue of failing
public schools. Vouchers use government funds to

support private schools when this money would be
better used in trying to improve public school systems.
Additionally, many proposed voucher programs only
allow for partial tuition to private schools. Many
families who could potentially benefit from vouchers
because of their economic situation and the state of
their local public schools are unlikely to have the means
to pay for even partial tuition in parochial and private
schools. It is more likely that partial tuition vouchers
will aid members of the middle class who choose to
send their children to private schools because of the
religious affiliation or the reputation of the school, not
because their local public school system is in a
deplorable state.
The allocation of public funds to private
organizations not only does not improve public schools,
but it also threatens the sovereignty of private
organizations. Religious organizations that are against

Vouchers use government
funds to support private
schools when this money
would he better used in trying
to improve public school
systems.
school choice have argued that the use of government
money in private schools opens a kind of Pandora s
box for government regulation of private schools. This
could potentially force private schools to modify
admissions requirements to admit students of wider
backgrounds and ability levels and also be held
accountable to the government in the same manner as
public schools. Also, leaders of the organization
Americans for Religious Liberty have argued that the
use of public money in private schools, the vast majority
of which are religiously affiliated, involuntarily places
the taxpayer in support of religious institutions.
Publicly funded school vouchers do absolutely
nothing to provide a lasting solution to the problem of
failing public school systems. Public education is one
of the foundations of our democracy, the great equalizer.
As such, all government efforts to improve education
should be aimed at public education. Of course, it is
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Jesse Jackson does the school voucher shuffle at
the NAACP Image Awards on Feb. 23.
difficult to justify to parents whose children attend
failing public schools the advantage of spending money
on improving public schools over the use of vouchers,
given the time needed for lasting improvement of public
schools. These parents may never see the effects of
public school improvement when they would
undoubtedly see immediate improvement if their child
were allowed to attend a private school on a voucher.
Perhaps the issue of vouchers would be better served
under the auspices of a philanthropic organization to
alleviate the immediate issue of public school problems.
It is the job of our government to work towards a long
term solution to failing schools, and this includes
focusing its time and money on public education.

Have you seen this man?
Blue Man Group, page 18

Behind the Roots.
Nappy Roots, page 14
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by R.J.

Friedman '03

Sports Editor

OSCAR 2002
Who will win, who
won’t win, and who
got snubbed
—by Dave Quinn ’ 04
When the 2002 Oscar nominations
were released, most critics were
choking on their popcorn. Gosford
Park? Ethan Hawke? Black people?
These nominees aren’t conventional to
say the least. With picks like this,
anything could happen, because for the
most part, all of these nominations
suck.
The Oscar race this year seems to
be more of a triathlon. Since the
nominations were announced, mass
advertising for the films has attempted
to sway Academy voters one way or
the other. People seem to have
conflicts of interest when it comes to
who will win, and the publicity could
bring a voter or two on one team.
Another thing that makes this
telecast unique is the African American
nominations. Sidney Poitier is the
only African American to win Best
Actor. Now, 38 years later, that
statistic might be broken. With three
African-American acting nominations,
the 2002 Academy Awards may make
history.

Movie
The Blues Brothers
Directed by John Landis
From the comedic genius of Dan
Akroyd and John Belushi comes the
story of Joliet Jake and Elwood, who
receive divine intervention to put
their band back together after Jake is
released from prison. The Brothers
Blue run into Cab Calloway, Aretha
Franklin, James Brown and Ray
Charles along the way, and put on
some of the best musical numbers
you can find in a movie. And how
could it not be good? They’re on a
mission from God.

Best Original Song
Surprisingly, 1 would not give the
gold to any of the nominees this year.
The only song to have commercial
success has been Diane Warren’s Pearl
Harbor tearjerker, “There You’ll Be.”
However, the Faith Hill smash has a
standard ballad form that the Academy
has honored before. Sting (“Until...)
and Paul McCartney (“Vanilla Sky”)
are both nominated here for songs that
suck. Randy Newman has a shot with
his Monsters, Inc. song “If 1 Didn't
Have You,” though he has been
overlooked before. Enya is just too
boring to even warrant a vote.
Who Will Win: Sting will win the
battle of the British veterans.
Who Should Win: Randy Newman.
His songs are always Oscar-friendly
material.

Music
Time Life Classic Jazz Collection
Time Life Music

Most items you order on TV turn out
to be junk; this is definitely an
exception. Not only does this
collection offer your favorite tunes
from Louis, Ella. Billie, Duke and
Count, among others, but it also gives
you an opportunity to learn to
appreciate the talents of jazz masters
you may not recognize immediately.
Nothing beats turning on some late
night jazz while reading a book and
having a beer, if you ask me.

Best Actor
Let’s get rid of the dead weight
first. Tom Wilkinson, Will Smith, I am
sorry — great performances, but this is
not going to be your year. Now, for
those who have a shot: Sean Penn and
Denzel Washington’s performances are
strong, but if they win this year, it will
be for the wrong movies. Sean should
have picked up the statue for Sweet
and Lowdown, Denzel for The
Hurricane. Still, the Academy makes
mistakes. Just look at Russell Crowe’s
win last year for Gladiator. This year,
he has the best performance, but will
the Academy give him a statue two
years in a row?

Book
The Life of Reilly
By Rick Reilly
From the man who has graced the
back page of Sports Illustrated for the
past 17 years comes a collection of
stories that prove why Reilly has
been named National Sportswriter of
the year six times in his career. Those
who are familiar with Reilly’s writing
will continue to be in awe of his
talents, while those who are not will
be amazed at a master in his element
- and his power to make you smile,
laugh, cry and think all at once.

Oscar 2002, page 16
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Getting to Nappy Roots’ roots
R. Prophet, the leader of the Nappy Roots, fills The Cowl in
on their origins, their inspirations, and their egos.
by Dave Mayo ’02
A&E Staff

With their latest album dropping right
before break, I had the opportunity to sit
down and talk with with R. Prophet of
the Nappy Roots. Nappy Roots is six
strong: R. Prophet, Clutch, Fish Scales,
Skinny Deville, Big V, & B. Stille.

Alanis Morisette
Under Rug Swept
Maverick
“Ooh, this could get messy.”
Alanis Morissette once again
changes her image with the release
of her third major album, Under Rug
Swept. The follow-up to 1995’s
Jagged Little Pill and 1998’s
Supposed Former Infatuation Junkie,
Alanis takes a turn here, combining
the man-hating anger and the soulsearching peace from her previous
two releases. This new Alanis now
has a little of both, her whole album
a journey through relationships with
a definite progression of lyrical
themes.
The traceable narrative opens with
Morissette's definition of “21 things
I want in a lover,” which are “not
necessarily needs but qualities that
[she] preferfs].” The grabbing
electric guitar chords, scratchy hip
hop beat, and hard vocals provide a
sound that conveys her frustration
and needs in life, a theme continued
through “narcissus.” Her single
“hands clean” reflects a clam outlook
on things, with a pessimistic attitude
towards her impending breakup.
Morissette journeys into a complex
relationship, providing the rest of the
material for the songs. The ending
tracks are melodically weak,
however, with a highlight only found
in “surrendering,” a song that praises
her lover for his tolerance. The
listener should be the one receiving
praise. Putting up with the painful
preceding tracks is not easy.
The strongest tracks are found in
the middle of the album, “flinch,”
“so unsexy,” and “that particular
time” have the melody driven and
lyrically reflective connections that
work together to produce songs that
are reminiscent of I995’s “You
Learn” and “One Hand in my
Pocket.” They represent the strength
that Morissette has as a writer,
something that was lost on Junkie.
Unfortunately, Morissette loses it on
other tracks in the album, with
choppy lyrics and cliche-driven
thoughts.
You outta know that this time,
Morissette’s songs are self-written
and self-produced, leaving behind
her previous partner, Glen Ballard.
Morissette is following a trend seen
in fellow Lilith Fair artists Jewel and
Sheryl Crow, and the results here are
mixed. Overall, her greatest strength
as a musician lies in her ear for
powerful melody. Some tracks are
just painful to listen to, due to
Morissette’s raspy voice. She sounds
best when her lower register is used.
Lyrically, she remains self-obsessed,
usually following a jarring stream-ofconsciousness,
A fascinating album. Under Rug
Swept is Morissette’s attempt at a
triumphant return. She reflects the
pain without the anger, something
unlike the tracks heard on Pill.
However, as she states in “precious
illusions,” “this won’t work now the
way it once did.”
GRADE: B—by Dave Quinn ’04

Cowl: What does Nappy Roots stand
for?
R. Prophet: Basically Nappy Roots
stands for original, you know, it’s from
the ropot. Nappy is togetherness, that’s
something you can’t break up. We’ve
been together for a long time
collectively. Basically the roots is music
coming out of Kentucky — we are the
roots, we are the first.
Nappy again is something that is
culture, it’s heritage, that’s us, matter of
fact that’s everybody is Nappy Roots.
Take me back to Western Kentucky
Univ, and the ET Music Store, is that
the root of it all?
Before we had ET’s we worked out
of a little studio that was in my man’s
apartment, but more or less that’s where
we cut our first album Country Fried
Cess at ET’s. It was right across the
street from campus, for all the Western
students to come across the street and
buy all the new music that came in. It
was the first black-owned music store
in Bowling Green, so we just common
folk and everyone in the community
came to our store whether they were
students or just local in the community.
In that was a place where all the CDs
would be shipped and posters from all
the different artists, and we had the
chance to sit back and really see how to
market CDs, really get the chance to
study CDs. That made it easier for us to
learn how we wanted to market out
product and find where we fit in.
There are six of you. In the music
industry what allows you to come
together and not let egos get in the
way?
Well because there is six of us, there
is no one ego that can overpower 5, so
any time someone wants to get the big
head, they are going to get sat down by
the five others, that’s the balance of
power right there. That other five is
going to give them a nice piece of
humble pie, and let you know. We all
know everything about each other and
no one is atop of each other. We are all
100% at what we do, so in that we all
have respect in what each other brings
to the table. We are all family, we had
to go through a lot of hard times, we been
with Atlantic for 4 years now, you got
be together.
Growing up did you have any
inspirations?
Sure man, LL Cool J, Michael
Jackson, James Brown, and E-40.

Even though you want to be original
and unique, do you see the Nappy
Roots comparing to any rap group out
there now?
Being that we are six individuals, no
one has ever heard what is in our minds
so in that its original from the start. And
it’s original in that we are the first cats
to ever bring out a CD from Kentucky.
It’s original that six guys come together
collectively to put out a CD. As far as
comparisons, sure are some because it’s
music and music didn’t start today.
We’ve been compared to Arrested
Development and Dungeon Family, and
Riding the Edges, and those are two
different styles in themselves. NR is
basically original in that we present out
style as Nappy, its never been done
before, you haven’t heard a sound like

Spreading the word: The Nappy Roots exude a positive vibe with their
organic breed of hip-hop.

mine or a voice like mine.
What can we expect from the latest
album Watermelon, Chicken & Grits'!
You can expect something new,
refreshing, and long overdue. The
reason you’re going to know it’s long
overdue because the message is that
we’ve been pushing since day one, since
1998 when we released Country Fried
Cess, since 2000 when we released No
Comb, No Brush, No Fade, No Perm,
basically we are not conforming to the
industry fads and trends of that nature.
We are bringing back values to really
good music, values to things that really
mean the most when it really comes
down to it. What means the most to
Nappy Roots is family, community, we
value life so we going to tell you about
and we are going to tell you the spiritual
side but at the same time I come from
the streets so I’m going to tell you about
the streets. It’s not going to be in the
manner where I don’t value anyone
else’s life.
So are you out to educate?
I’m out to educate, uplift and inspire.

How are the Nappy Roots going to
change the music world?
Basically we are welcoming the
world to the world of Nappy, which is
the common folk, the people that gotta
work, if you have everyone known a
struggle, we making it okay for people
to discuss those struggles. I mean
somebody in your family has had

roaches before and no one had rhymed
about that, but isn’t common to most
people. We “Ballin on a Budget” instead
of ballin out of control, why haven’t any
rappers talked about how they are on a
budget? We are trying to be the voice of
the common folk, because there are way
more of us than rich people. Nappy
Roots is bringing the obvious to light,
and letting common folk know that we
lived the life and that we understand and
value the things that are necessary to go
on to the next level. So we letting people
know its cool to be yourself, you’re what
is supposed to shine. We are bridging
the gap between artists and fans, in that
we just making music for them, we are
just like them.

Once the Nappy Roots makes it big,
does the style switch up?
We are keeping it nappy and basically
we are letting the whole world know
what nappy is all about. As I think things
will go, we will be successful, in that our
values which we’ve been strict in for a
long time. Your not going to see R.
Prophet in diamonds or jumping out of
a Benz, those aren’t what makes us. We
spit the obvious, in Kentucky you’re not
going to see anyone with ice, because
no one got it. We “Ballin on a Budget”
we are realizing what’s important and
figuring out what’s valuable to them. It’s
time for us, we are doing the same thing
we’ve been doing for years. It’s just that
now is the right time for Nappy.
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In the first in a series of profiles on promising area bands, The Cowl focuses on
Northampton alt-rockers Lo Fine, a subtle alt-country band with a bright future

Kevin O’Rourke’s guide to brooding
by Dan Devine ’04
A&E Staff

A lot of people don’t have the
opportunity to experience good live
music on a regular basis. Luckily, we
go to school in New England, a region
jam-packed with great venues and great
bands to play them. For a number of
reasons though (lack of publicity, weak
word of mouth, no desire to travel farther
than your local watering hole, etc.), a lot
of the bands don’t get seen or heard. As
a public service, we at The Cowl have
taken the liberty of scoping out some
local acts, separating the caviar from the
fish eggs, and presenting you with a
series of features showcasing the best of
the bunch, the bands you should think
about checking out. This is the first such
feature.

WHO: Lo Fine
WHERE: Northampton, MA
WHAT: Nine, their first fulllength album, currently available
from Natural Disaster Records
FOR FANS OF: Wilco, Son Volt,
Red House Painters, Bob Dylan
There are some things that just make
sense as soon as you come into contact
with them. There’s a comprehension of
what’s going on and whether it’s good
or bad long before you can explain it in
words. Something just clicks and you
get it.
I got Lo Fine the first time I saw them
play.
It was last November, and I trekked
out to the Flywheel in Easthampton, MA,
with a couple of friends to see Chris
Collingwood, the former lead singer of
Fountains of Wayne. We got there a little
early, not knowing who the opening
bands were and not really caring, so long
as we'd get to hear “Survival Car” and
“Radiation Vibe” and be indie pop dorks
in a whole ‘nother state. I walked
through the door and the first thing I
heard was the distinct twang of a pedal
steel guitar. Upbeat indie pop, this
wasn’t. Later, I’d meet and speak with
Bruce Tull, the man behind the twang.
Then, I just sat down and listened
attentively.
I found out that the antithetical
openers were called Lo Fine, that they
hailed from nearby Northampton, and
that they were fronted by a talented
songwriter named Kevin O’Rourke,
whose smooth vocals and understated
guitar playing took center stage
throughout the set. It was the first time
in a long time I had been more impressed
by an opening act than by the headliner.
Something about that introduction
stuck with me, but it wasn’t until this past
weekend that the comprehension gave
birth to words and I felt like I could
actually say why I like Lo Fine, and why
you should too: everything about them,
from the people playing the instruments,
to the songs they’ve written, to the way
they perform, both live and on record, is
just so refreshingly honest.
In a music landscape littered with
next big things and bloated senses of
self-importance, it’s easy to forget just
how important sincerity is in writing a
good song. It’s even easier to overlook
the artists that write honestly because
their number pales in comparison to the
ranks of sugary pop princesses and
tattooed tough guys we see every day on
TRL. But if you're lucky enough to listen
to an album written by one of those
sincere songwriters, and you can let
yourself take it to heart, its undeniable
beauty will expose the princesses and
tough guys for the jokes they really are.
Nine, Lo Fine’s first full-length effort,
is one of those albums.
I’m not saying that Nine does

anything patently innovative, because it
doesn’t; it features no ambient sounds
or quadruple-tracked vocal loops or any
other fancy sonic diversions. While
some might scoff at the bare bones and,
well, lo-fi approach, it speaks volumes
about the band. There aren’t any cover
up sounds because there’s nothing to
cover up.
There’s absolutely no filler on Nine
- every sound, every word, every vocal
strain is intended as an open letter to the
listener, an in-road to the heart and mind
of Kevin O’ Rourke. The supporting cast
of multi-instrumentalistTull (pedal steel,
baritone guitars, lead guitar), Thane
Thomsen (bass), Mark Schwaber (guitar,
backup vocals), and Brian Marchese
(drums) is an impressive one. A gifted
group of musicians whose skill and
experience - Tull was formerly of the
critically acclaimed Scud Mountain
Boys, the rhythm section comes from
Northampton stalwarts The Figments,
and Schwaber fronts the solid pop outfit
Hospital - bring O’Rourke ever closer
to realizing the potential promised in his
songs.
And, as they should be, the songs are
the thing with Lo Fine, both live and in
the studio. They’re straight-up good
songs, understated songs about
relationships and internal struggles,
smart songs that are at times brutal and
self-deprecating, harsh songs that always
seem to end with a defeated shrug of the
shoulders and a call for another round
of beers. O’Rourke’s lyrical strength
powers tracks like “Stay In Bed,” where
he brashly dismisses responsibility while
making us wonder if he really wants to
or if he’s just doing so out of habit (“as
far as making my life forever, I can do
it, but it’s extra effort / so you can just
deal with what I can get together”), and
“Thanks for Asking,” where he takes a
swing at rock ‘n’ roll posing by
proclaiming himself “the fakest,
outfakin’ all the fakers.”
At a recent show at The Living Room,
a small club in New York City, Lo Fine
performed some new material from their
follow-up album, already in the works.
On one of the new tunes, O’Rourke
sings, “I have hopes, but only the hopes
of somebody with bad aim.” In the
mouths of some of those “fakers,” that
line would sound like a swooning
attempt at an easy way out of being
accountable for the way you live. Here
though, it sounds genuine, like O’Rourke
is so beaten down by self-disdain that
he can’t aspire to anything beyond
working a lousy part-time job and
playing to a bar full of disinterested
drunks. Here, you believe that he
believes he made the wrong choice and,
as a result, his hopes are worth exactly
squat. Here you get an indication ofjust
how good Lo Fine can be when Kevin
O’Rourke is on his game.
Because they haven’t been
handpicked for mainstream success or
groomed for radio greatness, it’s not
likely that Nine will bump Lo Fine up
into a higher level of clubs and cash, but
if there’s any justice out there, it should
result in some credibility. It’s a
consistently open album, as good on the
fifteenth listen as it is on the first, and
there haven’t been many records of late
that can make that claim. More often
than not, the vocals and instrumentation
are pitch perfect, and where they aren’t,
it’s actually sort of charming, like
watching a toddler stagger as he takes
his first steps. After all, that’s what Nine
is: a snapshot of a songwriter’s first
serious move forward and a real
indication that rock music can grow up
if we’re willing to let it.

Eat, drink, and
be surly...

Above: Lo Fine
singer/songwriter
Kevin O’Rourke
sings a song about
life and love.
Right:
Lo Fine’s first
album, 9.

FRIDAY, APRIL 5th !!!

Tickets:
$5 w/ PC ID in BOP
office March 19th

In Peterson....
Doors open
@ 7:15
*PC bands will
open the show
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Oscar 2002: predictions and predalections

-Continued from page 13Who Will Win: Russell Crowe. The
Academy always loves a biopic.
Who Should Win: Sean Penn deserves
a statuette, and Sam is decent.
Best Actress
This will be the most diverse race this
year, and the hardest to sort out. The
performances vary from melodrama,
comedy, tragedy, and musical. Renee
Zellweger's comic turn as Bridget Jones
isn’t as strong as last year’s Nurse Betty.
Judi Dench has been nominated here four
times with no wins, but not many people
have seen her film. Sissy Spacek was
wonderful in In The Bedroom, and Oscar
loves a comeback, as the Globes proved.
Halle Berry however, has the recent SAG
win behind her. Her nomination proves
she can act. but she should not win for
her first time. Kidman has the unique
performance of the year, and is the
public’s favorite.
Who Will Win: Halle Berry. She will
make Oscar history, and fearlessly so.
Who Should Win: Nicole Kidman. This
is her year, with The Others and the
divorce.

Connelly. Tomei’s Bedroom role doesn’t
offer more than a Lifetime movie.
Connelly is the heart of A Beautiful Mind
and succeeds at keeping the audience in
the picture.
Who Will Win: Jennifer Connelly
Who Should Win: Jennifer Connelly.
Welcome to the big time. And it only
took you two decades...

Best Supporting Actor
Ethan is a dark horse. Jon Voight was
a scene-stealer, but minimal screen time
in Ali will work against him. Jim
Broadbent won the Golden Globe for
Iris, and had roles in Moulin Rouge and
Bridget Jones’s Diary. His body of work
might be awarded this year. But Ben
Kingsley successfully played against
type in Sexy Beast, even though the
movie isn’t very popular. And Ian
McKellen was the strongest in Rings, but
the fantasy element might work against
him.
Who Will Win: Ian McKellen: Lord will
not win Best Picture, but voters will
support the picture by awarding
McKellen.
Who Should Win: Ian McKellen.

Best Director
In this category, you can never be too
sure. Each of the five nominees could
easily pick up the gold. David Lynch’s
Mullholland Drive hasn’t received the
commercial success Oscar winners need,
and Ridley Scott’s Black Hawk Down is
too gritty to sanction a win. Peter
Jackson’s Rings is the largest production
of the year, but the Academy has two
more years to award him. Robert Altman
has five nods and no wins, making him
long overdue for a win. Meanwhile, this
is Ron Howard’s first nod. He should
have been nominated before, so his
Beautiful Mind could make up for past
neglect.
Who Will Win: Robert Altman, as the
77-year-old’s lifetime achievement
award.
Who Should Win: Ron Howard. Richie
Cunningham worked wonders with John
Nash’s story.

Best Supporting Actress
Helen Mirren and Maggie Smith will
split the votes for their respected Gosford
Park characters. No one has even seen
Kate Winslet’s Iris. The race is really
between Marisa Tomei and Jennifer

Best Picture
Gosford Park won’t pull in votes due
to its jumbled and sedentary nature. In
The Bedroom is extremely over-praised,
leaving many voters wondering what the
big deal is. The Lord of the Rings: The

Clockwise from top left:
The Academy Award;
host Whoopi Goldberg;
Russell Crowe and
Jennifer Connelly in
A Beautiful Mind,Moulin
Rouge!', Halle Berry
in Monster’s Ball',
Ian McKellen as Gandalf
in The Lord of the Rings.
Fellowship of the Ring is an epic film,
and history shows epics usually win. But
it’s also a fantasy, and voters have two
more years to award that film. The race
is really is between A Beautiful Mind and
Moulin Rouge. Mind is traditional bio
flick, with the most critical and
commercial success. However, Baz
Luhrmann’s eye candy Rouge is one of
the most unique films to come along in
years, making it worthy of the top prize.
What Will Win: A Beautiful Mind—the
obvious safe choice.
What Should Win: Moulin Rouge— the
obvious right choice.

Best Original Screenplay
The nature of this category is to honor
new voices, so Gosford Park is out.
Amelie’s plot is too lightweight, and it’s
foreign, so that doesn’t help here. The
Royal Tenenbaums has a smart script by
Wes Anderson and Owen Wilson, so it
might help. But Monsters Ball has the
most going for it, including success from
Halle Berry’s nomination and its new
commercial success. Writers Milo

Addica and Will Rokos’s out-of-workactors-who-write-a-movie is reminiscent
of Matt Damon and Ben Affleck’s 1998
win. Memento however, is the bestconstructed movie to come along in
years.
Who Will Win: Milo Addica and Will
Rokos — Monster’s Ball is a touching
and compassionate story.
Who Should Win: Christopher Nolan,
Jonathan Nolan, Memento. Memento,
Memento, Memento.
Best Adapted Screenplay
Three out of five of these are
nominated for best picture, so we can rule
out the other two (Ghost World and
Shrek). Bedroom is too dark and Rings
works better visually, so count them out
too. A Beautiful Mind will take John
Forbes Nash Jr.’s story and rightfully
win.
Who Will Win: Akiva Goldsman, A
Beautiful Mind
Who Should Win: Akiva Goldsman, A
Beautiful Mind

The Bottom
Line
By Erin Keller ’02

Reality bites (and boxes)
Two years ago, Fox stooped to an
unforgettable new low in “reality”
television, and broadcasted the game
show “Who Wants to Marry a
Millionaire?” Immediately after the
debacle, the network promised to never
return to such shameful exploitation of
lives. It seems they are going back on
their promise, with shows like “Celebrity
Boxing” shown last week, and hints that
we can expect more of the same.
It was sad to watch the dignity of six
“celebrities” go for so little. There were
three matches: Danny Bonaduce (of
“The Partridge Family” and most
recently “The Other Half’) vs. Barry
Willliams (Greg from “The Brady

Bunch”), Todd Bridges (Willis from
“Different Strokes”) vs. Robert Van
Winkle (more commonly known as
Vanilla Ice), and finally Tonya Harding
vs. Paula Jones (of the Clinton scandal).
The winners, if you can call them that,
were Bonaduce, Bridges and Harding.
Perhaps the thing that started the
feeling of unease was that the national
anthem preceded the event. The national
anthem, performed by Backstreet Boy
Howie Dorough and his sister, Pamela,
is naturally performed before every
sporting event. But the show that
followed showcased people whose
scandals publicized the worst of what
America had to offer.

Tonya Harding whacks Paula Jones on Fox TV’s Celebrity Boxing.
Half of the “fighters” featured were
simply victims of the road the ’80’s
paved for child stars. There was a time
when Todd Bridges was constantly in
trouble with the law, but Bridges has
cleaned up his act, and was even dubbed
a hero by the media recently when he
saved two children from drowning.
Danny Bonaduce has also had his runins with the law, including drug abuse
and a 1999 assault on a transsexual

prostitute. However, he is now the co
host of a talk show about men and
women called The Other Half. Robert
Van Winkle abused drugs after his Vanilla
Ice act became one of the biggest jokes
of the 1990s. Van Winkle and Williams
are trying to return to the spotlight despite
major setbacks in their careers. It seems
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Where they went wrong
The 2002
Oscars feature
a slew of
conspicuous
snubs and
weak nominees

-Achievement in CinematographyAmelie
Black Hawk Down
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship
of the Ring
The Man Who Wasn’t There
Moulin Rouge

Mark M. Balas ’03
A&E Editor

Best Picture
Maybe the weakest of all categories,
the Best Picture selections feature good,
but not great, films that pandered to
typical Oscar-nominated themes, vision,
and featured names. From the look of
this year’s ballot, those films billed as
Oscar-worthy, with Oscar-friendly casts
and crews were nominated. Would it
have killed the Academy to nominate the
year’s most inventive film. Memento?
Waking Life, Startup.com, Mulholland
Drive, and The Royal Tenenbaums, four
of the most highly praised, and best,
films of the year netted a measly two
nominations total. Add in Memento's
total, and the group carries a total of four
nominations.

Best Director
While Academy voters mostly deny
the allegation, it seems that in the
directing category, the nominees were
chosen based on their previous work. If
previous work is the basis, and it really
shouldn’t be, then the Ron Howard and
Peter Jackson nominations are
warranted, as is the nomination for last
year’s winner. Ridley Scott. David
Lynch’s nomination, the only for
Mulholland Drive, is a good choice, but
what about Christopher Nolan, who
made sense out of his Memento script?
Brad Anderson, director of Session 9
made a condemned building come alive,
Baz Luhrmann made the most rococo
and visually stunning film of the year,
Moulin Rouge, and veteran Stephen
Spielberg, who channeled and battled
Stanley Kubrick’s ghost in every minute
of A.I.
Best Actor
The most disputed category of the
year also has the best nominee pool.
Denzel Washington contributed his most
ferocious performance in Training Day,
and Russell Crowe was nominated for
the right film this year. Will Smith was
fine in Ali, and lived up to the year’s most

Oscar’s
other
nominations
-Achievement in Art DirectionAmelie
Gosford Park
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship
of the Ring
Moulin Rouge

by

Even though controversy has erupted
over the depiction of the John Nash, Jr.
in the biopic A Beautiful Mind, the 2002
Academy Awards still have the dullest
nominee pool in recent history. With the
exception of Moulin Rouge and David
Lynch’s Mulholland Drive, not one film
in the six major categories attempted
something outside of the status quo, and
played the cliche game to net major
nominations. Like last year, the year
before, and the year before that, it seems
that most of the fdms on everyone’s top
ten lists gained no or one nominations.
Even Startup.com, a documentary film
at the top of most of those lists, received
no nominations, even for Best
Documentary Feature. That said, let us
review this year’s biggest Oscar snubs.
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And the nominees aren’t...: Clockwise from top left: Jamie Foxx played
Muhammad Ali hanger-on Bundini Brown in Ali. Naomi Watts made her
reputation in the David Lynch mystery Mulholland Drive. Memento director
Chirstopher Nolan and star Guy Pierce film the movie’s climax.

-Achievement in Costume DesignThe Affair of the Necklace
Gosford Park
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship
of the Ring
Moulin Rouge
-Best Documentary FeatureChildren Underground
Lalee’s Kin: The Legacy of Cotton
Murder on a Sunday Morning
Promises
War Photographer

-Best Documentary Short SubjectArtists and Orphans: A True Drama
Sing!
Thoth
-Achievement in Film EditingA Beautiful Mind
Black Hawk Down
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship
of the Ring
Memento
Moulin Rouge

daunting role. Hate to beat a dead horse,
but Guy Pierce made sense of Memento’s
forgetful protagonist, Leonard Shelby.
Billy Bob Thornton must be used to
getting snubbed every year, but his snub
for his deeply subtle performance in The
Man Who Wasn't There was the year’s
biggest slap in the face. And how great
was Haley Joel Osment in A.I.? Greater
than Sean freaking Penn.

would have been a star making
performance had he been nominated, and
Jude Law went unnoticed for his
nuanced performance as David caretaker
Gigolo Joe in A.I. As good as Ethan
Hawke was, he’s also riding Denzel’s
coattails. And Ian McKellen playing the
Skittles wizard? C’mon, really...he’ll
probably taste the rainbow, too, which
is a damn shame.

Best Actress
Moulin Rouge star Nicole Kidman
was rightly nominated, but for the wrong
movie. Her performance in The Others
was levels better than her flat
performance of tum-of-the-century siren
Satine. Halle Berry was fine in
Monster’s Ball, but Sissy Spacek is
getting a career recognition nomination,
and Judi Dench is, as always, annoying
as hell and self-important in Iris.
Would’ve liked to see Charlotte
Rampling’s heartbreaking performance
in Under the Sand nominated, as well as
Tilda Swinton for her turn as a desperate
mother in The Deep End. What’s funny,
too, is that Naomi Watts, if nominated
for her Mulholland Drive role as
seductive ingenue, would have been the
odds-on favorite. The Academy really
dropped the ball here. I demand a
recount.

Best Supporting Actress
Marissa Tomei. YES!

Best Supporting Actor
Jamie Foxx as Bundini Brown in Ali

Best Screenplay Written Directly for
the Screen
A category that gets it right, although
Memento was based on Jonathan Nolan’s
short story, “Memento Mori.” You’d
think their research department would
catch that, but I guess the Academy
figured they’d let the best nominees fight
it out in one category.
Best Adapted Screenplay
Ghost World was great, but won’t
win, so we’re left with three adequate
screenplays and Shrek. Certainly,
Richard Linklater’s Waking Life
screenplay, based on the writings of
Kierkegaard, Philip K. Dick, and every
major twentieth century philosopher,
should have been nominated for making
this stuff conversational. Also, the
Planet ofthe Apes screenplay? Pure gold.

-Best Foreign Language FilmAmelie (France)
Eiling (Norway)
Lagaan (India)
No Man’s Land (Bosnia & Herzegovina)
Son of the Bride (Argentina)

-Achievement in MakeupA Beautiful Mind
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship
of the Ring
Moulin Rouge

-Original ScoreA.I. Artificial Intelligence
A Beautiful Mind
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship
of the Ring
Monsters, Inc.
-Best Animated Short FilmFifty Precent Grey
For the Birds
Give Up Yer Aul Sins
Strange Invaders
Stubble Trouble
-Best Live Action Short FilmThe Accountant
Copy Shop
Gregor’s Greatest Invention
A Man Thing (Meska Sprawa)
Speed for Thespian

-Achievement in SoundAmelie
Black Hawk Down
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship
of the Ring
Moulin Rouge
Pearl Harbor
-Achievement in Sound EditingMonsters, Inc.
Pearl Harbor
-Achievement in Visual EffectsA.I. Artificial Intelligence
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship
of the Ring
Pearl Harbor
—compiled by Dave Quinn ’04
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Blue your mind
Adrienne Larsen-Silva ’02
Asst. A&E Editor
by

There is no simple way to describe
Blue Man Group. Possible adjectives
that come to mind could include, but are
not limited to, “innovative,” “comical,”
or just plain old “bizarre.” From the

The Blue Man Group
“Tubes”
The Charles Playhouse, Boston, (617) 426-6912

moment the audience is handed their
streamer bandannas to wear, and the
front rows their plastic ponchos, it
becomes apparent that this is a unique
production unlike any other. It will also
soon become clear that this is a
production that will keep you riveted and
never knowing what to expect next.
The idea of Blue Man was conceived
by friends Matt Goldman, Phil Stanton,
and Chris Wink in New York City in
1987. but not brought to the stage in its
current form until 1991. Since then, the
production has won several awards, and
has opened the door for other successful
innovative productions, such as Stomp.
Since its inception into the world of
theatre, 30 more “blue men” and 50
musicians have been added to the cast
rotation of different cities.
The show, named “Tubes,” consists
of a variety of skits, although even that
word must be used loosely, as the “blue
men” never speak. However, that does
not mean it’s not a quiet performance.
The main talent of these three showmen
is drumming, which they show off at

various points in the show, and through
various mediums, one of which is a set
of intertwined tubes (hence the show’s
name). Another skit has one of them
playing on large PVC pipes while the
other two slide the pieces back and forth
to get various sounds (similar to that
Pentium commercial). While pounding
out various rhythms, the men are backed
up by rock music, played by an eerily
dressed band set above the very small
stage area.
The other skits included in the show
are impossible to describe because they
must be experienced to be believed and
to understand the humor. To simply
repeat what the skits consist of would
rob any future theatergoers of the
element of surprise, and would not in any
case do the performance justice. Suffice
it to say that toilet paper, paint,
marshmallows, a fish, and Captain
Crunch cereal are all involved in the
show in some interesting manner. And
if that doesn’t intrigue you, how about
Jello molds flying at the audience? Blue
Man is also very much an interactive
experience and several people
unwittingly become directly involved as
the show progresses, finding themselves
in unexpected and amusing situations.
It’s guaranteed that you’ll never look at
Twinkies the same way again.
Blue Man Group is designed to catch
you off guard and make you laugh - both
of which are successfully accomplished.
Its sheer randomness makes it fun, and
the utter simplicity of many of the gags
makes it very clever. In this case, the
show is presented in the historic Boston
Charles Playhouse, the small size of

The Bottom Line:
Celebrity boxing

which adds to the Show’s already
impressive effects by putting the
performers right in your face sometimes literacy.
This combination of the unexpected
with sight gags and catchy music is so
good that it’s easy to see the show more
than once, even though it doesn’t change.
Blue Man has developed somewhat of a
following, and chances are good that a
portion of any given audience will
already have seen the show at least once
before. Even if one knows what’s
coming up next, it’s always impressive,
always entertaining, and always a lot of
fun. And after the ridiculous but
hysterical finale, one can’t help leaving

with a big grin on their face.
Blue Man Group will be the fastest
hour and 45 minutes you will ever spend
in a theatre, but it will without a doubt
leave you wanting more. It’s an original
show that will appeal even to those who
do not particularly care for the arts. It’s
funny, it’s different, and it will
completely change the way you think
about theatre (not to mention blue men).
It’s an unforgettable experience - and
that’s the only way to describe it.
Blue Man Group is an ongoing
production at the Charles Playhouse, 74
Warrenton Street, Boston, MA. For
tickets, call (617) 426-6912.

Taste
Town
of the

-Continued from page 16-

that Fox found the perfect people to
publicly humiliate. It was forgivable
when those fighting were clay figures on
MTV’s Celebrity Death Match, but when
they’re the real people, it’s almost too
pathetic to be funny.
However, it was the women’s match
that was particularly disturbing for a
myriad of reasons. First of all, the
original match was going to pit Tonya
Harding against Amy Fisher. What kept
the network from having Fisher
participate was not the fact that calling a
woman who attempted murder a
"celebrity” is in extremely poor taste, but
that participating in “Celebrity Boxing”
would violate one of Fisher’s probation
conditions. So instead Fox pitted
Harding, one of the most disgraceful
Olympians in history, against last minute
replacement Paula Jones. Jones, of
course, becoming a celebrity after
bringing a sex scandal against President
Clinton to the forefront of the media.
And if the players weren’t enough to
make you want to tum off the television,
wait until you saw the play. The first
two matches were bearable, but still not
what should be considered entertaining.
Williams threw in the towel after two
rounds, and Bridges won his match by
three punches. It was the third match
that was an utter disgrace, even for Fox.
Tonya Harding, never known for her
good sportsmanship, continued the
tradition in the ring. She was in excellent
shape, and had time to train for the
competition. She allegedly would not
accept Jones’s offer of good luck, then
proceeded to pummel Jones mercilessly
in the ring. The most controversial call
was when Jones told her trainer in Round
3 that she didn't want to continue. The

Twinkies, tubes, and toilet paper: Blue Man Group puts on an impressive
display combining music, kooky gags, and the element of surprise.

With Alexandra Silveira ’02
Pastiche
92 Spruce Street
861-5190

Celebrity Boxing participant Danny
“Boom Boom” Bonaduce.13
plea apparently went unheeded, for her
coach didn’t throw the towel down or
declare surrender. Harding, seeing that
Jones was standing completely
defenseless and shaking her head ‘no,’
struck Jones’s head. Even though the
judges took that into consideration, they
concluded that without an official
surrender by Jones, Harding was the
winner in her right. As if this was a real
fight. The way Harding was jumping
up and down and celebrating her victory,
you would have thought that in the grand
scheme of things, this was more than a
colossal joke at her expense. And what
was the pattern on Harding’s boxing
shorts? The stars and stripes.
Which takes me back to the original
complaint about the Star Spangled
Banner. After all was said and done,
this reminded me more of the Roman
Battles at the Coliseum than a boxing
match. Take the convicts and make them
fight each other. Take the slaves of the
media and make them perform for our
entertainment. People not trained to box,
fighting each other. For fun. God help
us all.

My first time at Pastiche was during
freshman year, when biology, chemistry,
and calculus all seemed to be
conspirators in an anti-Alex plot. A long
time high school friend was inspired, and
took me to chocolate mousse cake
Mecca to reenergize my spirit with some
rich dessert and caffeine-laden espresso.
To this very day, the sound of sweet
jazz music and the bustling of the crowd
still provide comfort and joy, a theme
continued in the cafe’s decor. The central
case of desserts filled with the baker’s
masterpieces are artistically displayed to
entice. The rest of the very small room
is filled to capacity with occupants,
tables, booths, and square columns. In
contrast to the linearity of the furniture
are the sweeping ocean murals and
draped ivy along the main window
(continued in small fruit wreaths that
decorate the walls).
Another Pastiche constant is the
excellent waitstaff. Both friendly and
helpful, the self-named “modern day
warrior waiter” suggested menu items
and answered questions. For posterity’s
sake, he will be remembered as a waiter
of Herculean proportions at his request.
As for the fare, excellent, inexpensive
beverages characterize the cafe. Unlike
many cafes, the patron is sure to get a
truly excellent chai or cafe au lait every
time, while a small pot of tea can last
through an hour of really good
conversation. The main area of interest,
the desserts, are justifiably priced at
around $5 a slice. In addition to a pretty

regular menu, Pastiche supplements the
good choices with delicious specials.
That day’s particular special was
strawberry shortcake made with fresh
and ripe strawberries in a crumbly,
buttery biscuit. A particular Pastiche
treat is real whipped cream flavored with
sugar and just a touch of vanilla for a
light and airy whipped delight.
A sure bet is the fresh fruit tart made
with blackberries, oranges, raspberries,
kiwi, peaches, and strawberries. The tart
crust is a flaky and rich pastry crust
topped with a mild vanilla custard and
an abundance of fresh fruits. Most
impressive is the quality of some of the
unseasonal fruit. To top off the tart is a
shiny sugar glaze and a beautiful
presentation accomplished with different
flavored sauces.
A more challenging dessert is the
lemon custard tart. Although the pastry
crust is the same, the two custards vary
greatly in strength. The lemon tart has a
strong tangyness that is counteracted
with a sweet berry sauce. The sour and
sweet combine to make the tart a
surprisingly refreshing dessert.
The cafe’s dessert popularity has
grown to the point where local
restaurants now order the cakes for their
own customers. Similarly, Pastiche
patrons sometimes endure relatively
long waits for a table on busy days, such
as Sunday. However, with especially
easy take-out, it’s worth the wait.
GRADE: A-
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19 Things to do off campus...
Fine Arts

Wrapped Objects Exhibit
(through 3/25), URI Fine Arts
Center (call for times)
Fusionworks Dance Company’s
Unbound (3/28-3/30), Ashamu
Dance Theater, 8 PM

Music

Miro String Quartet (3/22), URI
Fine Arts Center, 8 PM
Sno Core Icicle Ball with Nikka
Costa (3/22), Lupo’s, 9 PM
94 HJYpresents Must (3/22), The
Met Cafe, 9:30 PM
Barry Manilow (3/21-3/24),
Foxwoods (call for times)
Aretha Franklin (3/23), PPAC, 8
PM
Better Than Ezra (3/29), Lupo’s,
9:30 PM
Diana Krall (4/2), PPAC, 7:30
PM
Ani Difranco (4/20), Lupo’s
(tickets on sale now)
BB King (4/26), Lupo’s (tickets
on sale now)
Theatre
Thunder Knocking on the Door
(2/15-3/24), Trinity Repertory
Theatre (call for times)
Burn the Floor (3/27-3/30),
PPAC (call for times)
Homebody/Kabul (3/15-4/21),
Trinity Repertory Theatre (call
for times)

Etc
Harlem Globetrotters (3/23),
Dunkin’ Donuts Center, 1:30 PM
The Nerd (3/22-3/24), Castle
Cinema Cafe, dinner 1:00 PM,
show 2 PM
Robin Williams (4/5), Fox woods,
9 PM
Cityside Skatepark Providence,
Dunkin’ Donuts Center (call for
schedule)
Improv Jones, Perishable Theatre,
every Thursday and Saturday at
10 PM

Check it out
What’s new at Phillips Memorial
Library
Women’s studies selections
Mary and Martha: women in the
world of Jesus I
Satoko Yamaguchi

Twilight goddess: spiritual feminism
and feminine spirituality I
Thomas Cleary and Sartaz Aziz

Aging with grace: what the nun study
teaches us about leadinglonger,
healthier, and more meaningful lives
I David Snowdon

Addresses and Phone Numbers

Ashamu Dance Theater, 77
Waterman Street, 334-3091
Castle Cinema Cafe, 1039
Chalkstone Avenue, 751-9200
Dunkin’ Donuts Center, One La
Salle Square, 273-5000
Foxwoods Casino, Rt. 2,
Mashantucket, CT., (860)8853000
Lupo’s, 239 Westminster Street,
272-5876
Met Cafe, 130 Union Street, 8612142
Perishable Theatre, 95 Empire
Street, 331-2695
PPAC, 220 Weybosset Street,
421-2787
Trinity Repertory Company, 201
Washington Street, 351-4242
URI Fine Arts Center, 105 Upper
College Road, Kingston, 8742775
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A history of the U.S. Army Nurse
Corps I
Mary T. Samecky

Femininity and the physically active
woman I
Precilla Y.L. Choi

by Jane H. Bayes and Nayereh Tohidi
Our separate ways: black and white
women and the struggle for profes
sional identity I Ella L.J. Edmondson
Bell, Stella M. Nkomo

Women ofthe pleasure quarters: the
secret history of the geisha I
Lesley Downer
For women only! : your guide to
health empowerment I
Gary Null, Barbara Seaman

North American women’s letters and
diaries [electronic resource]: Colonial
to 1950

A room at a time: how women entered
party politics I
Jo Freeman
Nobel Prize women in science: their
lives, struggles, and momentous dis
coveries I Sharon Bertsch McGrayne
Color of rape: gender and race in
television’s public spheres /
Sujata Moorti

Latina self-portraits: interviews with
contemporary women writers I
Bridget Kevane & Juanita Heredia
Globalization, gender, and religion:
the politics of women’s rights in
Catholic and Muslim contexts / edited

For more information, contact
Leslie Lanzieri, ext. 1994,
llanzier@providence.edu, or Ann
Sullivan, ext. 1908,
asullivan@providence.edu
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If I Were...

The Game
Megan Greco ’02
Portfolio Staff

Rules: Players are opponents, but they
are also playing together. If one person
consistently blows their points, both
players essentially lose. Logically, if
both players are independently
successful, they are both winners. This
particular situation is unique to me.
Translation: If you don’t agree with me,
too bad. When it’s your game, you can
make the rules.

Thursday
Two attractive boys are spotted
approximately 15 feet away playing
pool. My friend and I decide that they
keep looking over at our table. This
probably entirely fabricated by our
overactive imaginations. So what. I
decide that now would be a fun time to
play the “eye contact” game that my
roommate raves about. Not so much to
even start an actual game, but more of a
practice round to see if I can actually do
it. I often have trouble making eye
contact with people I know, let alone
with boys I find attractive.
Oh God. Eye contact was just returned.
I had to force myself not to start
laughing, mainly out of nervousness.
The game is on. One point for both
myself and Player One. Had I laughed I
would sacrificed that point.

Player One repeatedly looks over at our
table, but since I am “playing it cool”. I
pretend not to notice, but my friends
notice. One point for pretending to be
disinterested for the moment. Some
might argue this point distribution but
A) you don’t get points in this game for
being needy and, B) it’s my game.

End of the night. Player One pulls my
less than subtle “do you have a light?”
friend aside and asks her why we were
messing up his pool game. One point
awarded to him for vaguely
acknowledging that the game was going
on. Two points for us because we wanted
him to approach us and he did.
Pulling out of parking lot...Player One
and his friend walk in front of our car.

Portfolio Staff

If 1 were a footstep,
The shape, your foot it would be.
If I were a shadow,
Your face, would project the image of me.

My friend beeps her horn at them. Two
points for them because my friend is
obviously trigger-happy. I am ready to
shrivel up and die. Player One and his
friend say something along the lines of
“We’re from Chicago, we’re looking for
our car.” I don’t specifically remember.
More importantly, they would have
gained like three points simply for being
from Chicago (the hottest city ev-er), but
they lost two of those points for using
that as a reason why we should assist
them in finding their car. Right.

If I were the Rose,
You, the gentle rain, would sweetly touch,
Glistening among my pedals red.
I exist and rely on your rain,... entirely.
If I, the blind beating heart,
The soul, ...the purpose; you are in me.
If I were an eye
Beauty, unobservable, you would appear to me.

If I were...
Anything that you already are,
Would you remain in me?
Everything that I am...
Wishing only, If I were...

One point for me because they ask us
what we are doing and we say we have
to go. Points are always awarded to the
team who leaves with the ball in their
court. Excellent.
Friday
Ok, so we went to the same place again,
partly to continue, partly just because we
like to go there. Point for them because
they aren’t there meaning they obviously
have something cooler and better to do.
Half an hour later, they walk in. Point
for me! Equal points distributed because
neither team knows why the other team
is there, so we can’t assume it’s for each
other’s presence. We are on couches,
they are at the pool table. I am playing
it cool. Point for us because Player One
and his friend have done extensive walkbys. No one goes to the bathroom that
much. Seriously.

Player One approaches the couch and
bends down next to me. Point for him
for doing so, two points for me because
this is exactly what I wanted. More
points awarded to the person who gets
their way. (Sidenote: Had I been the one
to do the walking to the couch and the
initiating, I would have awarded myself
more points than I gave him. Once
again, it’s my game.)
Eye Contact repeated several times.
Another one of my friends decides to ask
them for a light. Would normally have
been one point, but the fact remains,
everyone at our table has a cigarette.
Their lighter was not necessary, therefore
Player One receives two points. I am
sufficiently mortified.

By John Manganaro ’03

Player One asks me if I am going to mess
up his pool game again. Point deduction
for thinking that girls don’t overanalyze
and discuss everything. That line was
used last night. Too bad.
Conversation continues. It is decided
that my friends and I will go over and
observe the pool game. Two points
awarded to Player One because we
actually go. I would have been awarded
one point had I not felt like a massive
tool. It seemed analogous to being a
freshman in high school and having a
“cute” junior ask you to come watch his
lacrosse practice. And you actually go.
Player One talks to me when it’s not his
turn. Point for both of us. I don’t ask
his name so I lose a point, but he loses
two because he asks my friend my name.
Unacceptable.
Player One is severely obnoxious
severely obnoxious. He loses several
points during this round. One for
tugging on my head band which was

The Game, Page 21

No Rhodies on
the Roadies
Kirk Brague
Cowl Moderator

The hard part was not the 2,378 miles
in a tightly packed mini-van over the
course of ten days. Nor was it the $58.65
that toll collectors and ferry operators
pried out of my once-bulging wallet
(ferry fares I can understand paying, but
the payment of tolls for already-paid-for
turnpikes and bridges smacks of
highway robbery, literally). The hardest
part wasn’t even having to negotiate
D.C. beltway traffic. No, the hardest part
of my family’s recent school break trip
to the Cape Fear region of North
Carolina was finding another Ocean
State license plate on America’s busiest
highway, 1-95, and America’s love-tohate it bypass, the 1-495 Beltway around
Washington D.C.
From the time I left R.I. in the middle
of the night, until some 2,200-plus miles
and nine days later, I did not see a single
Rhode Island “wave plate” on a car,
truck, or other vehicle. This was the
singular most amazing occurrence in a
trip that included the sights of
Manhattan, the Chesapeake Bay, and the
North Carolina Outer Banks. I was the
sole representative of this state riding the
roads of the Eastern U.S. For those
playing the “license plate game” to kill
time and tedium, my mini-van was
nirvana for kids trying to find the plates
of each state in the Lower-48.
When you see the plates fastened to
the vehicles that take Americans across
their country, you get a sense of who’s
on the move and who’s still stuck getting
out of their driveway back home. You
always see Jersey plates everywhere
along the Eastern Seaboard, and not far
behind are New York and Pennsylvania
plates. Sure, those states have lots of
folks and can easily spare a few thousand
for trips down to Myrtle Beach and

Disney World, but I also saw several
Vermont plates and an occasional
Granite State plate. And, of course, there
are the Quebecers and other Canadians
on our roads as well. Just not any other
Rhodies.
Some people here at home would
write that off in several ways. For one
thing, why does one need to leave Rhode
Island going south when there are
perfectly good beaches in South County?
Good point...although the Outer Banks
offer a different experience than
Scarborough State Beach. I’m still
racking my brains for a Rhodie
amusement park to rival Disney World,
but we can be thankful that we don’t have
an Ocean City or Myrtle Beach (except
for the golf course) to sully our coast.
And if rocky coast is your thing, stick to
the NE shores.

Others might say that Rhode
Islanders have the good sense to take the
winter break in Florida, where the
sunshine is definitely brighter than back
home in February. Since they’re flying
down, their cars and plates aren’t on the
highway. That may be true for some, but
that doesn’t explain why there were No
Rhode Island waves on the highway,
NOT ONE!
As a kid growing up a military brat, I
moved all over the country, including a
Missouri-California-Florida move in the
third grade, and a Florida-CaliforniaNo Rhodies on the Roadies, Page 23
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Disturbing

The Adventures
of the Vanished
Countryman

by

Jessica Albetski ’04

Portfolio Staff

In my deep long night,
my ears are so tuned to any
disturbing sound;
the creaks and cracks the house makes
as it grows,
the heater turning on its warmth,
the shudders and silent whispers
of the wind against the walls.

(Part IV)
“Mrs. Eastly, there arejust three ques
tions I should require answers to. First,
was your husband left-handed?”
“Yes.”
“Did Milo ever mention the name of
his failed business?”
“No. I asked, but he said he felt too
ashamed that he had failed to make any
thing of it. I never inquired too deeply,
lest I hurt him.”
“Is this the key that fit the safe box?”
“Yes, I recognize the bent handle.”
“Thank you. I do not doubt we will
have news for you shortly but I think it
would be wise if you were to stay at
Baker Street until we return.” He wrote
a short note and handed it to her. I went
downstairs to see that she got a cab and
then returned to the rooms.
“Well, Watson,” he said as I reen
tered. “What do you think of this case?”
“It certainly is unusual, but then few
of the cases that come to you are com
monplace. The newspaper, the notes on
the stock papers and the sudden depar
ture seem to point to some low intrigue.
Yet the diamonds are an aspect that seem
out of place somehow. And the coat is
the strangest of all. Surely no sane man
would waste time in a pursuit by such
an utterly purposeless action as hanging
up his coat. I suppose if he were suffi
ciently agitated it might be just within
the bounds of possibility though cer
tainly not very probable.”
“He had a cool enough head to hide
the contents of the safe box. It would be
remarkable if he suddenly became so
agitated as to begin doing useless things.
I think we may dismiss that as impos
sible. But in my experience it is often
that which seems purposeless that con
ceals a most definite purpose.”
“Why did you not ask Mrs. Eastly
about the diamonds?”
“It is clear that she does not know
anything about them. Since her husband
did not see fit to tell her that he carried
such valuable things in his safe box, it
would not do our investigation any good
to inquire.”
“But how do you know the diamonds
were taken from the safe box?”
“They were certainly in Mr. Eastly’s
possession and where else would he keep
them? He knew that he had an enemy
not far behind him. He wished to pre
vent the valuables from being regained
at any cost so he hid them as best he
could. That he opened his wife’s birth
day present, that had been so carefully
wrapped up and did not even have time
to re-close the package, properly gives
me good ground to suppose this was a
suddenly contrived course of action. The
fact that the safe box is now missing must
be a diversion; Mr. Eastly has taken it
even though it is empty.”
The diamonds sparkled in my hand
as I held them up to the window.
“Well, diamonds like these would be
a strong enough motive for almost any
crime, I am sorry to admit.” Holmes
looked thoughtful and then shook his
head as a man who is not quite con
vinced.
“It may be, after all, that the diamonds
are only secondary. I fear an even more
sinister crime than robbery is behind this
tangle.” He suddenly took up the bundle
of papers and, putting them in his note
book, hurried to put on his coat.
“We must not lose any further time. I
think it would be best if you stayed here,
Watson, in case our friend comes call
ing again. If the unknown man has
caught up with our unfortunate friend I
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Unaware of such noises,
the others sleep soundly
with their seldom snores and sneezes.
I hear the acute rising and falling
of involuntary breath.

fear the result may be grave. At the least
he will realize he has been tricked and
the diamonds gone.”
“But Holmes - ”
“I recommend your waistcoat pocket
for the diamonds. Don’t worry, I would
never think of going after the criminal
without you. There are yet a few pieces
missing to the puzzle and while I am fit
ting them I need your eyes and ears here.
I shall be back as soon as I may.” With
that he swept from the room and left me
to my reflections.

Yet, I wait in this silence to hear
the sound I most fear,
no sound at all,
the disturbing silence of death creeping
under the doorways
and sliding along the walls.
My visions of such horror rising
and engulfing its victims,
my most beloved.
My nightly fear,
an insomniac craze.
My paranoid mind
always waiting and
listening, yet all the while praying
that the time isn’t right
and I am not ready to yield
my love to death’s heartless grasp.

I did not know how long Holmes was
likely to be and I could not abandon this
post with which I had been so abruptly
entrusted. Hours passed which I should
call tedious were it not for the element
of boredom the term implies. I was ner
vous about the diamonds wrapped up in
my handkerchief and soon began to wish
I had given them to Holmes. There were
often footfalls in the corridor that might
be the assailant coming back. I was un
armed and it would be a desperate crimi
nal who would risk returning to the scene
with every chance of others seeing him
as he entered the hotel. But then, as
Holmes had hinted, the unknown man
may have already committed his crime
and have no further interference to fear
from Mr. Eastly. I fervently hoped that
the poor girl waiting before the fire at
Baker Street had not become both wife
and widow in a single season. I had noth
ing to engage my attention save the case
before us but the more I thought about it
the more difficult it seemed. There came
to my mind a number of theories but
none that would cover all the facts with
out reaching into the realm of the fan
tastic.
It was evening and the early sun was
already fading when I again heard foot
steps. They came straight my way and
in a moment I heard the door to the ad
joining room open. I sprang to my feet
to brace myself for a struggle but it was
Holmes’s thin figure that appeared in the
doorway with a hasty wave for me to
follow.
“Come, Watson, there is not an in
stant to be lost!” It was but a moment
later we were in a cab rattling along at
the top speed the horse could manage on
the icy streets. Holmes would say noth
ing except,“If only we are in time to in
tercept him, all might yet be well.”
We pulled up in front of a large and
handsome house on the outskirts of the
city. All was quiet and only one light
shone in a lower window to show that
anyone was within. We paid our fare and
hurried to the house. I did not know what
event we were hastening to prevent but
Holmes’s keen expression and swift pace
told me it was no light matter.

Holmes is hot on a trail...but where to?
Find out next week!

What NOT to Say if
You Would Like to
Keep the Title of
“Boyfriend”
by

Leslie Heller ’02

Portfolio Staff

1 dedicate this article to my roommate
and to all of those other girls out there
whose boyfriends can never figure out
just the right thing to say.
Valentine’s Day has come and gone, but
that is no excuse for kind words and acts
to disappear like half-priced candy. I
know most boyfriends wiped out their
checking accounts on roses and
chocolate, so I am not suggesting that
you bounce a check to do something
good for your girl. Instead, I provide
the following list of suggestions as to
what not to say to your girlfriend now
that Valentine’s Day has passed:

“You shouldn’t eat that.”
“Is that really what you’re wearing?”
“Go get me...(anything, but mainly
related to food or beer.)”
“Your half of the bill comes to_____ .”
“Wow, our waitress is hot!”
“But I don’t love her anymore.”
(Mid-kiss') “Can we turn on the game?”
“It’s not about the body.”
“I forgot, it’s guys night out.”
“What’s your roommate up to tonight?”
“I swear, I’ll never do it again.”
(To his friends) “Meet my friend,
“You smell weird. What’s that?”
“That whole night’s a blur.”
“You know, your (mom, sister, cousin's
kind of cute.”
“You always pick chick-flicks.”
“Sorry.”
“Why won’t you wear something like
that?”
“You’re such a nag.”
“We’re just friends.”
“I’m past the impressing stage.”
“I forgot.”
“Yes, you look fat.”
“My ex-girlfriend used to...(again, fill
in the blank with most anything).”
“I need more space.”
“When’s our anniversary again?”
“She doesn’t mean a thing to me.”
“My mom does (anything) better than
that.”

The Game
Continued from page 20

really weird, one for heckling his pool
opponents, one for telling me I’m short
(thank you) and one for blowing a really
easy shot because he was showing off.
We go and sit down, thoroughly
annoyed.
Player One returns to our couches and
tells me that I messed up his game and
that now we are going to fight in the
parking lot. Are you kidding? Point
deduction for continuing to suck.
Player One tells me that his friend spilled
his drink on him, and he uses the word
“crotch” to illustrate where the drink
spilled. One point lost for each time he
uses “crotch” within the span of one
minute, which would be three.(And I’m
not even exaggerating) Two points taken
off for pointing to said area. One point
awarded to me for leaving right about
then.

Saturday
Tried to go out somewhere else but
alternate establishment extremely
crowded, even at midnight, and it’s
pouring rain. In shame, we return to the
location of the past two nights. Player
One and friend are present. Point
deduction for me because it most likely
appears that I am there to see them. Two
points awarded to them for the same
reason.

After an hour or so, Player One
approaches me. Point for me because I
get to play this scenario any way I want.
I’ll throw in a point for him because his
hair looked cute. Point for both of us
because we are wearing the same shoes.
Point for him for being normal and nice
and not triggering my vomit reflex.
Another point for me because he comes
back to say goodbye. Point for him for
redeeming himself nicely, which,
apparently, is possible to do with me
simply by wearing cute shoes and having
cute hair.
At the end of the weekend it is me,
thirteen points, him, eight points.
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Crazy Love
Tracy Kennedy ’02
Portfolio Staff

“I really think that I am truly going
insane.”
“What are you talking about, man?
What’s your problem?”
“I just can’t anymore. I think that
early spring fever has seeped in to my
head and heart or something.”
“Always the poet, aren’t you, Josh?”
Thus began another late night coffee
session between two guys who felt
themselves to be the only single men on
earth.
Josh and Andrew had been friends
since the beginning of freshman year
and were lucky to have the kind of
friendship in which they could divulge
their deepest, darkest feelings without
fear of ridicule.
“So, really, dude, what’s your deal?”
“Well, I met this girl...” Josh began
sheepishly.
“How did I know?” Andrew gives
Josh a sideward glance. “Ok, so tell me
about her. Why is she making you
crazy? And when the hell did you meet
her?”
“Well, it happened like this. I was
on the train home from break and the
car I was in was mostly full but I had
my headphones on, so I couldn’t hear
all the noise from everyone.
“I didn’t even hear her sit down next
to me, but suddenly all I could smell was
a sweet mix of roses, sunshine and girl.
You know what I mean, like an angel
just landed beside you.”

“You are such a sap, dude.”
“Yeah, yeah, yeah. So, anyway, the
girl. I look to my right and there she sits.
Man, she had that glow about her that
just screamed that she was something
special. So, I knew I had to talk to her. I
started with a few choice questions, you
know, where she was traveling from,
where she’s going. Dude, she goes to
RIC, can you believe it? She’s right
here.”
“Well, you were on the train to Provi
dence.”
“Anyway, so we start talking, right?
And it’s seriously amazing how much we
have in common. She writes, she loves
football, she studied in Dublin last year,
and she eats Thai food.”
“So?”
“So what?”
“So what happened? Did you get her
number? How old is she? What’s her
name?”
“Alright. Well, her name is Shannon
and, no, I did not get her number. You
know I’m not like that.”
“You never ask the important ques
tions, man. So you’re in love with some
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one you will probably never see again.
You’re right, you are crazy.”
“Well there is one catch. I think I
know how I can find her.”
“How?”
“Well, over the course of our conver
sation, she mentioned that she would
being singing next weekend with her
band at RIC. She writes all their music.
Offhandedly, she told me that if I was
around, I should come hear her.”
“Well, that’s great, what’s the prob
lem?”
“My issues are that I don’t know if
she really meant it, I definitely do not
even know her last name, she might think
I’m a stalker if I do come and she could
definitely have a boyfriend and I would
look like a fool. Granted, it wouldn’t be
the first time that’s happened to me.”
“I know, dude, you’ve had some se
rious bad luck going on when it comes
to girls.”
“Like you have it any better.”
“Yeah, well, anyway. I think that you
should go to it. When and where is it?
I’ll go with you if you need a partner in
crime or something, to make it look like
you have friends.”
“That’s another thing I forgot to men
tion. She didn’t tell me details about it,
so I would just have to show up at RIC
on Saturday night and look around for
it. Then she would definitely think that
I was nuts.”
“Not necessarily, she may actually be
happy that you made an attempt to see
her again. And, hell, if it doesn’t work
out, if she acts weird, then you can just
say that I dragged you there and you only
realized after that she was in the show
too.”
“That might work. Thanks, Andrew.”
By the time Saturday night rolled
around Josh was feeling sick to his stom
ach. He kept playing his conversation
with Shannon, trying to figure out just
how much of a loser she would think that

he was for coming to her band’s concert
to see her. Andrew tried to cheer him
up, but the streak of bad luck he had had
with the ladies lately was starting to bear
down on him. It made it extremely dif
ficult for him to believe that any woman
would be interested in him for very long,
if at all. Still, there was something about
the way that they met and the once-in-alifetime chance that he had to find her
again tonight that made it feel like fate.
Pulling into the campus, it was easy
to find the pub that was holding the event.
Apparently, this show was a huge deal
because the guys found it hard to find a
place to sit.
When Shannon came on stage, she
was glowing. Her voice, at once lovely
and soulful, captured Josh as he sat near
the back of the room mesmerized.
When Shannon looked up at the end
of her song and saw him inthe back, but
terflies fluttered in her stomach. Was that
really that guy from the train that had
been dancing around her mind all week?
How did he possibly remember about her
show? He couldn’t really be there to see
her, could he? He must be her to see his
girlfriend or something.
At the end of the show, Josh ap
proached Shannon. She really thought
that she was going to faint and Josh could
hardly stammer, “hello.”
Soon, the easy conversation of the
train ride returned. Andrew found his
own girl to talk with and Josh and Shan
non spent several more hours talking
over pints of Killian’s. After this night,
they spent many more days and nights
talking over pints, the phone, and the
ocean, when Shannon returned to Dublin
for a summer.
In time, their relationship grew and
mutual attraction transformed into love.
Josh had found his someone and always
stopped to think what would have hap
pened if he never took a chance on a
crazy feeling.

Cloistered
by

Matt Daly ’02

Portfolio Staff

The slow motion picture shows
A life defined by wasted time.
Are there rewards for skin so fair,
That sees a cell but not the Sun?
With windows dark from curtain’s
drawn,
And pupils large without the bulbs,
Seclusion staves love’s risky fault,
Since all involved are unwilling.

’04
Editor

Through cardboard stares, first class postage
Reflects off his jaw, accented by a pressed turtleneck
and broad smile, fingering car keys and looking for
A chance to slip in a parting remark.
A profile to master this nonsense,
Feeling your eyes tease my hair, and run down my figure,
While your iced water melts.
Time, to me, crawls twenty-three minutes slow.
Though I watch the night slip through my palm and
Think of times when town lines were split with raw sugar cane.
Soon, I will dress for the cold, and let the debris of
Sidewalks cower beneath my feet.

To grant advice without a care
Avoid involvement at all costs.
If God is love, advise him now
That he must follow Father’s path.
Denial sees the consequence
Of pointless dogma now ingrained
With human habit chained to death
And collared, to run in circles.

Attention: Off Campus Students
Do you have an apartment you need to sublet for the summer?

Do you need to rent an apartment for the summer?

Grooming the feelings of a divorce,
And asking him to understand,
Twenty years your junior, he’ll nod
with curious expression though not
with the heart of a parking lot nymph.

If the answer is yes, the Off- Campus Living Office would
like to help you.

The rose sours, la bebida is empty,
And monotone reflections lay distorted in a sixty-watt.
Simply the best-dried charity
Starch linen, wrinkled in stone,
No more important than a strawberry tin case
Of chipped combs and rounded mahogany eye-liner.

Please stop by the office and fill out a “Needs Roommate”
or “Needs Apartment” card. We are located in St. Joseph
Hall, Room 106. Office hours are Monday through Friday,
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. If you have any questions, please
call 865-2420.

From wooden planks to finished marbled, and home
In time for an idle evening.
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No Rhodies on
the Roadies

Hold the cheese, Please

A tale of tragedy and romance
(part of the barf bag series*)

Continued from page 20
New York move in the ninth grade. In
each place I landed, our family found
some very provincial attitudes and
isolationist residents. There were the
Florida friends who had been to the
Atlantic Coast but never across the
Peninsula to the Gulf Coast. My
California friend Curtis had never
traveled two hours east from Merced to
visit Yosemite National Park. In South
Carolina, my previous home, I despaired
for good people so provincial in their
thinking that the two hour trip to hot
l’anta was the height of adventure and
danger. And now, I live in a state where,
for some, the world ends at Westerly and
Pawtucket, and adventure looms (but
only seldom) on the distant Block Island
and Cape Cod horizons.
I have no doubt that my
geographically challenged friends from
down south aren’t puzzled by the
absence of Rhodie plates on the
highways and byways, they just figure
that either we are completely
snowbound, or that the bridge(s) to the
Rhode Island are down, and until fixed,
we are stuck on the island. Perhaps that
does explain no Rhodie waves sighted
south of the Nutmeg State.
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By Joan Barker ’04
Portfolio Editor

* The barf bag series was started when
three best friends were on a long plane
ride homefrom a vacation. Afterflipping
through airplane magazines and
watching the clouds out the window, they
decided to relieve their boredom by
becoming a trio of authors and writing
a story. However, the only material
available to write on was the barf bag
in the middle seat. So they each took
turns writing a paragraph or so, adding
on to what one another had written, and
filling up both sides of the bag... which
was recently recovered nearly two years
after it was written, and here is what it
reads. Enjoy!

Joan: Leroy didn’t care much for
cheeseburgers. Hamburgers, maybe, but
cheeseburgers were strictly out of the
question. It was the cheese, melted,
bubbling, and seeping out of the
hamburger buns, it just killed him.. .and
not just figuratively speaking, for Leroy
was allergic to cheese.
“No,” Leroy said, “I’ll have the Big
Mac, but hold the cheese.”
Jenn: Then there was his sister Eleanor.

She was a great girl and all, but for some
reason she just couldn’t get guys. She
thought it was because she was only born
with one ear. (In fact, the men were pretty
attracted to that). What she didn’t know
was that every time Leroy found out that
a guy wanted Eleanor, he would threaten
them to stay away from his little sister.
On this particular day, a young chap
named Ronnie was on his way to class
when he saw Eleanor across the hall, her
red hair glistening in the sun, eyes blue
as the ocean...The school dance was
coming up, and he had decided to ask
Eleanor, the perfect girl. So what if she
only had one ear? In his mind, it only
added to her beauty. He began walking
toward her, not noticing that Leroy was
lurking in the corner, devouring a Big
Mac, and watching intently...
Emily: Unfortunately, the idiot at
McDonald’s must have also been
missing an ear because he failed to heed
Leroy’s request for no cheese. Leroy’s
throat began swelling up and he started
to choke.
Joan: Convulsing, and gasping for air,
Leroy tried to dislodge the cheese from
his throat. As his life flashed before his
eyes, all he could think was, “Damn it, I
should have just stuck with the
McNuggets.” Ronnie ran over and began

the Heimlich Maneuver as Eleanor
screamed for help. Suddenly, with a
single blow, the cheese wad flew out of
Leroy’s mouth and became a lethal
projectile, landing right in Eleanor’s ear.
As Leroy coughed regaining his breath,
Eleanor tried to pick the cheese out, but
it had become wedged between her inner
lobes. Brother and sister were quickly
rushed to the nearest hospital, where
Leroy was diagnosed with an elongated
esophagus (due to severe choking), and
Eleanor diagnosed with deafness in her
right ear, her only ear.
Jenn: A few minutes later, Ronnie burst
through the hospital doors and saw
Eleanor sobbing. He ran up to her and
dropped down to one knee. “Left ear or
no left ear, Eleanor, you are the best girl
in the world...Ever since the first day I
saw you dissecting a fetal pig in biology
lab, I knew you were the girl for me. The
way you walk, the way you laugh, the
way you tilt your head, the way you bend
your knees...everything about you is
nothing short of perfection. What I’m
trying to say is that, I’ve talked it over
with Leroy, and he said it was alright
with him if you were my date to the
dance. So what do you say?” Eleanor
smiled, and looked into Ronnie’s eyes,
puzzled, and replied, “What?”

Your Springtime Horoscope:
Love and Harmony are in the Air
by

Kaitlin Fluet ’03

Portfolio Staff

We all love horoscopes. Let's face it, even ifyou don't truly believe in them, we all like to entertain ourselves with predic
tions of the month to come. Well, in this exclusive, one-time offer, Madame Fluet is ready to do you one better. Rather then
providing insight into the month ahead, prepare yourselves for a full seasonal forecast. Spring has sprung, my little chicka
dees, and here’s what you need to know to survive it. Beware... this is definitely not the season of love.

dr
Pisces (2/18-3/20): Your athletic prow
ess falters when a plotting Sagittarian
exacts revenge upon you for a crime of
passion from earlier this year. Be wary
of a maliciously placed fondue prong or
shrimp fork. Your time on the sidelines
in significant. Fear not though, Mr.
Sharp Shooter, some people find perva
sive weakness appealing. Go looking for
love in all the wrong places, but make
sure your appeal isn’t based on the po
tential for manipulation. At this junc
ture, being manhandled will not trans
late into a good time.

Aries (3/21-4/19): Be prepared to butt
heads with an angry Taurus early this
season. You may have accidentally
stumbled into the wrong bullpen sweetie,
and someone’s in heat. If you can’t beat
them, join them, because this is not a
fight you can win. Spring may seem to
bring out the best in most, but you my
friend are getting the raw end of the deal.
Stock up on pain medication and heavy
sedatives.

Cancer-(6/21-7/21): Hey now, Cancer,
this just might be your lucky season. Or
maybe not. The time is ripe for a lotto
win. Go spend all your tuition money
on scratch tickets. On the flip side, be
ware of bitter, broke, and deceitful
friends who’d like to see you down for
the count. That new pal who appears to
be on your side? He has ulterior mo
tives and you know it. Now is not the
time to adopt your characteristic disillu
sioned frame of mind. Remove your
head from the clouds. This season, it’d
be better off where the sun don’t shine.

Leo (7/22-8/22): In like a lion... and out
like a loser. Mood swings disturb your
cycle and nightmares plague your sleep;
multiple personalities impending. Take
advantage of what many consider to be
a perilous situation and make new
friends- it may be your only chance.
Keep your eyes peeled for a food-poi
son epidemic later this season. That sea
food bisque you braved on Tuesday will
come back to haunt you for months to
come. Skip the rice pudding while
you’re at it- you never know what lurks
just beneath the surface.

Scorpio (10/23-11/21): Feeling the flow,
Scorpio? Heed the prediction of brother
astrologer, Chris Rock. What a way to
go (and don’t forget to kick).

Sagittarius (11/22-12/20): You are
plagued with kitchen accidents during
this season. Be on the lookout for a sus
picious car full of Capricorns trailing you
around. They just might be after you
know what. Also, a horrendous profes
sor may try to bust your balls. Let that
slap-happy turd know exactly what’s on
your mind. You may end up failing, but
won’t it feel good? An empty victory is
better than none at all.

Taurus (4/20-5/19): This season you
may be likened to a bull in a china shop.
Everything you touch turns to dust and
shattered glass. Best to beware of those
shards; they poke in unpleasant places.
Speaking of discomfort, be ready for an
emotional castration later when you at
tempt the impossible and are brutally
rebuffed. Your people skills are at
record-breaking low levels. As a safety
precaution, avoid any contact with fresh
air.

Gemini (5/20-6/20):
Lay the
smackdown, Gemini. You’ve been lay
ing dormant for far too long and this may
be the only chance you get to assert your
spiteful side. This season, your temper
approaches lava-like temperatures and a
fiery flare-up in your social sphere re
sults in a meltdown of Chernobyl-like
proportions. Can you pick up the pieces?
Certainly not, but don’t let that stop you
from smelling the roses.

Virgo (8/23-9/21): Run and hide, Virgo.
Why don’t you cry about it? How typi
cal. Your innocence is not appealing this
season. Count on a vindictive Pisces to
push your buttons until you just can’t
take it anymore. Try as you might, kill
ing with kindness just won’t work. Any
control you thought you had disinte
grates and the resulting abyss manifests
itself in the form of lethargy and disin
terest. Also, avoid any variation of
wheeled transportation; this is not the
time to take chances.

Libra (9/22-10/22): You know that or
nery little Aquarian that’s been after your
man? Well honey, she’s at it again. Take
her out, and don’t be nice about it. If
you don’t get the job done, she will.
Want luck in the workplace? The force
is definitely not with you... that promo
tion you wanted? Forget it. Better luck
next time. And while you’re brooding
about it, don’t forget about that raise you
never got.

Capricorn (12/21-1/19): Get the feeling
you’re being watched, Capricorn? You
are. Everything you do is subject to sur
veillance and karma is about to come
around and kick some serious butt.
Church could help, but not nearly
enough. Pray for your poor soul and re
sign yourself to 2.3 billion years in pur
gatory. That nasty habit you picked up
over spring break is not becoming- best
to ditch it before that spec'al someone
finds out. And that goes double for that
dirty little secret you’ve been hiding.

Aquarius (1/20-2/17): Ever hear of
‘chaos theory,’Aquarius? Probably not,
but it’s at the center of your universe this
season whether you like it or not. Anar
chy rules and you’re it’s minion. Re
sign yourself to being a slave of the sys
tem; resistance of any kind is fruitless.
Animals and small children seem to turn
against you now for no good reason.
Never underestimate a pair of improp
erly-utilized safety scissors. Watch your
back, wear protective headgear and re
consider fertility.
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Window to the World John
by

Maria Monaco ’02

Portfolio Staff

Could a greater miracle take place than
for us to look through each other’s eyes
for an instant? We should live in all the
ages of the world in an hour; ay, in all
the world’s of the ages. History, Poetry,
Mythology! — I know of no reading of
another's experience so startling and
informing as this would be. -Henry
David Thoreau

He ran splashing to the train station,
catching the train seconds before the
doors closed shut. He found an orange
seat alone and opened the paper he had
stuffed in his coat when he rushed out
of the house that morning. His eyes
scanned articles as the train moved into
the city, stop and go. The ticket collector
came and went, snatching the ticket,
clicking a marker and moving on. Click
click, click. Both hole-punch and train
were working in unison as tickets were
collected and seats marked. The train
filled up with each stop. Though some
exited, more entered scanning for empty
seats. They were leaving one city for a
larger one. one crowd for another.
Little Billy held his mother’s hand
tight as they entered the train and found
seats in front of a man who sat by the
window with a newspaper in front of his
face. Billy wondered what he was
reading. He wondered where he was
from. He wondered why he was so
dressed up. He wondered where he was
going. But most of all he wondered what
his face looked like behind that
newspaper.
“Billy, turn around,” said his mother
“the train is starting.”

He tried as best he could to keep still,
but he wasn’t used to sitting in these
seats. He wanted to talk to the man
behind him. He wanted to ask him all
the questions that he had. It was no fun
to look out these windows.
“Billy stop fidgeting,” his mother
bent down and said to him in a loud
whisper.
“Ma, where we going?” Billy
whispered back thinking that maybe one
had to use the library voice in trains too.
“I told you, we’re going to see a play.”
“Like the one we did at school?” Billy
asked
“Yes, just like that.”
“Is he going to see the play too?”
Billy whispered, pointing to the
newspaper behind him.
“I don’t know Billy,” she said,
“everyone is going somewhere different
and it’s none of our business. Now be
good or we won’t go to that play, we’ll
go straight back home.”
The newspaper behind him shuffled
and turned, but it never came down as
the train made its way through tunnels
and smoky darkness.
Billy imagined what the man looked
like. He imagined him with a mustache
like grandpa and glasses like Uncle Jim.
“Maybe he has a scar on his face like
the one James got when he fell off his
bike,” he thought, “maybe he’s missing
a tooth like me.”
The train pulled into Penn Station,
the final stop. “This is where we get off
Billy,” his mother said to him. “Hold my
hand.”
“But I want to ask...”
“No Billy, this is where we get off.
Leave the man alone.”
“But I...”
His mother pulled him away. He

didn’t see the face. The man was lost in
the crowd. They made their way to the
theater. Billy tried to keep up with his
mother and still look around to all the
people they passed by. He wanted to ask
them why they were going so fast. Were
they going to see the play too? He
couldn’t ask his mother; he knew what
she would say. “It’s none of our business
Billy. Everyone is going someplace
different.” Billy would be happy to tell
people where he was going. “I’m going
to see a play with my Mom,” he would
have said if they asked, but no one asked.
Billy climbed into the red velvet
chair next to his mother. On his other
side sat a man, all dressed up. A
newspaper rested on his lap neatly
folded. As his mother sat distracted
looking into the playbill, Billy tapped on
the man’s knee to get his attention.
“I’m here to see a play with my
Mom,” Billy said-to the man.
“Oh really?” Replied the man,
amused with Billy’s enthusiasm. “I can
tell you’re going to like this play.”
“How do you know that?” asked
Billy, more curious than ever.
“I can see it in your eyes.”
Billy’s mother, suddenly aware of the
conversation taking place beside her put
the playbill down and looked to the man
as well. “Billy, leave this man alone.”
“Oh no, I don’t mind. I remember
now why I came to see this play again,”
he said. “Last time I saw it I was his
age, and my eyes were just as big.”
The lights faded to black. The play
started. Three pairs of eyes ate it
greedily, consuming all its many details.
Each eye left more deeply colored than
it had been before, ready to consume the
world.

Katie Mcbrine ’04
Portfolio Staff

Abby sat in her unassigned seat. Second
row. Not too obvious, but still close
enough. Two notorious boys were
throwing candy wrappers out the second
story window, and the girl in the rear
corner was running out of ink as she
scrambled to put the finishing touches
on her assignment. Just as she reached
to pull out her compact mirror, Abby
spotted him out of the corner of her eye.
“Just play it cool,” she assured herself
in silence. He strolled through the door
with Banana Republic radiating from
every pore. Shooting a boyish smirk her
way, he scanned the buzzing room. He
made his way down the aisle with a swift
hand through the hair. Abbey sat with
anticipation, as he jaunted by her seat
spreading his familiar scent and barely
brushing her shoulder with jacket in
hand. Just the touch sent her into a spiral
of ecstasy. Every day she let him do th istease her adolescent imagination. With
an anxious hand, Abby opened her
notebook and recognized the cluttered
margins, filled with scribbled hearts. The
young man stopped and spun around at
the front of the classroom, flinging his
leather briefcase on the desk. “Today...
we learn about my good buddy, Artie
Miller. Boring, you say? Well how do
you feel about dancing in the nude,
hideously painful execution, and illicit
love affairs?” With rabid desire in her
eyes, Abby put the pen to her paper and
filled in the little hearts with red ink.
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Ifyou could write your own
monologues, what would they be?

“The ‘Roommate Conflict’ Monologues.”
Maureen Collins ’05
Flannery Carlos ’05
Lisa Ferreira ’05
“The ‘Peace Out to PC’ Monologues.”
Erik Solivan ’02

“The ‘My-Face-Is-Up-Here-Stop-Staring’ Monologues.”
Abby Rosenberger ’03
Claire Theis ’03
Mark Schepp ’03
Laura Smith ’03

“The ‘How-To-Milk-Your-15-Minutes-Of-FameTo-The-Very-Last-Drop’ Monologues.”
Julie and Syrus, The Real World

“The ‘Gimp’ Monologues.”
Stephanie Wodowski ’04

“Uhh... it’d still be ‘The Vagina Monologues.’”
Kevin Komovis ’04
Dan Fleck ’04
Paul Doran ’04

Unde Jesse and Rebecca
The
'Desperate-Actors-Who-Need-Work’
Monologues.
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The PC Scoreboard
Roisin McGettigan
(Junior - Wicklow, Ireland)
McGettigan competed at the 2002 NCAA Indoor
Track Championship on Mar. 9, in Fayettville, Arkansas.
McGettigan placed fifth in the mile in a time of 4:42.95.
She earned All-America honors as one of the
top-eight finishers of the event.

Men’s Basketball
Final Overall Standings
BIG EAST “East” Division

Team
UConn
Miami
St. John’s
B.C.
Villanova
Providence
Virginia Tech

W
13
10
9
8
7
6
4

L
3
6
7
8
9
10
12

Amy Quinlan

Pct.
.813
.625
.563
.500
.438
.375
.250

(Sophomore - Baton Rouge, La.)
Quinlan recorded a shutout victory over Northeastern in the
final game of the 2002 ECAC Eastern League Championship.
She stopped 10 shots in the 1-0 win as the Friars captured their
seventh ECAC title. Quinlan also recorded 31 saves in PC’s
3-2 double overtime upset victory over top-seeded Niagara in
the ECAC semifinal game.

BIG EAST “West” Division
W
13
10
9
9
8
5
1

Team
Pittsburgh
Notre Dame
Georgetown
Syracuse
Rutgers
Seton Hall
West Virginia

L
3
6
7
7
8
11
15

Nicole Bartholomew

Pct.
.813
.625
.563
.563
.500
.313
.063

(Freshman - Rancho Santa Margarita, Calif.)
Bartholomew pitched her first career no-hitter in a 1-0 win over
Winthrop University on Mar. 16. She had nine strikeouts and
only walked three in the complete-game shutout. She is only the
second pitcher in PC history to throw a shutout, the first since
1994. She currently leads the team with four wins.

Women’s Basketball
Final Overall Standings

W
16
13
12
12
10
9
9
7
6
6
5
4
3
0

Team
UConn
Notre Dame
BC
Villanova
Miami
Virginia Tech
Syracuse
Providence
Seton Hall
West Virginia
Rutgers
Georgetown
Pittsburgh
St. John’s

Fri

Team

BIG EAST Conference
L
0
3
4
4
6
7
7
9
10
10
11
12
13
16

Pct.
1.00C
.813
.750
.750
.625
.563
.563
.438
.375
.375
.313
.250
.188
.000

Sat

GP
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

Mon

Wed

Tues

Thurs

Outdoor
Track
Lacrosse

vs. Mari st
3:30 PM

vs. Butler
3:00 PM

vs. Virginia
Tech
12:00 PM

Softball

@ Quinnipiac
4:00 PM

Golf

Women’s
Tennis

Men’s
Tennis

@URI
3:00 PM

Men’s Hockey Final Standings
Team
New Hampshire
Boston U.
Maine
UMass-Lowell
Northeastern
Boston College
Providence
Merrimack
UMass-Amherst

Sun

Hockev East
W L T
17 4 3
3
15 6
5
14 5
12 9
3
11 11 2
10 13 1
8 13 3
6 16 2
3 19 2

Pts.
37
33
33
27
24
21
19
14
8

Overall
GP W L
29 6
38
25 9
37
23 10
40
22 13
38
19 17
39
18 18
38
13 20
38
11 23
36
8 24
34

Women’s Hockey Final Standings
T
3
3
7
3
3
2
5
2
2

Team
Niagara
Northeastern
New Hampshire
Providence
Maine
Connecticut
Boston College
Quinnipiac

GP
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

ECAC Eastern
W L T
0
19 2
15 5
1
4
11 6
11 7
3
8 10
3
2
7 12
3
5 13
0
21
0

Pts.
38
31
26
25
19
16
13
0

GP
34
35
36
37
35
35
32
32

Overall
W L
26 7
27 7
19 12
20 13
16 15
11 21
9 19
3 27

T
1
1
5
4
4
3
4
2
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Feature story

Quinlan shuts door for PC
-Continued from back pageMeredith Roth was whistled for
' a tripping penalty with just three
minutes left, the Friars did a
good job of keeping the puck
pinned to the boards to avoid
any Northeastern scoring
opportunities. When the last
few agonizing seconds finally
ticked away, the entire Friar
lineup erupted off the bench and
piled onto the ice.
“The emotions that the
senior class has right now, you
can’t even describe it. We go
out with a bang- what else can
we ask for?” said Mathias
immediately after the win.
The Friars were equally
jubilant on Friday against
Niagara. In another brilliant
team effort, the Friars never lost
their focus and answered every
time Niagara scored.
“We came together as a
team," said junior assistant
captain Jenn Butsch. “We never
got down when they scored. We
knew we wanted this game and
we really went out and showed
it tonight. Everyone was
supporting each other.”
The Purple Eagles went on
the board in the second period
after Teresa MarcheseDelmonte pushed the puck
through a pile up in front of the
net with Quinlan caught behind
the goal and unable to recover.
The Friars came back later in
the period when freshman
Hilary Greaves flipped a shot
over Niagara goaltender Tania
Pinelli off a pass from senior
Christa Talbot.
In the third period, Niagara
scored first again, and yet
another freshman tied the score
for PC. Rush Zimmerman
slipped the puck past Pinelli
after being set up by junior
Danielle Culgin and sophomore
Kelli Halcisak.
Despite being one step
behind the Purple Eagles all
night long, the Friars pulled
through when it really counted
— during the overtime periods.
The Friars have a history of
overtime games in the ECAC
Tournament. Two years ago,

the lost to Dartmouth in double
overtime, and last year, they fell
in overtime to Harvard. This
year, however, the Friars
refused to let that happen to
them again.
“Our kids are used to being
in this situation,” said Deraney.
“We never sat back during the
overtime. I think we took over
the game. It’s all experience;
we learned from past
experiences and we looked
comfortable playing in
overtime.”
PC was in complete control
during the first overtime period.
Once again, the Friar forecheck
was overpowering, preventing
Niagara from getting many
shots. The excitement level
raised a notch after both teams
had a breakaway attempt, but
the goaltenders kept the game
going with terrific saves. At the
17:08 mark it looked like PC
scored but the puck hit the
crossbar and bounced out.
Regardless, the Friars kept
pressuring Pinelli with shot
after shot.
“Halfway through the game,
all of a sudden, the Providence
team just seemed to take over
the game,” said Ben Smith, the
head coach of the USA
Women’s Olympic Hockey
team, who was scouting at the
game. “They had some great
chances, and after a while it just
became a question of not who
was going to win, but when they
were going to win it.”
The Friars continued to
dominate in the second
overtime and seemed intent on
ending the game quickly.
Finally, just 1:06 into the period,
Culgin flipped a backhand past
Pinelli, assisted by Tamsin and
Roth. The goal was a fluke, but
the Friars were willing to take
anything they could get.
“I turned to my wingmate
and I said ’this has to end now,
I’m sick of playing these
overtimes,’” said Culgin. “It
kind of happened so fast. I was
just trying to get a backhand on
net, I wasn’t hoping it would go
in but it snuck right in the little
corner there. I didn’t even

PETE JOHNSON ’03/The Cowl

Sophomore goaltender Amy Quinlan made 10 saves against Northeastern to help the Friars
win their seventh ECAC Championship. It was her first shutout of the season.
know.”
“It was just one of those
great playoff games that if
you’re the Providence team, I
think you dream about,” said
Smith. “They fulfilled a great
dream tonight, and that’s what
playoff hockey is all about.
From my vantage point, for the
way the two teams played
tonight, the best team won
tonight. They did a great job; it
was a great team effort.”
Despite upsetting two of the
top 10 teams in the nation, PC
did not receive a bid into the
NCAA
Frozen
Four
Tournament this weekend.
Minnesota, Minnesota-Duluth,
Niagara, and Brown, who were
all consistently ranked in the top
10 all season long, were the four
teams selected to participate.
Although PC probably received
more consideration after
capturing
the
ECAC
Championship, the Friars’
record was not on the same level
as the four teams selected.
“It just justifies that it should
be an eight-team tournament,”
said Deraney. “That’s the

bottom line. There are more
than four teams that deserve to
go. Do we deserve to go? We
absolutely deserve to go. But
are there four teams that have
had better records throughout
the year? Yes there are.”
Regardless, winning the
championship was more than
enough for the PC players.
“For us as players, as
seniors, we’re not going to let
anything take away from this
win that we got today,” said
Mathias. “No one else thought
we could do it except for our
fans and the 22 girls we have in
the locker room, and we showed
that we could do it. Even if
we’re not going next week,
we’re not going to let that take
away from what we got today.”
Smith, who is always
looking for players to fuel the
U.S. National Program, was
impressed by PC’s stellar
performance. He was primarily
scouting the Friars because
Niagara is comprised mainly of
Canadian players.
“Providence has a lot of
good young up-and-coming

players that have been a part of
our national program in their
age bracket,” said Smith.
“We’re just waiting to see how
some of them are going to make
the next step, and this is where
you make it, playing on a
program like Providence. We’ll
just see how some of these
young players will progress.”
“I think that Roth played
well considering she’s coming
back after mono. To play over
a four period game like that, I
think she stood up pretty well
physically. I thought Halcisak
did a good job in moving the
puck up the ice and drawing the
attack. I thought Culgin, one of
their older players, played well,
and some of the freshmen, like
Zimmerman, [Ashley] Payton,
and Greaves, looked like they
were promising players too,”
added Smith.
But no matter where those
players wind up in the future,
they will always be a part of the
2001-2002 Providence College
Women’s Hockey team that
won the school’s seventh ECAC
Championship.

Basketball looks hopeful for next year
-Continued from page 35In six seasons at PC, Jabir has
yet to finish a season above
.500. Saturday’s loss also brings
to an end the PC careers of
Vozab. senior Catrina HawleyStewart and grad student Dani
Trippany.
“When everything is going
well, we look pretty good and
it looks like I even know how
to coach,” said Jabir. “There are
times when the number of
freshmen we have out there get
excited, and that’s going to
happen from time to time.
Sometimes they look bad, and I
look a lot worse. These are
lesson we’ll take back, and
we’ll come back next year and
run those plays a little better.”
The season did have its
brights spots for the Friars,
however, especially the
emergence of freshmen Michal

Epstein and Jessica Simmonds.
Simmonds was second on the
team in scoring behind
Trippany, and was named to the
Big East All-Rookie team for
her accomplishments. Epstein
led all scorers for PC against
Seton Hall with 10 points on a
3-of-12 shooting performance,
and finished third on the team
in scoring.
From top to bottom, the
Friars had a solid team; what
they lacked, however, was one
or two players to consistently
step up and lead the team. As a
result, the team played too
unselfish at times, and could not
find a go-to player when it was
most needed.
The season will be
remembered for wins against
top programs like Alabama and
nationally-ranked Virginia Tech
- the first win against a
nationally-ranked team for Jabir

in his PC tenure.
The 2001 recruiting class for
the Friars was regarded by
many as one of the Top 20
classes in the country, and
showed both promise and
results. Next season, Elaine
McCants, the fifth-best point
guard in the nation, and the
13th-best senior overall in the
country, will join the Friars and
may be the one key the PC
Women were missing this
season.
All in all. this season may not
have been the breakthrough
season Jabir and company had
hoped it to be: players fell to
injuries once again, several
games were lost in the closing
minutes. But progress is the key
term, as PC became respected
in the Big East Conference as
the season closed. With any
luck, that progress will continue
into next season.

PETE JOHNSON ’03/The Cowl

Freshman Michal Epstein pleads for a foul call.
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Unfulfilled expectations
I’m disappointed, everyone is in
that dressing room.”
Sports Staff
After struggling in the first
For the Providence College half of the season in which the
Hockey team, the season was Friars seemed to fall behind
not supposed to end by being often and could not generate
swept out of the Hockey East any offense on the power play,
Quarterfinals in two games by things began to pick up as the
Friars went 4-2-1 in January,
Boston University.
The season was supposed to including three straight wins to
be an encore performance of close out the month.
February appeared to be the
last year’s team, which made it
all the way to the Hockey East month in which the Friars
Championship game and to the seemed poised to make a run at
NCAA Tournament for the first home-ice advantage in the
time in five seasons. It was playoffs, but as the month went
supposed to be the season where on, it was becoming quite
the Friars were going to show apparent that the Friars could
that they had arrived as one of not hold onto leads late in the
the premier hockey schools in game.
On two occasions in
the country.
February,
the Friars held oneBut unfortunately for the
Friars, this season will go down goal leads against UMassas one in which expectations Lowell and against Maine into
the third period, only to see both
went unfulfilled.
The Friars were picked to teams come back and
finish first in the Preseason eventually force ties. Good
Hockey East Coaches Poll. teams know how to close out
While the team did not receive games, which is an instinct that
a single first place vote, at the the Friars sorely lacked.
As a result, the Friars only
very least it was thought that the
Friars were a safe bet to be in won once over the final month
of the season and limped into
contention for the league title.
“With the expectations being the playoffs as a No. 7 seed,
picked to finish first, it was too forcing a match-up with No. 2
much too soon,” stated Head seed BU.
Trends that plagued the
Coach Paul Pooley. “We hadn’t
Friars
for a majority of the
won anything, we hadn’t beaten
anybody. We had a lot of regular season were again
apparent against the Terriers.
question marks.”
The
Friars were 10 minutes
There are many theories to
why the Friars struggled this away in Game One from pulling
season, but certainly one factor off the victory against the
is that the Friars young and Terriers, holding onto a oneinexperienced, especially on goal lead, 2-1, when junior
defense. This factor was not goaltender Nolan Schaefer was
lost on the Friars as a team, behind his own net to retrieve
noted junior co-captain Devin the puck only to have it take an
unfortunate bounce in front,
Rask.
“I think we’re a little young leaving BU freshman David
on defense yet, and we’re Klema a wide open net to even
growing,” stated Rask after the score at 2-2.
“It’s kind of a heartbreaker,”
being eliminated by the Terriers
two weeks ago. “I don’t have said Schaefer on Klema’s goal.
all the answers, but obviously “You work so hard to get the
by

Brendan McGair ’03

BOSTON GLOBE

Junior Michael Lucci chases after BU’s Mark Mullen during the Friars’ 4-2 loss on Mar. 9.
lead, but that’s playoffs and
that’s how the hockey goes.”
Klema’s goal took the wind
out of the Friars’ attack as BU
sophomore Mark Mullen scored
at 14:32 of the third period,
giving the Terriers the lead for
good, 3-2.
The Friars built their 2-1 lead
thanks to goals by junior co
captain Jon DiSalvatore and
sophomore Stephen Wood, but
with the loss, the Friars now
found themselves in a must-win
situation in Game 2.
In the second game, the
Friars once again were clung
onto a 2-1 lead with under a
minute remaining in the second
period on goals by DiSalvatore
and freshman David Carpentier,
who scored his first collegiate
goal of his career.
But with 39 seconds
remaining in the period, BU
senior Jack Baker scored to

even the score at two. Baker’s
game-tying goal was indicative
of the Friars play for the
majority of the season as BU
won the face-off in the Friars’
zone and Baker was able to
skate untouched on the left side
and fire a shot that beat
Schaefer, who once again tied
his career-high with 44 saves.
With the Friars season
hanging in the balance as the
third period began, the Terriers
quickly put PC back on its heals
as sophomore Kenny Magowan
scored his first of two goals of
the period just 1:28 into the final
period.
Just over five minutes later,
Magowan scored once more,
propelling the Terriers to the 42 victory and a sweep of the
Friars.
Just as the Friars were the
deeper team when they
eliminated the Terriers last

season in three games, BU
proved to be the deeper team
this season, only needing two
games to move onward in the
playoffs.
With their elimination, the
Friars final record reads 13-205 overall, 8-13-3 in Hockey East
action.
With the Friars only losing
Marc Suderman and Drew
Omicioli to graduation, the core
of this team will be back for
next season. But the Friars will
have to certainly get stronger
over the summer, both
physically and mentally.
“I think we have the tools
and the abilities to be a very
good hockey club next year,”
stated Pooley. “We are going
to be more physical next year
with our kids maturing and by
the influx of what we have
coming in.”

CLASSIFIEDS
Bartending

American Bartending
Institute
121 W. Mission Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

$250 a day potential/
bartending
Training provided
1-800-293-3985 ext. 199

UNIVERSITY
BARTENDING
CLASSES START SOON
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
1-800-U-C AN-MIX
WWW.UNIVERSITYBARnENDING.COM

SPACE IS LIMITED
CALL FOR
INFORMATION!!!

Apartments for Rent

Fundraising

Coaches Wanted

**APARTMENTS for
RENT**

*SPORTS TEAMS*
*CLUBS*
* STUDENT GROUPS*

SUMMER SPORTS
COACHES
WANTED:

Earn $1000-$2000, with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising
event.

Enthusiastic and fun indi
viduals want to coach in
summer sports camps.
Call (617)783-0374
SkyhawksMA@aol.com;
www.skyhawks.com

TWO apartments at
95 OAKLAND AVE
One three bedroom unit
available June 1st $1000
One two bedroom unit
available September 1st —
$700
Clean units, Nice building,
parking, responsive landlord.
CALL IMMEDIATELY:
Brian 617-797-289

Read The Cowl online:

Does not involve credit
card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today! Con
tact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

www.thecowl.com

Want to be seen by over
4,000 people each week?
This space could be
yours!
Contact The Cowl at
x2214 about advertising
in the classified section!

Sports
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McGettigan
finishes fifth in
mile at nationals
by

Philippe Carson ’03

Sports Staff

The Providence College Men’s and
Women’s Indoor Track season came to
an end with junior Roisin McGettigan
and senior HamishThorpe participating
in the 2002 NCAA Indoor Track and
Field Championships on Mar. 9 in
Fayetteville, Arkansas.
Thorpe ran in his feature race, the
3,000 meters, where he has excelled all
season. He finished 13Ih overall with a
time of 8:08.78. McGettigan ran in the
mile and turned in a strong performance,
getting through the qualifying heats to
get to the finals where she finished fifth.
Her time of 4:42.95 earned her AllAmerican honors as a top eight finisher.
“I was kind of nervous going into the
race. I managed to get past the heats
despite making a few mistakes. In the
finals I got good position and ran a very
good race, which allowed me to get
fifth,” said Mcgettigan. “It was a very
good feeling to bring home the AllAmerican honors, and finishing fifth in
country overall is also good. It was a
great cap off to the season because I
worked hard and achieved,”
As for the rest of the team, it finished
its season at the IC4A and ECAC
Championships on Mar. 1-3 at the
Reggie Lewis Center in Boston, Mass.
The Men had four runners
participating in the IC4A Champ
ionships. The most successful of the
participants was Thorpe, who got the
only individual title of the day for
Providence College. Thorpe finished
first in the mile with a time of 4:04.86,
which was what qualified him for the
provisional in the mile at the 2002
NCAA Championships.
Another notable finisher was

freshman Dylan Wykes, who stepped up
to grab fourth place in the 3,000 meters
with a time of 8:15.91. Also placing in
the 5,000 meters was freshman Patrick
Moulton, who finished 13,h with a time
of 14:41.86. Moulton was joined by his
teammate, junior Tyler McCabe, who
finished 19lh overall and had a time of
14:57.42.
The Women’s Track team par
ticipated in the ECAC Champ-ionships,
which was held in the same location as
the IC4A’s. Going into the meet, the
main goal for the Women’s team was to
get the distance medley relay team
qualified for the NCAA’s.
“We went in with an open mind
because we were happy to be in a
position to qualify our distance medley
relay team for the NCAA’s,” said
freshman Deirdre Bryne.
The team was made up of Byrne,
junior Emer O’Shea, McGettigan, and
senior Kate Gall. The team went in with
high hopes of qualifying for the NCAA’s
but came away with a fourth place finish,
running it in 11:29.60, which left them
short of qualifying.
“We were a bit disappointed but
everybody ran as fast and as hard as they
could, which is all we can ask for but
there was just too much competition for
us. However, we are looking forward to
improving on this performance next
year,” said McGettigan.
In individual performances, senior
Kathryn Casserly stepped up to lead the
way with a seventh place finish in the
3,000 meters with a time of 9:47.33.
Freshman Mary Cullen also ran in the
3,000 meters and placed tenth behind her
teammate with a time of 9:48.48. Also
placing in this race was sophomore Lisa
Cappello, who rounded out the field by
finishing 18th with a time of 10:09.90.

Reminder: Off Campus Students
If you are planning to live off campus for the
’02 - ’03 school year, you are required to fill out a
permission form and address card. You need to
provide us with this information every year.
You may stop by the Off-Campus Living Office, St.
Joseph Hall 106, to obtain the appropriate forms.
Office hours are Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m.
to 4:40 p.m. If you have any questions, please call
865-2420.

PC Lacrosse
hosts
Butler University
Saturday 2 PM
Glay Field
admission is free

•
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Linehan takes home
Big East honors for
second straight year
by

R.J. Friedman ’03

Sports Editor

On Mar. 6 at the Grand Hyatt Hotel,
the theme of the evening was clear: the
top players of the Big East Conference
were glad John Linehan was graduating.
On a night when the Providence
College senior guard received his second
Big East Defensive Player of the Year
Award of his career, almost everyone
acknowledged Linehan’s presence and
skill on the court.
And why not?
Linehan became the NCAA’s career
leader in steals this season - a number
that was raised to 385 by the end of PC’s
Big East Tournament loss on Mar. 6
against Georgetown in the First
Round of the Big East Conference
Championship Tournament.
In addition, PC’s 5’9" star became the
Big East’s career theft leader as well attaining 231 steals in conference play
in his career.
“It means a lot,” said a smiling
Linehan after receiving the award.
“Winning it once, I thought was the best.
But to come out and win it again, that’s
unbelievable to me - to mentioned with
guys like Allen Iverson - that’s
amazing.”
Linehan became only the second
guard in Big East history to win the
award twice - the first being former
Georgetown star Allen Iverson, who won
the award in his only two years of school
- 1994-95 and 1995-96.
Michael Tranghese, the
Commissioner of the Big East,
mentioned before awarding the honor to
Linehan, that University of Connecticut
head coach Jim Calhoun would be
“attending John’s graduation” because
he was so happy this was Linehan’s final
season in college. Tranghese also praised
Linehan for his enthusiasm on and off
the court, as well as his marvelous
achievements over his career.
“We’ve seen some great guards come
through the Big East,” said Tranghese,
who also commemorated the Conference
Championship’s 20th year at Madison
Square Garden. “But John, I think
you’re there and maybe even better.”
University of Pittsburgh guard
Brandin Knight - this year’s Big East

Most Improved Player and Co-Player of
the Year - also acknowledged Linehan
in his remarks.
“I didn’t have to face John Linehan
this year,” said Knight on the award
podium. “I hope it stays that way.”
UConn’s Caron Butler, Co-Player of
the Year with Knight, echoed Knight’s
remarks - but wasn’t as fortunate to not
face Linehan this season.
“Playing against all of you this season
has been hectic,” said Butler acccepting
his Player of the Year Award. “Especially
you, John...God, you’re everywhere on
the court, man.”
Big East Rookie of the Year Chris
Thomas - a guard from Notre Dame
University - agreed. “John, I’m glad
you’re gone, because 1 don’t want you
playing defense on me no more.”
“It makes you feel good when guys
say those things about you,” laughed
Linehan. “Every time they said my name
I started smiling, so it makes me feel
good inside when what you do on the
floor has that much of an impact.”
“Usually when someone has that
much of an impact on you on the court,
you don’t mention it,” said Head Coach
Tim Welsh of the praises for Linehan.
“So when players of that caliber do, it’s
something really special.”
Linehan remains the only Providence
College player to ever receive a
postseason Big East Award - a testament
to the mark he is leaving on Big East
basketball.
“He’s one of the best,” praised Welsh.
“1 think when people talk about some of
the greatest point guards ever, he’ll be
there, and that’s what’s special - it’s not
always about scoring. It’s about
character, it’s about leadership, it’s about
playing defense and doing something out
there on the court, and that’s what he
does.”
Also receiving awards were John
Salmons of Miami, who received the Big
East Sportsmanship Award; and
Pittsburgh head coach Ben Howland,
who received the Big East Coach of the
Year Award for his Panthers, who
finished the No. 1 seed in the Big East
West Division.

originally posted on
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Bartholomew shines in Florida
by

Mary Allietta ’05

Sports Staff

The Providence College
Women’s Softball team is
facing the reality of playing
an extremely competitive
schedule. As it currently stands,
the Friars are 5-15 with no relief
in sight.
“We anticipated that we
would be in this situation,” said
Head Coach Dana Fulmer. “We
have a tough schedule without
any easy games. We have
played teams such as Tulsa and
Michigan State, both of whom
are ranked in the top twenty-five
in the nation. But as a team we
learn more from a 2-0 loss to a
team of that caliber, than we do
in an easy victory. The losses
are tough on our players, but our
intent throughout the season
was to face strong competition
and learn from that experience.”
The team spent Spring Break
in Florida participating in the
Rebel Games and University of
Florida tournament. From Mar.
4-6, the Friars competed in the
Rebel Games. The Friars
finished
the
six-game
tournament with a 3-3 record.
Providence beat
UNCWimington, 4-3. Freshman
Nicole Bartholomew allowed
just one earned run while the
offense pounded out eleven hits.
Freshman Kalena Peterson
contributed three of those hits.
Bartholomew carried her
momentum into the Friars’
game against Robert Morris
College. Bartholomew threw a
complete game shutout to lead

the Friars to a 2-0 victory.
Peterson
contributed
offensively, going two for three
at the plate.
Sophomore pitcher Cori Van
Dusen earned the Friar’s final
tournament victory, 7-6 over
Holy Cross. The Friars lost two
of their other three games by
one run, and the third loss was
by two runs.
“We were disappointed with
this tournament,” said Coach
Fulmer. “The competition was
not as strong as we anticipated.
We did not step up and ended
up losing some close games.”
From Mar. 8-10, the Friars
faced tougher competition at the
University
of
Florida
Tournament. With tougher
competition comes stronger
pitching, and Providence
struggled to score runs.
Providence was shut down by
SE Louisiana, 7-0, by Southern
Illinois, 7-0, and the University
of Massachusetts, 8-0. The
bright spot of the tournament
came in its final day as PC
defeated Florida A&M, 7-5.
After a short return to
Providence, the Friars headed
down to South Carolina to the
Winthrop Invitational from
Mar. 15-17. Unfortunately for
the Friars, the team was placed
in the same bracket as the two
strongest teams at the
tournament, Michigan State and
Tulsa.
“Both Michigan State and
Tulsa could have easily eight
run ruled us, but we stuck with
them,” said Fulmer. In
collegiate softball, play stops

after five innings if a team is
winning by eight runs. “Cori
Van Dusen pitched well in both
games against tough line ups.
She did a nice job controlling
the location of her pitches.”
The Friars were limited to
two hits in its loss to Michigan
State, 3-0. The Friars also lost
Tulsa 2-0, and to St. Peter’s
College, 4-2.
The highlight of both the
tournament and the Friars’
season
so
far
was
Bartholomew’s first collegiate
no-hitter in the 1-0 victory
against Winthrop University.
Bartholomew only allowed
three walks and struck out nine.
Her no hitter is the first for a
Providence pitcher since 1994
and only the second in school
history. It was Bartolomew’s
fourth complete game of the
season and her fourth win.
Bartholomew finished the
weekend with a tournament
ERA of 0.00, one victory, gave
up no hits, and struck out 13.
The aforementioned led to her
selection as the Big East Co
Pitcher of the week.
“I felt like all of my pitches
were
working,”
said
Bartholomew about her
performance. “I threw a lot of
change-ups and rise balls.
Ashley Weatherford called a
great game behind the plate. It
was the first time that she and I
were completely in sync. She
called what I wanted to throw.”
“Our last tournament was
rough so it was nice for us to
come out and play well,” she
continued. “Our team was
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Head Coach Dana Fulmer coaches practice this past week.
pumped up for the game and we moving base runners is the fact
that the Friars’ opponents have
were ready to play.”
“Our defense as a whole has out-scored the team, 35-101.
“We have to make minor
improved,” said Fulmer. “We
went from five or six errors a adjustments,” said Melissa
game to only one or two in all Peterson. “We improved
of the Winthrop tournament. We throughout the tournaments and
still need more offensive look forward to Big East Play.”
The Friars open its Big East
production out of everyone. We
are getting hits, however, we season against Virginia Tech.
“We are not going to have
need more of an offensive effort
when it is clutch time. We are any easy games,” said Fulmer.
making contact, but are having “But the team knows that in
difficulties moving base order to reach a higher level, we
have
to
face
tough
runners.”
Indicative of the lack of competition.”
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Rubin hits the record books
by

Lauren DeMauro ’05

We should be able
to give some strong
teams some nightmares.

Sports Staff

With high expectations, the
Providence College Men’s and Women’s
Tennis teams traveled to Orlando,
Florida during spring break for a number
of games against various competition.
The Women’s team, which currently
holds a 7-7 record overall, opened the
spring season with a win over Central
Connecticut. The Friars returned home
from the Florida trip with a 2-2 record,
registering victories over Fairfield (7-0)
and Lake Superior State (7-0), while
suffering a defeat at the hands of James
Madison (6-1) and a heart-breaking loss
to Pittsburgh (4-3).
The depth of the Women’s lineup has
been increased by the return of senior
captain Gina Vlasek, who missed the fall
season with an injury.
“Obviously, having Gina healthy and
back for our spring season certainly
makes us stronger.” said Head Coach
Carl LaBranche.
In addition, PC has received strong
play from freshmen Kate Bednar and
Molly Gilbride, the number four and six
respectively. Also, LaBranche has gotten
solid performances at the number three
and five spots, seniors Erin Haley and
Katie Lafayette.
According to LaBranche, the
highlight of the trip was the play of
senior Brooke Rubin, who became the
Providence College Women’s Tennis alltime leader in singles victories with 80
career wins. Rubin broke the record
previously held by the recently
graduated Allison Carton, and is
undefeated so far this spring with eight
recorded wins.
The Men’s Tennis team (2-5 this

Head Coach Carl LaBranche
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Senior Brooke Rubin broke the Women s Tennis career singles
wins record in Orlando over Spring break.
spring, 5-5 overall) opened its spring Moynihan, Craig Roslund, and Matt
season with a loss to Central Connecticut Jarvis, who are providing the team with
(4-3) but fared well over spring break, leadership and veteran experience.
returning from Orlando with a 2-1 record. This year’s team is a hard-working
The Friars recorded victories over both group with the ability to compete
Fairfield (4-3) and Lake Superior State (5- strongly in every match they play.
2) but suffered a loss at the hands of LaBranche expects his troops to be able
to “give some strong teams some
Southern Indiana (7-0).
While losing four players to graduation nightmares.”
from last year’s 13-8 team, the Friars
The Providence College Tennis
return a number of seniors, including Pat program is unique in that the teams are

able to compete in both the fall and
spring seasons. During the fall months,
the Friars have a New England season,
competing against colleges throughout
the region. In the early spring, they
compete in Big East play.
This spring, the Friars are looking to
improve upon the records they obtained
during their New England season. The
Friars will be able to judge their
improvement between the fall and spring
seasons by their performances in
matches against New Hampshire and
Holy Cross, teams which have recorded
victories against the Friars in the fall
season.
This spring season is unique in itself
in that it is one of “transition” for the
both squads. For the Women’s team, this
year marks the last class of scholarship
students, while for the Men’s team, the
change is much more significant. The
2001-2002 season is the final season for
the Providence College Men’s program.
The team, sponsored by Providence
College since 1962, will be playing its
final match on Apr. 13 when it travels to
New York to compete against the Red
Storm of St. John’s University.
LaBranche, who holds an impressive
231-98 record during his stint here at PC,
has confidence, excitement, and high
expectations of his troops. “We want to
win every match we play,” he said.
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A season that might have been
PC Men’s Basketball was impressive
at times, gritty usually, but for the
most part disorganized offensively
and too small inside
by

Chris Dankbf.rg ’03

Sports Staff

The Friars season was not
supposed to end with another
first-round Big East tournament
loss, inspired as it may have
been. And they certainly
weren’t supposed to end with a
15-16 overall record, 6-10 in
conference, ineligible for
further postseason participation.
It was, in most respects, a
season to forget. It is
unfortunate that in a year where
the school was able to generate
such high expectations on
campus, and in the state of
Rhode Island, the team failed to
deliver. John Linehan came
through, as billboards across
town said he would.
He may have missed the last
shot of the season, the last shot
of his PC career, no less, but it
was a stellar performance by
Linehan that brought the Friars
back in a first-round classic
against the Hoyas in New York.
Linehan has already been
named Big-East Defensive
Player of the Year. He set the
all-time NCAA steals record,
which currently stands at 385.
He might even be named the
best defensive player in the
nation later in the month.
Linehan’s record-breaking
season, however, was one of the
few highlights for Tim Welsh’s
team this year. The 64-61 home
win against Boston College on
Feb. 2 was a bit of retribution
after last year’s heartbreakers.
A Big East Player-of-the-Week
award for freshman Ryan
Gomes, along with being named
to the Big East All-Rookie team,
was another impressive
accomplishment. And the last
game of the season against
Georgetown may have been the
team’s finest hour.

Frontcourt
There were plenty of reasons
for the team’s struggles the past
season. A starting frontcourt of
Maris Laksa, Rome Augustin
and Marcus Douthit never
materialized. Augustin was
injured for the entire season,
Laksa played with pain but
ineffectively, and Douthit was
never able to find a steady role
on offense.

It did provide, however, an
opportunity for two freshmen,
the aforementioned Gomes and
Rob Sanders, to break into the
regular rotation. Gomes was
sensational at times, playing out
of position in the center
position. Physically over
matched against many of the
Big East’s best, Gomes was still
able to provide the Friars with
their only consistent rebounder,
and he showed the ability to
score in the post. Sanders
athleticism came in handy on
the defensive end and later in
the season showed he could
score as well.
Leland Anderson was
brought in to provide toughness
and another rebounding
presence. He was underutilized
by Welsh early in the season and
missed the middle of the season
with a knee injury, but finally
saw regular minutes in
February.
Tuuka Kotti also began to
find his way onto the floor more
often at the end of the season.
He showed little offensively, but
there are those who believe
Kotti can be a very productive
scorer around the basket.
Physically it appears he has a
better chance to compete than
the other two European players
Welsh has brought in. He
doesn’t yet have the type of
polish that Laksa and Chris
Anrin had last season. Anrin
saw a lot of playing time early
in the season, but struggled to
find his jump-shot.

Backcourt
Linehan, as previously
mentioned, had a career for the
ages here at PC. Regrettably his
final season did not meet those
same standards. Defensively he
was able to provide the team
with the same intensity that
allowed him to ruffle the
feathers of the most seasoned
point guards. At times, though,
he struggled running on offense
that was desperately in need of
leadership.
Junior Abdul Mills spent
most of the season nursing a bad
leg, but was still the Friars
primary option in crunch time.
His game-tying three-point shot
in Miami in January has to rank
as one of the more memorable
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With Romuald Augustin
and Maris Laksa (above)
on the bench for most of
the season, even the talents
of John Linehan(right)
were enough to bring
success to the Friars.

buzzer-beaters in PC history.
Never one to pass up on a good
shot opportunity, Mills became
even less selective this season,
and it cost the Friars in certain
situations. Next year, without
Linehan, Mills may be asked to
shoulder more of the ball
handling duties. If healthy and
willing, Mills could provide the
Friars with a better drive-andkick option.
Sophomore Sheiku Kabba
asserted himself on the
offensive end of the floor this
past season. At times it was for
the best, but often times his
somewhat reckless play resulted
i n a bad turnover or missed shot.
That’s the way it often is with
inexperienced players, and it
has been no different for Kabba.
He is a strong, quick guard off
the dribble with the ability to
physically dominate smaller
point guards. He has yet to find
his niche in the offense, and one
can only guess how he will do
at the helm next season.
The only other player to see
significant time in the backcourt
was senior Kareem Hayletts. He
provided the Friars with a quick
backcourt mate to run the floor
with Linehan, and spent his time
on the defensive end doing his
best Linehan impersonation. He
will return next season with

another year of eligibility, and
will likely assume a larger role
on the court.

Coaching/Outlook
The coaching staff was dealt
a bad hand this season. Many
of Welsh’s plans drawn up in the
pre-season never got off the
ground, due in large part to
injuries. The staff was able to
find a big man in Gomes, who
was able to give the team a
fighting chance this year. On the
other hand, perhaps too much
was expected of Laksa and
Douthit, two players who have
yet to show the ability to play
down in the Big East. Next year
the team will add another point
guard, Donnie McGrath, who
has been extremely productive

as a prep star, but it may again
be asking too much for him to
step in and lead the team at the
point as a freshman.
There is talent in place, but
without Linehan’s defensive
presence, we’ll see how well
Welsh is able to devise a
defensive team that probably
would have been among the
worst in the Big East the past
two years. The re-emergence of
Augustin could go a long way
towards solving that problem.
A 15-16 record wasn’t what
anybody had in mind this
season, and expectation will
shift accordingly for next year.
A scenario exists in which the
Friars could rise near the top
again, though the same was said
this year.

b&w? Winter teams must
look forward to next year
-Continued from page 35tout a strong recruiting class that
includes goalie Rob Goepfert, voted
the best prep goalie in the country the
past two years.
Rumors circle over Tim Welsh’s
program that a number of sophomores
are looking to transfer out of the
program, specifically Douthit and
Donnell Allick. How true these
rumors are, time will only tell.
However, hopes are high for a pair of
recruits planned to enter PC next
season - Donnie MaGrath and Herbert
Hill. If a current player leaves the

team in the offseason, Welsh and Co.
could very well recruit another player
to fill that void. Will there be life after
Linehan? Only time will tell.
If the answers to this season’s
problems are simply injuries and
youth, that is understandable and can
be remedied a year from now. Friars
fans everywhere hope that this is
indeed the case, and will wait with
baited breath for next season to roll
around. They will expect nothing less
than the best from their team; they will
expect a season to remember.
If not, this season will not be easily
forgotten.
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Two swimmers
compete at ECAC
Championships
by

Pall Whitty ’03

Sports Staff
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Freshman defenseman Brendan McCarthy knocks down a Vermont
forward in possession of the ball last weekend.

Lax opens
MAAC season
with victory
by

Pall Whitty ’03

Sports Staff

The Providence College Men’s
Lacrosse team earned a narrow victory
over the University of Vermont last
Saturday, winning 10-9. The home
crowd at Providence College witnessed
an exciting, close game with the Friar
offense coming to life by scoring the
most goals in a game so far this season.
Junior Skip Dunphy, junior Jon
Meehan, and freshman Dan Giuntini
scored three goals apiece to lead the
offense. Also scoring was senior Chris
Houston, who had a goal and an assist.
Senior Kyle Ojakian, who was named
to the MAAC preseason team last week,
continued to rack up the assists with two
against Vermont. Last year, Ojakian led
all Division I players with 2.79 assists
per game. Also being named to the
MAAC preseason team was sophomore
defenseman Brian O’Rorke.
In the Vermont game, the Friars’
goaltender, senior John Farley, never
relinquished the lead after PC scored in
the second quarter to make it 5-4. Farley
played the entire game and recorded 15
saves. There was some doubt when
Vermont scored with :26 left to reduce
the lead to only one goal. However,
Head Coach Chris Burdick expressed his
confidence, citing the fact that Farley has
only lost once in his college career when
a game has been decided by one goal.
One of the top performers in the game
that Burdick highlighted, among others,
was Meehan, who had three goals.
“Meehan had a breakout performance.
We know he has the ability, and he could
be a nice one-two punch with Giuntini
as attackers,” said Burdick.
“Dunphy and Ojakian also had good
performances,” Burdick added. “We can
count on those guys to provide us with
points. Freshman Frank Bosco made a
major play late in the game, which turned
an even-man clear into a four on three
break. His play has been surprising.”
Meehan commented on the game, “It
was a great feeling to get a home win,
especially after the Harvard loss here
earlier in the week. We were undefeated
at home last year, so it was important to
start winning at home again.”
The Friars have high expectations this
season. They are especially motivated
because of a new rule in Division I
Lacrosse. This year there are six
automatic bids that qualify for the NCAA
Tournament, and one of the automatic
bids is the winner of the MAAC
conference. Previously, the twelve teams

that were chosen for the tournament were
all at-large bids. PC now has a better
chance of getting into the tournament by
earning an automatic spot than they
would putting their hopes in a selection
committee, which would be choosing
from all the Division I programs in the
country.
“Our focus this season is in our
conference,” said Burdick, “Because if
we win, we go to NCAA’s. The
importance of every conference game is
doubled.”
In the preseason coaches’ poll,
Providence was picked to finish third in
the MAAC. Last year’s champions,
Mount St. Mary’s, was predicted to win
again.
Burdick responded to the poll by
saying that, “It does not mean anything
to us. We know who we are and what
we can accomplish. What the poll does
show is that other coaches respect our
program.”
When asked what his expectations are
for the season, Burdick said, “Our
expectations never change. I expect our
guys to do the right thing on and off the
field. This year we may benefit from
having more talent, by getting more
reward for our effort.”
The players all seem to be united in a
common goal. When asked about his
expectations for the season, freshman
Giuntini confidently stated, “We’re
going to win the MAAC.”
Ojakian had the same ultimate goal,
“Our plan is to make the NCAA’s, which
is a definite possibility if we can win the
MAAC Championship. We are going
to concentrate on winning our first
league game and just go on from there.”
The Friars are not overly confident,
however. They realize that there are
aspects of their team that they need to
improve upon.
“Our defense is solid,” said Ojakian,
“But we need to cut down on our
turnovers and work on our extra man
scoring.”
“We have a lot of young players at
key positions,” said Meehan, “I think if
the offense comes around we’ll have a
good shot at winning the MAAC.”
So far so good, as the Friars defeated
Wagner University 8-3 on Wednesday
afternoon at Rutgers University.
Giuntini again led the Friars with two
goals for the Friars, while Ojakian
contributed one goal and two assists to
lead PC. Ben Brown started the scoring
with 11:16 remaining in the first quarter
with his first collegiate goal.
Farley made eight saves for his
second consecutive victory.

Two members of the Providence
College Women’s Swimming and
Diving team represented PC in the
ECAC Championships on Mar. 1 and 2.
Senior Lee Barnum qualified in the
100m and 200m butterfly, and freshman
Jamie Modon-Cohen qualified in the
one-meter and three-meter diving events.
The swimming and diving events
took place at different venues, with
swimming at the University of Pittsburgh
and diving at the University of Delaware.
Swimming in her last meet with PC,
Barnum went out on a high note by
recording the best time of her collegiate
career in the 100m butterfly. She
finished in a time of 59.48 seconds,
eclipsing a long-time goal to break the
one-minute mark. She finished in 18lh
place.
Sfie had another good
performance in the 200m butterfly,
where she also finished in 18th place in a
time of 2:10.89.

“The meet went very well for me,”
said Barnum, “But it was bittersweet
knowing that it was my last race. There
were some mixed emotions.”
Modon-Cohen was competing in her
first ECAC Championship. ModonCohen took 17,h place in the three-meter
dive scoring 296.25 points. In the onemeter dive she finished 20th with 158.65
points.
“Overall it was a good experience,”
said Modon-Cohen, “I did not have a
good meet, because it was a little
intimidating being at such a big meet. It
was a learning experience, and I had a
lot of fun.”
The PC athletes performed well, and
they benefited from the support of Head
Coach Michelle Gacio and diving coach
Newell Roberts.
Sophomore Katie Donovan had also
qualified for ECAC’s, but she chose not
to compete. ECAC’s marks the official
end of PC’s Swimming and Diving
season.

Omicioli suits
up for P-Bruins
by

Brendan McGair ’03

Sports Staff

The playing days of PC hockey senior
Drew Omicioli are not through yet.
On Mar. 10, just one day after his
Friar career had ended on a down note
after the Friars were eliminated from the
Hockey East playoffs by Boston
University, Omicioli received a call from
the Providence Bruins, the American
Hockey League affiliate of the Boston
Bruins.
“They called and talked about trying
out, giving me an opportunity to practice
with the guys,” said Omicioli. “They
have a couple of guys that are hurt and
they needed someone to fill a role.”
The next morning, Omicioli practiced
with the P-Bruins at Schneider Arena
signed an amateur contract with the
organization that afternoon - becoming
the ninth Friar all-time to do so.
Omicioli made his debut with the PBruins on Mar. 12 against the Lowell
Lock Monsters, seeing limited ice time
in the game. The next evening, Omicioli
played in front of his family and fellow
Friar teammates at the Dunkin Donuts
Center.
In a bit of irony, Omicioli, who now
wears no. 39 instead of his customary
no. 24, was given the locker previously
occupied by another former Friar, Joe
Hulbig, who was released by the PBruins back in late February.
Omicioli had ties with the P-Bruins
previous to his recent joining of the
organization. When the team first moved
to Providence in 1992, the P-Bruins held
a contest to name the team’s mascot. A
12-year old Drew mailed in his choice,
“Sam Boni,” and it was chosen.
Omicioli’s reward for selecting the new
mascot was a trip to see the Boston
Bruins play the Blackhawks in Chicago.
Additionally, Drew’s older brother
and Friar alumus, Mike, played for the
P-Bruins last winter.
While Omicioli probably wishes that
he and the Friars had played last
weekend at the FleetCenter for the
Hockey East Championship, he has
quickly learned the ups and downs of
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Senior Drew Omicioli
playing minor league hockey.
“It would have been nice to play at
the FleetCenter, but under the
circumstances, this is pretty nice,”
Omicioli said.
On Saturday night, the P-Bruins
found themselves down 2-0 in the second
period and were desperately trying to get
back into the game with an undermanned
lineup. It was Omicioli, who throughout
his Friar career seemed to have a flare
for the dramatics, which ignited the PBruins when he scored his first
professional goal at 17:49 of the second
period. Omicioli battled hard in front
and eventually back flipped the puck past
the Albany goaltender to pull the PBruins to within a goal, 2-1.
“It’s been a blast so far, it is certainly
a great opportunity for me,” stated
Omicioli. “I’m seeing where I am right
now and what things I have to work at
over the summer to continue to stay at
this level.”
For Omicioli, who finished just four
points shy of 100 for his career as a Friar,
only time will show what future lies
ahead in hockey for him. But whatever
happens, he won’t soon forget his first
week as a professional.
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Pirates show Friars early exit
by

R.J. Friedman ’03

Sports Staff

A season of progress ended
on Mar. 2 for the Providence
College Women’s Basketball
team, as Seton Hall’s Simona
Burgess scored 11 of her game
leading and career high 13
points in the second half to lead
the Pirates to a 61-55 victory
over the Friars in the First
Round of the Big East Women’s
Basketball Championship
Tournament.
Hitting just four field goals
in the first half - due partly to a
PC aggressive man-to-man
defense - it was amazing that
Seton Hall was even in the game
at halftime. However, 15 first
half fouls by the Friars allowed
the Pirates to hit 18-of-22 free
throws in the first half alone. In
fact, 16 of Seton Hall’s final 19
points in the first half all came
at the charity stripe.
“They shot 800 foul shots,”
explained Providence Head
Coach Jim Jabir. “We didn’t
shoot the ball very well, and
there was a lot of contact where
there could have been a call, but
they didn't call it so we have to
make those shots. We missed 11
free throws - that’s the game
right there.”
Down one, 28-27, at the end
of the first half of play, the
Pirates put up a quick 7-0 run
to take the lead, 33-28.
Providence attempted to fight
back, and closed within two, 3937, on a jumper just within the
three-point arc by sophomore
Kristin Quinn. But Burgess
scored seven of Seton Hall’s 11
points in a nine-minute stretch
to hold on to the lead, 44-37.
A major difference for the
Pirates in the second half was
their offensive strategy. In the

Right: Grad student
Dani Trippany led the
Friars in scoring this
season, averaging
over 10 points a
game.

Far right: Freshman
Michal Epstein, seen
here battling for a
rebound in a crowd
of Seton Hall players,
led all scorers for PC
against the Pirates
with 10 points on
3-of-12 shooting.

first half, Seton Hall’s guards
consistently found problems
trying to pass down low to their
forwards; in the second half, the
Pirates forgot about passing,
and simply drove the ball into
the lane. The change worked,
and was a deciding factor in the
Seton Hall win.
After yet another timeout at
9:37 of the second half, Jabir
hoped to light a fire underneath
his team by reinserting senior
captain Chrissy Vozab back into
the game. The move worked, as
Vozab immediately hit a threepointer on the following
possession. A drive by
sophomore Ryann Kilgore, and
back-to-back lay-ups by
freshman Jessica Simmonds
brought PC back within two,
48-46, capped off by a second
three-pointer by Vozab to give
PC the lead back, 49-48, for the
first time since the beginning of
the half.
“I hadn’t gotten many looks
in the first half,” said Vozab, “I
didn’t have many open shots,

and they were in a zone defense
so I had some openings. The
only thing you can control is
your effort, so I just said to
myself to give my all to the
end.”
The one point lead was the
Friars’ last, however, as two free
throws by Seton Hall senior
Susan Murray gave the Pirates
the lead once again, 50-49, and
started a 6-0 run for Seton Hall
to go up 55-49. The Seton Hall
defense, which had become
increasingly stingy as the game
progressed, limited the Friars’
offense in the final minutes. PC
could not find open players in
its offensive scheme, and failed
to find an answer the final
Pirates’ run.
“It’s frustrating because we
had our chances,” said Vozab
after the game. “The last two
weeks we had been running our
offense well, moving the ball
well and playing as a team, and
we thought we could carry that
into today, but we didn’t play
as a team and didn’t run our
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offense. We just couldn’t get
into a rhythm that we had, and
that’s disappointing.”
The Pirates had defeated the
Friars earlier in the season on
Jan. 26,64-54. The Pirates win,
however, avenged a 72-62 loss
to PC in the First Round of the
Big East Tournament last
season,
which
allowed
Providence to advance to the
quarterfinals of the tournament
for the first time under Head

Coach Jim Jabir.
“We just didn’t have a very
good offensive night,” said
Jabir. “I thought our defense
was good enough, so its
disappointing to come out flat
on an important day like this.”
The loss brings to an end
another average season for the
Friars, who conclude the season
13-15, 7-10 in the conference.
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A winter season worth forgetting?
It was supposed to be the season of
seasons. A year to remember.
Providence College Men’s Basket
ball was predicted to be one of the Top
40 teams in the country; Men’s
Hockey ranked in the top five nation
ally, and picked in preseason polls to
win the Hockey East Conference.
It was supposed to be the capstone
on the Cinderella career of John
Linehan. Last
year’s early exit in
the NCAA Cham
pionship in New
Orleans let PC and
Linehan taste the
sweetness that is
March Madness - this year was
supposed to be no different.
Junior Romauld Augustin was
supposed to have a break-out season
on the court, coming off an amazing
tour around the world playing for his
native Canada. He was supposed to be
the key component in a lineup of that
was so young, and yet, held so much
promise. Sophomore Maris Laksa was
supposed to fill the void in the small
forward position, having the sweet
option of sneaking out to the comer to
drain a three. Laksa’s teammate
Marcus Douthit was supposed to be
everything Karim Shabazz was and
more. With Linehan and junior Abdul
Mills in the backcourt, running the
show and in the nightmares of other
team’s offenses, they couldn’t lose.
They were supposed to win.
It was supposed to be the year that
Friars Men’s Hockey competed with

the big names in college hockey. Held
together by All-American goalie Nolan
Schaefer and a core of strong, quick
forwards, Men’s Hockey was expected
to light the lamp over our small R.I.
campus.
It was supposed to be the year that
juniors Devin Rask and Jon
DiSalvatore hooked up to become the
deadliest one-two combination that
fans of Friars hockey had ever seen.
Seniors Drew Omicioli and Marc
Suderman were supposed to end their
careers at PC on high notes; sopho
more Regan Kelly was to anchor a
youthful defense in front of Schaefer.
They were supposed to win, too.
But they didn’t. There were no
conference championships this year.
No playoff runs or trips to NCAA
Tournaments. In fact, the only thing
the teams took home this season were
losing records harder to swallow than a
chicken bone.
The wear and tear of a summer of
tough international play took its toll on
Augustin, who nursed a hip flexor
injury for the majority season, eventu
ally red-shirting for medical reasons.
He didn’t lose a year of eligibility, but
losing Rome’s presence on the court
certainly was felt. Laksa suffered a
similar fate, missing games at the
beginning of the season for a stress
fracture in his foot, at the end of the
season for a sprained ligament in his
knee, and never looked to be 100
percent in-between.
Douthit’s game never materialized,
on many occasions causing fans and

critics alike to wonder why he was
seeing any playing time at all. Luckily
for PC fans, freshmen Ryan Gomes
and Rob Sanders step up to fill a huge
void in the Friars frontcourt; if they
hadn’t, PC might have been lucky to
get any more than 10 wins this season.
With Mills running the final month
of the season with only one good
wheel, everyone looked to Linehan to
pick up the slack, to save the Friars
from certain disaster once more. He
almost did, but the load this season
was too much to bear even for PC’s
Superman. In the end, Linehan missed
the final shot of his career - losing to
Georgetown by a point at Madison
Square Garden.
Certainly not the storybook ending
he deserved. A 15-16 record. Out of
any playoff contention. In a word:
done.
Men’s Hockey suffered a similar
fate. The Friars never lived up to their
expectations, going winless in their
final nine games to finish with a 1320-5 record. Two quick wins by
Boston University in the Hockey East
Quarterfinals sent PC home for the
year.
A defense that was earlier described
as “youthful” turned into one of
inexperience. Opponents easily
crossed the Friars’ blue line, pelting
Schaefer with over 30 shots a game
regularly. As a result, Schaefer’s goals
against average skyrocketed to well
over three goals a game. The offense
was impressive at times, but nothing
spectacular.

A defense that was no longer
seamless and a weak offense resulted
in the Friars winning only four games
on the road all season; and produced a
.500 record at home. A losing record
resulted in the No. 7 seed for the
playoffs, and in turn, a quick exit
thanks to the No. 2 Terriers.
You might find a bit of irony that
the only Winter sports team to produce
this season was one that was at times
overlooked for their success. But
nonetheless, the Providence College
Women’s Hockey team battled through
the months of January and February on
an amazing combination of guts and
skill, and in the end skated through the
playoffs to their seventh ECAC
Championship.
Surprised you didn’t hear about
this? If Men’s Hockey had won the
Hockey East Championship, or if
Men’s Basketball had won the Big
East Championship, it would have
been shouted from the highest
mountaintop, right?
It’s a shame, but not a surprise, that
the Friar women did not receive the
credit they so rightly deserve.
Questions will loom over the
Basketball and Hockey programs this
offseason. Unless players are called
up by the NHL or leave the program,
Men’s Hockey looks to return all but
the two graduating seniors, and with
another year of experience under their
belts should be more competitive than
this season. Additionally, the Friars
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Sports
Friars rise to the top
PC defeats Maine, Niagara
and Northeastern en route to
first ECAC Championship
since 1994-95
by

Virginia Cheng ’03

Assistant Sports Editor

It was the perfect ending to
a not-so-perfect season.
Despite an up-and-down
year for the Providence College
Women’s Hockey team, the
Friars captured the 2002
ECAC Eastern Hockey
League Championship in true
Cinderella-story fashion.
As the lowest seed going into
last weekend’s semifinal and
final rounds on Mar. 15 and 16
at the University of Connecticut
Ice Arena, no one expected
much from the lackluster Friars,
who finished their regular
season with an embarrassing
loss to a mediocre Boston
College team. The Friars,
however, quickly turned their
image around.
In the semifinals on Friday,
PC stunned top-seeded Niagara
University 3-2 in double
overtime to move on to the
championship game against

second-seeded Northeastern
University. During the final, PC
completely
dominated
Northeastern the entire game,
keeping the Huskies back on
their heels as the Friars skated
away with a 1-0 victory and the
championship trophy.
“Coming into this tourn
ament, no one thought that we
had a chance,” said senior
captain Kim Mathias. “No one
really had much respect for us.
Basically that fueled us, and we
came together as a team for
probably the first time this year.
We were having fun and we
were playing as a team.”
“It’s all hard work,
determination, discipline, focus,
and maturity,” agreed Head
Coach Bob Deraney. “That’s
what I’m most proud of. Yeah,
I’m proud of the win and of
being the ECAC champion, but
I’m more proud of what we’ve
become. Everyone fed off of
each other like a great team
should.”

In the championship game,
PC came out aggressively and
caught Northeastern off-guard.
The Friars’ forecheck, their
biggest strength all season, was
ruthless. The puck rarely left
the Husky zone, and the few
times it did, all Northeastern
could do was dump it for a line
change.
The Friar defense limited the
Huskies to just two shots on
goal in the first period while the
Friar offense fired off 16 shots
at the other end. Husky
goaltender Chanda Gunn stood
her ground, however, until the
14:19 mark when senior Jackie
Tamsin stole the puck at the red
line for a breakaway and beat
her one-on-one. It proved to be
the only goal of the game.
“I just put a little pressure on
her and I realized that I’d be
gone if I got the puck by her so
I just knocked it by her and took
it,” said Tamsin. “I was just
looking at the goalie and I was
deciding whether to make a

move or make a shot. I decided
to let it go and I shot with
everything I had.”
The Friars carried the
momentum of Tamsin’s goal
into the remainder of the game.
They attacked Northeastern at
every opportunity and did not
let up on defense. Sophomore
goaltender Amy Quinlan played
a smart game between the posts,
quickly clearing away any puck
that even threatened to enter the
crease. Towards the end of the
second period, however, the
tension was rising as
Northeastern finally started to
come alive.
“In between the second and
third period I told them that one
goal wasn’t going to be enough
because I haven’t gotten a shut
out all year, and one goal
normally does not win a game
like this,” said Quinlan.
Quinlan continued her stellar
playing, however, even when
the PC offense fell off its mark.
In the latter half of the third

period, a Northeastern player
broke through two defensemen
and faced Quinlan one-on-one
right in front of the crease. The
Husky shot the puck to the
comer of the goal where it was
promptly caught by Quinlan to
end the threat. Quinlan ended
the game with 10 saves for her
first shutout of the season.
Nerves started to affect the
Friar bench as the final period
was nearing its end, and so with
6:33 remaining on the clock,
Deraney called a timeout to
calm the team down.
“It’s just a hockey game,
that’s what I told them,” said
Deraney. “I was just trying to
settle them down a little bit; they
were getting caught up in the
moment.”
After the timeout, the Friars
returned to the ice with
confidence and effectively ran
down the remainder of the
clock. Even when sophomore
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